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Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) are a class of crystalline nanoporous adsorbents 
with numerous applications due to their highly tunable physical and chemical properties. 
However, MOFs are limited by their susceptibility to degradation in humid and acid 
environments common to many industrial processes. We focus on zeolitic imidazolate 
frameworks (ZIFs), a MOF subclass with high thermal stability which can be synthesized 
in many topologies. In this thesis, we study disorder in ZIFs at local and superlattice length 
scales by building computational models of defects, simulating bulk properties of the defect 
material, and comparing our theoretical insights against experimental measurements. We 
first demonstrated that inherent extended defects such as stacking faults are favorable, 
suggesting that these defects will be introduced during synthesis and are therefore prevalent 
in real ZIF materials. Then we consider degradation induced by exposure to H2O, CO2, 
SO2, and NO2 on a broad set of ZIFs. While simulation alone cannot fully predict ZIF 
stability, it will be valuable in elucidating new degradation pathways of more complex 
attacking species. Following on this work, we investigated how local defects accumulate 
until the bulk structure degrades. The mechanism we proposed explains favorable defect 
propagation as a means to reduce or eliminate the strain energy. Finally, we performed 
meta-analysis on a fundamental question: how reproducible is MOF synthesis research? 
While our findings are not encouraging, we propose an “Olympic medal” hierarchy 
standard and suggest ways the research community can improve reproducibility. 
 
 1 
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Metal-Organic Frameworks: Appeal, Applications, and Limitations 
Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) are a class of crystalline, microporous 
adsorbents with promising properties for sensing1, separations2, catalysis3, and gas storage4 
applications. Discovered in the late 1990's5-6, they are still relatively new compared to 
traditional porous structures like activated carbon or zeolites, over which they have a few 
key advantages – greater pore size, surface area and volume; and extensive physical and 
chemical tunability. The latter, in particular, has generated two decades of excitement: 
roughly 230 zeolites7 have been synthesized since the late 1940’s, while more than 37,000 
MOFs8 have been reported in less than half that time. MOFs are constructed of metal nodes 
linked by organic ligands through coordination bonds9. This simple “molecular building 
block” model belies the highly application-tailored selectivity and specificity made 
possible by modifying choice of synthesis solvent10, organic linker11, metal center12, and/or 
post-synthetic processing13. 
Unfortunately, the tendency of MOFs to degrade in humid or acidic environments14 
limits their practical implementation and widespread industrial adoption15. This lability 
relative to conventional porous materials has been attributed to the Lewis acid-base nature 
of metal-linker coordination bonds, where strong electron donors can act as a competing 
Lewis base to the organic ligand14,16. Donor-substituted bonds may result in 
undercoordinated defect sites that drive reactivity with adsorbents and increase kinetic 
degradation17. However, it has been found that introducing defects in a controlled manner 
can be yet another avenue through which to tune desirable crystal qualities18-19. Whether 
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defects are harmful or helpful, they are likely ubiquitous in a real material. Optimizing 
material performance requires thorough knowledge of defect structure, distribution, and 
impact on experimentally measured properties. 
We focus on zeolitic imidazolate frameworks (ZIFs), a subclass of MOFs with 
exceptional chemical and thermal stability20. As the name suggests, ZIFs are topologically 
isomorphic with zeolites; the aluminosilicate Si-O-Si bond angle is similar to the bond 
angle between Zn2+ or Co2+ centers tetrahedrally linked by functionalized imidazolates. 
ZIFs are primarily distinguished by functionalization of the imidazole ligand and 
framework connectivity. A wide range of linker and topology choices are synthetically 
accessible. Designing a set of ZIFs with the same linker but different topology, or vice 
versa, allows for controlled investigation of specific structure-property relationships. As a 
result, ZIFs have been widely studied experimentally and computationally21-24, particularly 
the structure known as ZIF-8, which has 2-methylimidazolate ligands and crystallizes in 
the sodalite (SOD) topology20. ZIF-8 is known for its robust stability at high temperatures, 
including immersion in boiling water and basic solvents20, as well as its ability to form 
heterogeneous mixed-linker structures where a fraction of the 2-methylimidazolate ligands 
are replaced by alternative imidazole linkers that change the overall hydrophobicity or pore 
size without changing the framework topology25.  
1.2 Challenges of Defect Characterization 
Defects in MOFs (or other crystals) can broadly fall under two categories17: point 
defects that disrupt a localized metal-linker site, or extended defects that disrupt long-range 
order of the crystal structure. Either kind of defect may form during synthesis, often 
associated with rapid crystallization that “locks” many imperfections into place26, or 
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intentionally “engineered” by using an appropriate modulator27. Defects, point and 
extended, can also by induced after synthesis through solvent removal28, particle 
bombardment, or exposure to extreme thermal/chemical conditions. 
Characterizing defects in MOFs experimentally offers many challenges. Scanning 
probe and confocal fluorescence microscopy have been successfully used to image one- 
and two-dimensional dislocations29-30 and extended pockets of correlated defects31. 
Although these techniques can detect long-range disorder, they do not always yield a 
detailed picture of defect density and morphology.  Moreover, high-energy microscopy and 
scattering measurements typically lack the resolution to identify point defects32 without 
destroying beam-sensitive organic ligands33. If a defect reaction is known, adsorbed 
product species may be identified as evidence of defect formation using Fourier-Transfer 
Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR)34-35. Linker decoordination can also be inferred from 
increased N2 uptake and Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) surface area36-37, but neither of 
these characterizations can determine where or how the point defects are distributed 
through the framework. For this reason, molecular models are a powerful and 
complementary tool for studying disorder in the bulk structure. Calculations often assume 
an ideal crystal, but recent literature has increasingly come to characterize ubiquity and 
importance of defects. Detailed knowledge of “real” MOFs will allow accurate prediction 
of changes in adsorption38, diffusion39, or catalytic processes34,40 due to defects. In this 
work, we use quantum mechanical models to describe local defects, classical calculations 
to elucidate long-range disorder, and finally also predict physical properties of the defective 
crystal for comparison against experimental characterization. 
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1.3 Computational Theory 
1.3.1 Density functional theory (DFT) 
Density functional theory (DFT) is a quantum mechanical modelling method that 
approximates a solution to the time-independent many-body Schrödinger equation41. First 
developed for solid-state calculations in the 1970s, DFT was not accurate enough for 
quantum chemistry calculations until more refined approximations were introduced in the 
1990s42. Compared to other electronic structure methods such as Hartree-Fock theory, 
coupled-cluster/configuration-interaction theory, or Møller–Plesset perturbation theory, 
DFT is less computationally costly and therefore suitable for larger systems. 
To understand why DFT is such an elegant and versatile method, we must first 
define the problem it solves. The Schrödinger equation is to quantum mechanics what 
Newton’s second law is to classical mechanics; solving the Schrödinger equation defines 
the state of a quantum system at every spatial position and time. We are interested in 
solutions to the many-body time-independent Schrödinger equation (TISE). This 
restriction implies that our solutions will be stationary states, or eigenvectors, of the total 
energy of the system. The latter quantity is also known as the Hamiltonian operator 𝐻𝐻�, and 
therefore the simplest form of the TISE is 
 𝐻𝐻�Ψ = 𝐸𝐸Ψ (1-1) 
where Ψ is the wavefunction describing the state and E is the energy level of the state. For 
a many-body system, Ψ describes the spatial positions of all the atomic nuclei and electrons 
in three-dimensional space. Given M nuclei and N electrons, this wavefunction has 
3(N+M) variables – finding the solution to such a system becomes exponentially difficult 
and costly with size. 
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A key simplification arises because each proton or neutron in the nucleus is more 
than 1800 times heavier than the electron41. Thus, the electronic movements are nearly 
instantaneous compared to changes in nuclear positions. The Born-Oppenheimer 
approximation allows motion of the nuclei and electrons to be separated: 
 Ψtotal = 𝜓𝜓𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒  ×  𝜓𝜓𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒 (1-2) 
Assuming the nuclei positions are fixed, the many-electron TISE becomes: 
 𝐻𝐻�𝜓𝜓𝑒𝑒 = �−
ℏ2
2𝑚𝑚
∑ ∇𝑒𝑒2𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒=1 + ∑ 𝑉𝑉(𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒)𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒=1 + ∑ ∑ 𝑈𝑈�𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒 , 𝑟𝑟𝑗𝑗�𝑗𝑗<𝑒𝑒𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒=1 �𝜓𝜓𝑒𝑒 = 𝐸𝐸𝜓𝜓𝑒𝑒 (1-3) 
where the three terms in the Hamiltonian are, in order, kinetic energy of each electron, 
interaction energy between each electron and all the nuclei, and interaction energy between 
different electrons41. However, this is still a highly complicated problem because the 
electronic wavefunction is still 3N-dimensional function. For a simple molecule like CO2, 
the wavefunction has 66 coordinates; for a cluster of 100 Pt atoms, 𝜓𝜓𝑒𝑒 contains 23,000 
variables41. 
In 1964, Hohenberg and Kohn proved two fundamental theorems that established 
a basis for DFT by allowing simplification of a 3N-dimensional equation to one with only 
3 variables43. The first theorem states that the total energy is a unique functional of electron 
density, or in corollary, that the ground state electron density uniquely determines the total 
energy and therefore all other properties of the system. Because the electron density 𝑛𝑛(𝑟𝑟) 
is a three-dimensional function obtained by integrating the electronic wavefunction 𝜓𝜓𝑒𝑒 over 
three-dimensional space44, the system can alternatively be described by a new 
wavefunction 𝜓𝜓[𝑛𝑛(𝑟𝑟)] that is a functional of electron density. Here a functional indicates 
a function that takes a function as input and returns a single number – definite integrals are 
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a functional of the function that is integrated. We can re-express the TISE using the density 
functional, with 𝑇𝑇� ,𝑉𝑉� , and 𝑈𝑈� corresponding to the three bracketed terms in Equation 1-3: 
  �𝑇𝑇� + 𝑉𝑉� + 𝑈𝑈�� 𝜓𝜓[𝑛𝑛(𝑟𝑟)] = 𝐸𝐸[𝑛𝑛(𝑟𝑟)] 𝜓𝜓[𝑛𝑛(𝑟𝑟)] (1-4) 
The second Hohenberg-Kohn theorem is a variational principle that tells us how to 
search for solutions or approximations to this new energy functional: the functional 
defining the ground state energy of the system only returns the lowest energy if the input 
density is the true ground state density. 
Based on these two theorems, Kohn and Sham introduced a method to find the 
energy functional by expressing the electron density using a set of equations each involving 
a single electron45: 
  �− ℏ
2
2𝑚𝑚
∇2 + 𝑉𝑉𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒(𝑟𝑟) + 𝑉𝑉𝐻𝐻(𝑟𝑟) + 𝑉𝑉𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋(𝑟𝑟)� 𝜙𝜙𝑒𝑒(𝑟𝑟) = 𝜀𝜀𝑒𝑒𝜙𝜙𝑒𝑒(𝑟𝑟) (1-5) 
The single-electron orbital 𝜙𝜙𝑒𝑒(𝑟𝑟) is closely related to the electron density but also accounts 
for electron spin. The first three terms in brackets are analogous to the three bracketed 
terms in Equation 1-3: − ℏ
2
2𝑚𝑚
∇2 is the kinetic energy, 𝑉𝑉𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒(𝑟𝑟) is the external potential, and 
𝑉𝑉𝐻𝐻(𝑟𝑟) is the Hartree potential describing Coulombic repulsion between electrons. One 
small but important difference between the Hartree potential and the previous electron-
electron interaction potential is that the definition of the Hartree potential 
  𝑉𝑉𝐻𝐻(𝑟𝑟) = 𝑒𝑒2 ∫𝑛𝑛(𝑟𝑟′) |𝑟𝑟 − 𝑟𝑟′|⁄  𝑑𝑑3𝑟𝑟′ (1-6) 
includes the unphysical interaction of an electron with itself. The fourth term 𝑉𝑉𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋(𝑟𝑟) is a 
new term that captures the self-interaction correction, along with all the interactions not 
included in the previous three potentials, with form: 
  𝑉𝑉𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋(𝑟𝑟) = 𝛿𝛿𝐸𝐸𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋[𝑛𝑛(𝑟𝑟′)] 𝛿𝛿𝑛𝑛(𝑟𝑟′)⁄  . (1-7) 
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 Finding an accurate form of the exchange-correlation functional 𝑉𝑉𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋(𝑟𝑟) is highly 
difficult for most interesting systems, although it can be derived exactly for the uniform 
electron gas. In this example, the electron density is a constant at each spatial position, and 
the exchange-correlation energy can be set to the exchange-correlation potential per 
electron of a uniform electron gas45: 
  𝐸𝐸𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋[𝑛𝑛(𝑟𝑟)] = ∫𝑛𝑛(𝑟𝑟) 𝜖𝜖𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋[𝑛𝑛(𝑟𝑟)] 𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑟 . (1-8) 
This approximation is called the local density approximation (LDA) because it only uses 
the local electron density to define the electron-correlation functional. The generalized 
gradient approximation (GGA) in Equation 1-9 is a versatile and widely used functional 
which is more accurate for systems with strong electron-electron interactions because it 
captures inhomogeneity in electron density by applying gradient corrections; we primarily 
use the PBE-GGA functional developed by Perdew, Bruke, and Ernzerhof46. 
  𝐸𝐸𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋[𝑛𝑛(𝑟𝑟)] = ∫𝑛𝑛(𝑟𝑟) 𝜖𝜖𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋(𝑟𝑟) 𝐹𝐹[𝑛𝑛(𝑟𝑟),∇𝑛𝑛(𝑟𝑟)] 𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑟 . (1-9) 
Since much of the work in this thesis involves humid systems, describing hydrogen 
bonding and London dispersion becomes critical. The PBE-GGA functional does not 
accurately describe long-range forces47 and requires dispersion corrections48. We use the 
Grimme DFT-D2 and D3 corrections which sum over pairwise atom pairs with sixth, or 
sixth and eighth order dispersion coefficients, respectively49. 
1.3.2 Molecular dynamics (MD) 
Molecular dynamics (MD) is a classical simulation method that solves Newton’s 
equations of motions for a many-particle system subject to a force field50. Each particle in 
the system has a position and velocity in three dimensions. By taking ensemble averages, 
we can also calculate system properties such as energy and temperature at any moment in 
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time. We calculate the force on each particle after small time steps and update the position, 
velocity, and other measurables. The simulation is finished when the system reaches 
equilibrium, where the average properties no longer change with additional time steps.  
While the MD algorithm is simple, the challenge is efficient calculation of forces 
at each step. Force is the first derivative of the potential in a specific direction. The 
Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential is a mathematically simple model that approximates the 
interaction between a pair of neutral atoms or molecules51 










where 𝜀𝜀 is the depth of the potential well, 𝜎𝜎 is the distance at which the interparticle 
potential is zero, and r is the distance between the particles. The corresponding force for 
this potential in the x direction is then 
















For a system with N particles, calculating the force on a particle due to all its neighbours 
is a 3N2 dimensional problem. Verlet integration is a numerical method that allows us to 
approximate solutions to Newton’s equations of motions once the forces are known52: 
  𝑟𝑟(𝑡𝑡 + Δ𝑡𝑡) ≈ 2𝑟𝑟(𝑡𝑡) − 𝑟𝑟(𝑡𝑡 − Δ𝑡𝑡) + 𝑓𝑓(𝑒𝑒)
𝑚𝑚
Δ𝑡𝑡2 . (1-12) 
1.3.3 Diffraction theory 
Crystalline structures such as MOFs can be defined by all atoms in a unit cell that 
are periodically translated through space by the lattice vectors (𝑥𝑥�,𝑦𝑦�, ?̂?𝑧) of the unit cell. 
Knowing the positions and types of all the unit cell atoms and the lattice vectors allows us 
to calculate the ideal X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern of the structure. Experimental XRD 
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spectra are collected by bombarding a crystalline sample with X-rays at a range of incident 
angles. When the incident X-rays are scattered by internal crystal planes, a detector 
measures the angles at which the reflected X-rays return. These are recorded as peaks in 
the diffraction spectra, and the angles and intensities at which they occur depend on the 
atomic structure of the material being investigated. 
Since peaks occur as a result of constructive interference, calculating the crystal 
planes that give rise to such interference becomes a mathematically solvable problem. The 
lattice planes are defined as a family of planes orthogonal to each lattice vector. Notated 
by Miller indices 〈ℎ𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘〉, these planes are spaced a constant distance 𝑑𝑑ℎ𝑘𝑘𝑒𝑒 apart, determined 
by the lattice vectors. For every lattice vector in real space, there is a reciprocal lattice 
vector obtained by taking the Fourier transform of the real vector. The reciprocal space is 
also known as momentum space, and the momentum difference between incident and 
diffracted X-rays is one reciprocal lattice vector. Therefore, given a set of real lattice 
vectors (𝑥𝑥�,𝑦𝑦�, ?̂?𝑧) describing the unit cell, the reciprocal lattice vectors (𝑎𝑎�, 𝑏𝑏�, ?̂?𝑐) are 
calculated as shown:  
  𝑎𝑎� = 2𝜋𝜋 (𝑦𝑦� × ?̂?𝑧) �𝑥𝑥� ∙ (𝑦𝑦� × ?̂?𝑧)�⁄  . (1-13) 
  𝑏𝑏� = 2𝜋𝜋 (?̂?𝑧 × 𝑥𝑥�) �𝑦𝑦� ∙ (?̂?𝑧 × 𝑥𝑥�)�⁄  . (1-14) 
  ?̂?𝑐 = 2𝜋𝜋 (𝑥𝑥� × 𝑦𝑦�) �?̂?𝑧 ∙ (𝑥𝑥� × 𝑦𝑦�)�⁄  . (1-15) 
The interplanar spacing for an arbitrary lattice plane can then be calculated from the 




= ℎ2𝑎𝑎�2 + 𝑘𝑘2𝑏𝑏�2 + 𝑘𝑘2?̂?𝑐2 + 2ℎ𝑘𝑘𝑎𝑎�𝑏𝑏� 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝛾𝛾 + 2ℎ𝑘𝑘𝑎𝑎�?̂?𝑐 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝛽𝛽 + 2𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑏𝑏�𝑎𝑎� 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝛼𝛼 (1-16) 
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From this, we can find the diffraction peak position using the Bragg model of diffraction 
which relates the spacing between planes to the scattering angle 𝜃𝜃 for an incident particle 
of specified wavelength 𝜆𝜆 
  𝜆𝜆 = 2𝑑𝑑ℎ𝑘𝑘𝑒𝑒 sin𝜃𝜃 . (1-17) 
 The amplitude (intensity) and phase of the diffracted beams depend on the atomic 
coordinates and species through a quantity called the structure vector 𝐹𝐹ℎ𝑘𝑘𝑒𝑒 which represents 
the vector sum of waves reflected from all atoms. For m atoms in the unit cell with atomic 
positions (xj, yj, kj), fractional occupancy Nj, and scattering efficiency fj, the structure factor 
is calculated as 
  𝐹𝐹ℎ𝑘𝑘𝑒𝑒 = ∑ 𝑁𝑁𝑗𝑗𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗 exp(2𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋�ℎ𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 + 𝑘𝑘𝑦𝑦𝑗𝑗 + 𝑘𝑘𝑧𝑧𝑗𝑗�)𝑚𝑚𝑗𝑗=1  . (1-18) 
The structure factor considers electromagnetic interactions and depends on the size, 
vibration, and number of electrons around an atom. Because it is usually approximated, the 
simulated diffraction peaks will often not have the same relative intensities as 
experimentally measured peaks, but the peak positions should not differ. 
1.4 Dissertation Scope 
The topics addressed in this thesis advance the current understanding of inherent 
(native) and exposure induced disorder in ZIFs. Detailed mechanistic models are proposed 
to describe these defect systems and confirmed through comparison with experimental 
characterization. Finally, we also discuss the reproducibility of MOF synthesis and 
characterization in the literature, to give additional perspective into the challenges of 
studying these fascinating, versatile, and complicated materials. 
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Chapter 2 is motivated by the lack of knowledge regarding extended defects in 
ZIFs. Stacking faults are well-known and prevalent in zeolites; do they exist in 
topologically isomorphic ZIFs? If so, what is their effect on experimental 
measurables? 
Chapter 3 presents a comprehensive study of humid and acid-gas degradation 
across a wide variety of ZIFs. Computational predictors have been identified for MOF 
water stability; can we identify a set of calculated properties that predict ZIF 
stability? 
Chapter 4 proposes the first detailed analysis of defect propagation in ZIF-8. Given 
a single bond-breaking event, where and how do subsequent defects form? At what 
threshold of defect propagation is the structure “amorphous”? 
 Chapter 5 takes a birds-eye view of experimental reproducibility by combing the 
literature on MOF synthesis. How often is a typical MOF synthesis repeated? If 
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CHAPTER 2. STACKING FAULTS IN ZIF-8 POLYMORPHS* 
2.1 Introduction 
Metal organic frameworks (MOFs) are crystalline porous materials self-assembled 
from metal centers connected by organic linkers. They have potential applications in 
catalysis1, gas adsorption2, separation3-4, storage5, sensing6-7, and drug delivery8 processes. 
MOFs are attractive because they can be tailored through choice of synthesis solvent9, 
organic linkers10, and metal centers11. Alternatively, various post-synthetic modifications 
and ligand mixing strategies can provide further functionality12-13. A potential weakness of 
MOFs is their susceptibility to degradation in aqueous or acid gas environments14, which 
can limit application and lifetime. Improvements in MOF thermal and chemical stability 
are likely to play a key role in expanding the scope of these materials for industrial 
implementation15. Based in part on the well-known catalytic properties of point defects in 
zeolites16, it has been hypothesized that MOF degradation is often driven by reactivity of 
adsorbents with defect sites on the MOF’s external surface and in the bulk structure17-18. 
To discuss the defects that can exist in MOFs, it is useful to first consider defects in zeolites. 
The interchangeability of Al/P/Si centers in tetrahedral zeolite frameworks allows the 
existence of range of point defects such as  local substitutions19 or vacancies20. The large 
number of polymorphs of silica that exist also allow a wide range of extended defects in 
zeolites such as  stacking faults21. MOFs also exhibit a variety of point defects. Linker 
vacancies or fragments have been found with FTIR and N2 adsorption isotherms in 
                                                 
* Material in this chapter has been previously published as Han, R.; Sholl, D.S. “Computational Model and 
Characterization of Stacking Faults in ZIF‑8 Polymorphs”. J Phys Chem C 2016, 120, 27380−27388. 
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HKUST-122, MOF-523-25, UiO-6626, and MIL-14027 among other MOFs. Metal cluster 
vacancies are not as widely reported but have been inferred with XPS and EXAFS in MOF-
50528. In some cases, disorder in MOFs is intentionally induced in the form of point defects, 
such as the introduction of monocarboxylate modulators during UiO-66 synthesis to 
control the defect concentration by terminating an open metal site in lieu of a linker29-30. 
Extended defects in MOFs are more difficult to detect than in zeolites since organic 
linkers are often destroyed by traditional electron microscopy techniques for visualizing 
zeolite stacking faults31. By supplementing a coordinating molecule, however, Xiao et al. 
demonstrated that certain MOF structures can be sufficiently stabilized for high resolution 
electron microscopy32. Confocal microscopy (CFM) and AFM have been used to image 
plane dislocations33, fractures34, and dislocation growth spirals35 in HKUST-1. Small-angle 
synchrotron X-ray scattering and CFM can also identify mesoscale cavities of correlated 
linker and metal vacancies in MOF-536. Nonetheless there is not a systematic categorization 
of extended defects in MOFs analogous to intergrowth disorder in metals and 
aluminosilicates. Here we investigate one prototypical example of stacking faults in MOFs 
using computer simulation by suggesting defect structures and predicting their impact on 
chemical or physical properties that can be compared to experimental measurements.  
A natural way to connect known extended defects in zeolites to MOFs is to consider 
zeolitic imidazolate frameworks (ZIFs), which, as their name indicates, share many 
structural features with zeolites.  Since the Zn-Im-Zn bond angle is similar to the nominally 
145° Si-O-Si zeolite bond angle, ZIFs are topologically isomorphic with zeolites. Although 
only a fraction of the 200+ recognized zeolite topologies37 have been experimentally 
synthesized as ZIFs, theoretical studies of hypothetical ZIF polymorphs have investigated 
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the relationship between structure and stability. Lewis et al. performed DFT geometry 
optimization to calculate total energy of a series of experimentally observed and 
hypothetical ZIFs with the imidazole (Im) linker38. Lewis et al. used the observed trend 
between energy and framework density to suggest several hypothetical structures that 
should be experimentally accessible. Bouëssel du Bourg et al. further analyzed stability of 
the hypothetical ZIF polymorphs studied by Lewis et al. but at a range of temperatures and 
pressures using classical simulations39. More recent modeling work included correcting for 
free energy of solvation energy to further compare the relative thermodynamic stability of 
ZIF polymorphs under synthesis conditions40. Large libraries of ZIF polymorphs have been 
generated and analyzed in computer simulations by using similar libraries of hypothetical 
zeolites41.  
In this chapter, we focus on stacking faults in ZIFs. Stacking faults are known to 
exist in a number of zeolite topologies, and intergrowth disorder in particular provides a 
convenient one-dimensional model system where a bulk zeolite is built from a layered 
construction of the unit cell. A useful illustration of the information that can come from 
computer simulations of these defects comes from the work of Slawiński et al.42 If a single 
layer is defined as type A, then a type B layer can be defined with an inversion symmetry 
to A, with or without an offset perpendicular to the stacking direction depending on the 
specific structure. The bulk structure is then specified by a single degree of a freedom, the 
stacking sequence, which dictates whether each layer is A or B type. A pair of zeolites that 
are built from the same unit cell with different stacking fault rate are known as an 
intergrowth pair (e.g. one structure is formed AAAA and its pair is formed ABAB). Using 
this definition, Slawiński et al. generated models of CHA zeolites with different faulting 
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densities and simulated their X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns42. These calculations 
showed that XRD is sufficiently sensitive to detect approximately 1% defect levels in 
CHA. Comparisons of the calculated powder patterns to experimental spectra measured for 
a nominally “defect-free” zeolite showed that even this material had a low degree of 
faulting42. 
We adapt the methods of Slawiński et al. to examine the implications of stacking 
faults in ZIF polymorphs. By choosing several zeolite structures known to exhibit these 
kinds of defects, we assess the formation energy of stacking faults in the analogous ZIF-8 
polymorphs. Our analysis allows us to consider a specific example of an experimentally 
reported ZIF, for which we find convincing evidence that the experimentally reported 
material includes a sizeable density of stacking faults.  
2.2 Computational Methods 
2.2.1 Molecular mechanics optimization 
Due to system size constraints for electronic structure calculations, ZIF structures 
were energy minimized with force field (FF) methods. The calculations performed in this 
study used a fully flexible force field developed for ZIF-8 with atomic parameters taken 
from a generalized AMBER force field (GAFF43) modified to match experimental bond 
lengths and angles44. Because this FF is specific to the methylimidazolate linker used in 
ZIF-8, no FF-based calculations were performed for ZIFs made from linkers with other 
functional groups. All calculations used fully periodic simulation volumes. Ewald 
summation was used to calculate Coulombic interactions to a relative accuracy of 10−6. 
Molecular Dynamics (MD) and energy minimization calculations were carried out with 
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LAMMPS45. Lattice constants and atoms were relaxed using a Polak-Ribiere version of the 
conjugate gradient algorithm. 
2.2.2 Density functional theory (DFT) optimization 
Selected structures containing fifteen hundred atoms or fewer were optimized with 
plane-wave density functional theory (DFT). Calculations were performed in the Vienna 
Ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP) with projector-augmented wave (PAW) method 
pseudopotentials46 and the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) generalized-gradient 
approximation (GGA) functional47. Atomic positions were first relaxed using a conjugate 
gradient algorithm with a cutoff energy of 480 eV until all forces were less than 0.05 eV/Å. 
Subsequently both atomic positions and lattice constants were optimized with the same 
cutoffs and tolerances. In all calculations, reciprocal space was sampled only at the Γ-point. 
2.2.3 Pore diameter and surface area simulation 
Pore limiting diameters48 (PLD) and Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) surface areas 
were calculated using the Zeo++ software49. All atomic radii were taken from the 
Cambridge Crystallography Data Center (CCDC). The pore dimension of interest was the 
diameter of the channel parallel to the stacking dimension (perpendicular to the fault 
interface). These PLD calculations were performed with a ten-sphere (S10) cluster 
approximation for the Voronoi decomposition50, which graphs the void space and identifies 
accessible channel systems. Once the Voronoi network was established, the dimensionality 
of each channel could be calculated and the surface area could be integrated using Monte 
Carlo sampling to determine the BET surface area. The channel radius and probe molecule 
radius were both set as 1.8 Å, which is comparable to the size of a nitrogen gas molecule. 
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2.2.4 X-ray diffraction (XRD) simulation 
Powder diffraction patterns were simulated in Mercury51 with source wavelength λ 
= 1.54056 Å (corresponding to Cu Kα radiation). Lattices were composed of 1×1×50 unit 
cells with 50 stacking layers and 27600 atoms. Hydrogen atoms were assigned isotropic 
atomic displacements of 0.06 Å2; all other atoms were assumed to have 0.05 Å2 
displacements. Peaks were assumed to be symmetric with pseudo-Voight shape and 0.05° 
full width half maximum. 
2.3 Results and Discussion 
2.3.1 Defining a stacking fault model 
We identified five zeolite topologies known to form intergrowths: CHA, FAU, 
CDO, RTH, and TON. The defect free zeolite structures were obtained from the Database 
of Zeolite Structures37. Stacking layers of the defect free zeolite (type A layers) were 
defined such that the z axis contained the stacking fault. Faulted (type B) layers were 
related to the defect free layers through inversion symmetry. In order to analyze the 
stacking disorder in MOF materials, an isomorphic ZIF was initially constructed for each 
topology using the ZIF-8 2-methyl imidazolate (mIm) organic linker by (i) replacing each 
Si of the zeolite with a Zn ion, (ii) replacing the oxygen in the Si-O-Si bond with a mIm 
ligand, and (iii) scaling the unit cell dimensions such that all bond lengths are consistent 
with bonds in ZIF-8. We denote each material as STR-ZIF8, where STR is the three letter 
zeolite structure type. 
It is important to note that the five polymorphs we have examined do not include 
the experimentally observed structure of ZIF, SOD-ZIF852. Table 2.1 compares energies 
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of the relaxed defect free polymorphs relative to the SOD-ZIF8 structure. The 
experimentally realized ZIF-8 material (SOD-ZIF8) is unsurprisingly predicted to be lower 
energy than the hypothetical polymorphs. These energy differences from our FF 
calculations are of similar scale to the relative energies between geometry optimized 
hypothetical Zn(IM)2 polymorphs and SOD-Zn(IM)2, reported by Lewis et al. using DFT 
methods.38 In Section 2.3.6, we also compare our results to a ZIF based on linkers with a 
different functional group than ZIF-8 that has been experimentally observed in one of the 
structures we analyzed, namely CHA.  
 
Table 2.1. ZIF polymorph energies relative to SOD-ZIF8. 
Structure (STR-ZIF8) Energy relative to SOD-ZIF8 
(kJ/mol/Zn) 
CHA topology ZIF-8 polymorph (CHA-ZIF8) 2.72 
FAU topology ZIF-8 polymorph (FAU-ZIF8) 1.57 
RTH topology ZIF-8 polymorph (RTH-ZIF8) 1.91 
CDO topology ZIF-8 polymorph (CDO-ZIF8) 2.21 
TON topology ZIF-8 polymorph (TON-ZIF8) 1.02 
2.3.2 Energy differences between defective and defect-free structures 
A 1×1×4 superlattice was constructed for each ZIF-8 polymorph. The defect 
structure contained a single substituted type B layer, as shown for the CHA-ZIF8 
polymorph in Figure 2.1 (additional polymorphs in Figure A.1 through Figure A.4), 
creating two stacking interfaces (AB) and (BA) each containing 16 interfacial Zn centers. 
At 2208 atoms (96 Zn) in the superlattice, CHA-ZIF8 was the smallest structure; FAU-
ZIF8 was the largest with 17664 atoms (768 Zn). All structures were relaxed using force 
field methods. The formation energy of a defect is defined as follows, where the total 
energy is normalized by the number of metal (Zn) centers in the structure38: 
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 ΔEformation = Edefect structure − Edefect free structure (2-1) 
This definition is not intended to imply that the defect formation energy is distributed 
evenly among all atoms (or bonds) in a structure, but it has the advantage that it allows 
comparison with previously computed energy differences between ZIF-8 polymorphs38. 






Table 2.2 lists formation energies of introducing a stacking fault for each 
polymorph. The magnitude of formation energies, ranging from 0.1 to 1 kJ/mol/Zn, is 
generally smaller than the energy differences between the defect free polymorphs and 
SOD-ZIF8 (see Table 2.1). One unexpected exception is that the presence of stacking 
faults in TON-ZIF8 is predicted by our FF calculations to stabilize the structure such that 
it has a lower energy than SOD-ZIF8. A second interesting observation from these results 
is that all of the defect formation energies are negative. This suggests that materials with 
stacking faults are enthalpically favored relative to the defect-free structures, and stacking 
faults may offer stability. In contrast, there is an energy penalty associated with forming a 
fault interface in aluminosilicates such as the FAU/EMT intergrowth pair53 or other 
magneso-silicates54.  
 To determine whether the ZIF-8 force field used for the calculations above can 
appropriately describe ZIFs with the same mIm linker but different topologies, minimized 
energies were also calculated using DFT for the CHA-ZIF8 polymorph with and without a 







stacking fault. Smaller 1×1×2 systems (AA) and (AB) were compared; these supercells 
each contain 1104 atoms. The resulting formation energy of a CHA-ZIF8 stacking fault 
was -1.07 kJ/mol/Zn atom calculated with DFT and -0.67 kJ/mol/Zn atom computed using 
force field methods. The two results are both negative and of similar order of magnitude, 
indicating good agreement between the two levels of theory. This provides a reasonable 
degree of confidence in the FF results presented in Table 2.2. 
2.3.3 Comparing pore diameter and surface area of defect and defect-free structures 
The effect of stacking faults on molecular diffusion in the polymorphs we have 
considered can be measured by the relevant pore limiting diameters (PLD) in the stacking 
direction, since changes in the PLD would result in different molecular hopping rates. 
These pore diameters are listed in Table A.1. In the CDO and TON polymorphs there are 
no pores normal to the plane of stacking faults, so the defects have no impact on diffusion. 
For the five topologies considered, introduction of a stacking fault has no significant impact 
on diffusion. The presence of a stacking fault does not change CHA-ZIF8 and FAU-ZIF8 
pore diameters along the stacking direction, and increases the channel diameter in RTH-
ZIF8 by 0.34 Å. Similarly, there was no significant surface area penalty associated with a 
stacking fault (data shown in Table A.2), an unsurprising result given that pore diameters 
were not significantly affected by disorder. An implication of these results is that 
agreement between experimentally observed and predicted surface areas for these or 
similar materials cannot be used to exclude (or demonstrate) the presence of stacking faults.  
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Figure 2.1. CHA-ZIF8 polymorph with and without a stacking fault. The defect free (type 
A) layer is shown in blue. The inverted layer (type B), which forms two fault interfaces, 
is shown in red. 
2.3.4 X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis of ideal and defective crystals 
X-ray diffraction is an ideal tool for characterizing deviations from long-range 
order in crystalline materials. Here, we compare simulated spectra of ZIFs with and without 
stacking faults to correlate changes in XRD peaks to defect density. We focus on the CHA 
topology as a case study since an experimentally observed material exists that has the same 
topology as the hypothetical ZIF-8 CHA polymorph we have studied to a synthesized 
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hybrid of ZIF-8 and ZIF-76. IM-2255 also known as ZIF-30156, is the first known ZIF with 
the CHA topology, synthesized with equal parts 2-methylimidazolate (2-mIm) and 5-
chlorobenzimidazolate (ClbIm) linkers. Because of the mixed linkers in IM-22, this 
material can be thought of as a hybrid of ZIF-8 and ZIF-7657. Its temperature stability and 
large pore volume have suggested its use for separation of C6 paraffins55.  Nguyen et al. 
also synthesized the isomorphs ZIF-300 and ZIF-302 which replace the ClbIm linkers with 
methylbenzimidazolate (mbIm) and bromobenzimidazolate (BrbIm), respectively. 
The following discussion will first investigate how stacking faults can potentially 
be detected from changes to the characteristic peaks of CHA-ZIF8. By creating 
hypothetical structures with known stacking sequences and calculating the corresponding 
diffraction pattern, we identify correlations between stacking fault ratio (SFR) and XRD 
spectra. After identifying the XRD signatures of stacking faults, we will apply this 
knowledge to compare simulated and measured ZIF-301 powder patterns to test the 
hypothesis that we will find evidence for the presence of stacking faults in the experimental 
XRD spectra. 
2.3.5 Estimating fault density from XRD 
Stacking faults are parameterized by the density of defects as well as an order 
parameter describing the precise sequence of layers. The stacking fault ratio (SFR) is 
defined as 
 SFR =  # of defect interfaces
# of total layers
 (2-2) 
where defect interfaces are stacking transitions (A to B or vice versa) and the total number 
of layers is fixed for a periodic unit. Defining an order parameter is more complicated. 
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Short of specifying the complete stacking sequence, one convenient order parameter is the 
average ratio of consecutive A and B layers. For example, in a periodic 50 layer 
superlattice, the ratio A:B = 4:1 if the first 40 layers are type A and the next 10 layers are 
type B. 
Figure 2.2 demonstrates the dependence of scattering on the layer order parameter 
for CHA-ZIF8 with SFR = 0.02.  This 2% defect density is sufficient to induce noticeable 
changes from the spectra of the defect-free material, with several peaks broadening or 
splitting. For example, the main peak at 6.7° shows more peak splitting with increased 
number of faulting interfaces. The peak at 9.2° varies in relative intensity (the most peak 
in each pattern was used to normalize each spectrum) and width. While the peak at 8.3° 
shows some splitting, it remains fairly narrow whereas the peak 10.6° both splits and 
broadens. 
The data above provides unambiguous evidence that stacking faults create 
noticeable effects in the XRD spectra of CHA-ZIF8. It may be challenging, however, to 
deduce the degree of stacking disorder from an experimental XRD measurement because 
of confounding effects such as finite crystal size effects and other complications. It is 
therefore useful to seek signatures within XRD spectra that are strongly correlated to the 




Figure 2.2. Simulated XRD spectra for CHA-ZIF8 as a function of the ratio of consecutive 
A to B layers for SFR = 0.02 (1 stacking interface in 50 layers). 
 
To seek correlations of the type just discussed, we simulated the XRD spectra of a 
large number of CHA-ZIF8 samples. In each sample, the faulting probability was defined 
as the probability that the next (subsequent) stacking layer is not the same type as the 
current layer; in a superlattice with infinitely many layers, the SFR approaches the faulting 
probability. For each sample, we constructed a CHA-ZIF8 volume with 50 layers generated 
given a target faulting probability by inserting a stacking fault in each layer with the 
specified faulting probability. Then the actual SFR was then calculated for each structure 
by counting the fraction of defect interfaces in the 50 layer unit. For each of the simulated 
spectra, we scaled the maximum peak value to 100 and determined the peak intensities, 
positions, areas, and full-width half-maximum (FWHM). We defined signature peaks of 
the defect free CHA-ZIF8 structure as those with intensity greater than or equal to 5% of 
the maximum peak intensity. The corresponding 2θ position ±0.5° of each signature peak 
was considered the domain over which area was integrated for XRD patterns of defect 
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structures. Since stacking faults are exhibited as peak splitting and broadening in the 
diffraction patterns, we identified peak intensities of defect spectra as the maximum 
intensities on each peak domain. FWHM was determined by identifying the range of 2θ 
values for which spectral intensity was greater than or equal to half the peak intensity. 
This procedure was repeated for ten simulated structures at a range of SFR values 
from 0 to 0.42. For each SFR, the XRD spectra and calculated peak properties were 
averaged. Various changes in peak intensity and area are evident as a function of SFR, 
shown in Figure A.5. In particular, the peaks at 6.66° and 10.64° show more splitting and 
broadening with increasing SFR, while the relative intensity of the peaks at 9.25° and 
12.95° diminish with higher defect density. 
To quantify the visual trends, principal component analysis (PCA) was employed 
to score peak intensities, positions, areas, and FWHM for the set of data with ten peaks for 
each of ten XRD spectra for each of nineteen SFR (not including SFR = 0, which has a 
unique structure). Peak position and FWHM did not vary significantly with SFR, but 
relative peak intensity and area each had primary and secondary principal components that 
respectively accounted for more than 80% and 7% of the variation. The strongest trends 
were selected from peaks with high correlation coefficients for the largest principal 
components. Figure 2.3 shows how relative intensity of the peak at 10.64° decreases 
almost linearly with increasing SFR, while the relative intensity at 15.72° decreases 
dramatically for low SFR and then approaches a constant. Similarly, Figure 2.4 shows how 
the area of the peaks at 9.26° and 10.64° decrease in linear relation to increasing SFR. The 
left correlation in Figure 2.4 suggests that a peak 9.26° to 8.28° area ratio of 0.68 could 
correspond to SFR = 0 or SFR = 0.22-0.2; additional experimental analysis would be 
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necessary to determine whether a defect-free sample (i.e. SFR = 0) were realistic. 
Additional correlations as well as PCA coefficients and components are presented in the 
Appendix A (Table A.3 and Table A.4; Figure A.6 and Figure A.7). 
 
 




Figure 2.4. Strongest correlations of average peak area ratios to SFR. 
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The impact of SFR on XRD spectra visible in Figure 2.2 and quantified in Figures 
Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4 for the hypothetical CHA-ZIF8 polymorph are also evident 
when comparing experimental diffraction spectra of the CHA zeolite (chabazite). Li et al. 
investigated two different Si/Al ratio variants of chabazite, representing frameworks with 
intergrowth between the CHA and AEI topologies58. Their respective powder patterns 
exhibit significant peak broadening and splitting compared to the narrow peaks in high 
silica chabazite59. Prominent broadening and splitting of the peaks at 20.51° and 30.44° (in 
Figure A.8) correspond to structural changes at the (31�0) and (421�) diffraction planes. 
These changes may be related to the CHA-ZIF8 peak intensity correlations shown in 
Figure 2.3, where the peak at 10.64° is a result of interference from the (310) plane and 
the peak at 15.72° is a result of interference from the (42�1) plane. 
2.3.6 Predicting the presence of stacking faults in hybrid ZIFs with CHA topology 
If an experimental XRD measurement were available for CHA-ZIF8, the peak 
intensities and areas could be calculated, scored, and compared to the reported trends in 
order to estimate the sample’s SFR. While CHA-ZIF8 is a hypothetical structure, ZIF-30X 
(where X = 0 for mbIm, 1 = ClbIm, or 2 for BrbIm) is a synthesized ZIF with CHA 
topology. Unfortunately the compositional differences between ZIF-8 and ZIF-30X 
invalidate use of the FF developed for ZIF-843, which in turn currently precludes direct 
modeling and optimizing of extended defects in ZIF-30X. 
To aid interpretation of the experimentally reported ZIF-30X XRD results, we first 
generated a unit cell of ZIF-301 according to experimental lattice constants and postulated 
linker distribution56. The ClbIm ligand in ZIF-301 is the smallest of the ZIF-30X linkers, 
and therefore the easiest to optimize; however, it is expected that for steric reasons, the 
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structures of ZIF-300, ZIF-301, and ZIF-302 will look similar in terms of linker 
distribution56. Of the 72 linker positions in the unit cell, Nguyen et al. identified 18 
specifically occupied by mIm and 18 by ClbIm, as well as 36 nonspecific positions that 
could be occupied by either linker. We populated the nonspecific linker positions by 
staggering ClbIm, the bulkier ligand, around each ring to minimize steric hindrance and 
maximize symmetry. DFT optimization of defect-free ZIF-301 was performed to relax 
atomic positions for fixed lattice constants. We varied the occupation of the 36 nonspecific 
linker positions to obtain mIm:ClbIm ratios from 0.8 (16/20) to 1 (18/18). Simulated 
diffraction of the geometry optimized structures, shown in Figure 2.5, yield equivalent 
powder patterns with slight differences in peak intensity but not position or width. The 
CHA-ZIF8 powder pattern is shown for comparison. Since the peaks in the diffraction 
patterns for CHA-ZIF8 and ZIF-301 are not shared and represent scattering off different 
diffraction planes, we unfortunately cannot directly extend the SFR analysis in Figure 2.3 
and Figure 2.4 to ZIF-30X. 
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Figure 2.5. Simulated XRD spectra of relaxed CHA-ZIF8 and ZIF-301 with different 
linker ratios. The lack of shared peaks prevents extension of SFR analysis to the ZIF-301 
structure. Linker distribution and composition (for mIm:ClbIm close to 1) have an effect 
on peak intensity, but not position or width. 
 
Figure 2.6 compares XRD spectra simulated for the ZIF-301 DFT-minimized 
structure (yellow, labelled “mIm:ClbIm = 1”) as well as experimental PXRD patterns of 
activated ZIF-300, ZIF-301, and ZIF-302 reproduced from Nguyen et al.56 Peak splitting 
in the experimental data is visible in the peaks at 5.4°, 6.5°, 11.8°, and 12.9°, while 
broadening is also seen at 17.4°, 21.5°, and 23.6°. The similarity of key features is expected 
for structures with approximately equal lattice constants (PXRD measured lattice 
dimensions of the three ZIF-30X variants did not differ by more than 0.5 Å in any 
dimension56) and the same topology. The differences in which peaks split and how they 
split across the powder patterns could indicate structural deviations specific to the sample. 
The similarity between the experimental and simulated patterns, as well as reported crystal 
purity and lack of guest molecules detected in TGA56, suggest the existence of stacking 
faults could explain the peak splitting and broadening observed experimentally. We 
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therefore conclude that the experimental data of Nguyen et al. provides indirect evidence 
for the presence of stacking faults in ZIF-30X crystals. 
 
 
Figure 2.6. Comparison of simulated diffraction spectra for ZIF-301 and experimental 
PXRD patterns for activated samples of ZIF-300, ZIF-301, and ZIF-302, reproduced from 
Nguyen et al.56 (indicated by *). 
 
2.4 Conclusion 
In summary, we demonstrated that stacking faults in ZIFs can be energetically 
accessible or even favorable by examining five ZIF-8 polymorphs where the topologically 
analogous zeolite is known to form intergrowth structures. We also assessed the impact of 
extended defects on material properties. There was no significant change in channel 
diameters of pores along the stacking direction for the five topologies considered. The 
cavity diameters were larger upon including a fault interface, which may imply lower 
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kinetic barriers to diffusion. There was no surface area penalty associated with stacking 
faults. 
We simulated X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns for a series of structures in the CHA 
topology with varying stacking fault ratios (SFR). The narrow diffraction peaks of a 
pristine structure were observed to split and broaden upon introducing stacking faults. We 
created a model associating trends in XRD features to defect density in the CHA-ZIF8 
polymorph. Strong correlations were identified for variations in peak intensities and areas 
with increasing SFR. 
Connecting our work to existing experimental literature, we found indications of 
defects based on reported powder patterns of ZIF-301, an experimental CHA topology ZIF 
with hybrid mIm/ClbIm linkers described by Nguyen et al.56 Comparing measured and 
simulated XRD spectra for ZIF-301 indicated possible defect-induced peak broadening and 
splitting in the experimental patterns, consistent with stacking faults. We therefore 
conclude that stacking faults are likely to exist in real ZIFs.  
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APPENDIX A. SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER 2 
A.1 Additional ZIF-8 Polymorphs Emphasizing the Extended Defect 
 
 
Figure A.1. FAU-ZIF8 without (top) and with (bottom) a stacking fault. The defect free 
(type A) layer is shown in blue. The inverted layer (type B), which forms two fault 





Figure A.2. CDO-ZIF8 without (left) and with (right) a stacking fault. The defect free 
(type A) layer is shown in blue. The inverted layer (type B), which forms two fault 




Figure A.3. RTH-ZIF8 without (top) and with (bottom) a stacking fault. The defect free 
(type A) layer is shown in blue. The inverted layer (type B), which forms two fault 




Figure A.4. TON-ZIF8 without (left) and with (right) a stacking fault. The defect free 
(type A) layer is shown in blue. The inverted layer (type B), which forms two fault 





A.2 Comparison of Simulated Pore Diameter and Surface Area for ZIF-8 Polymorphs 
With and Without a Stacking Fault 
  
Table A.1. Pore limiting diameters in structures with and without a stacking fault. 
 CHA-ZIF8 FAU-ZIF8 CDO-ZIF8 RTH-ZIF8 TON-ZIF8 
Defect free (AAAA) structure 
Is there diffusion along 
the stacking direction? Yes Yes No Yes No 
If so, what is the 
relevant pore diameter 
for diffusion in that 
direction? 
6.52 Å 13.77 Å  15.37 Å  
Structure with a single stacking fault (AABA) 
Is there diffusion along 
the stacking direction? Yes Yes No Yes No 
If so, what is the 
relevant pore diameter 
for diffusion in that 
direction? 
6.52 Å 13.77 Å  15.71 Å  
 
  
Table A.2. Surface area penalty associated with a stacking fault. 
Structure Surface area [m2/g] % Difference 
CHA-ZIF8 2019.3 
-0.6  2006.5 
FAU-ZIF8 1396.19 
0.1  1396.68 
RTH-ZIF8 1596.1 
-3.1  1546.2 
CDO-ZIF8 1680.6 
-0.3  1675.7 
TON-ZIF8 1506.0 
-1.9  1477.1 







A.3 Simulated CHA-ZIF8 XRD Pattern of Increasing Stacking Fault Ratio (SFR) 
 




A.4 Principal Components and Additional Correlations 
Coefficients of principal component analysis (PCA) for peak intensity and area are 
listed in Table A.3 and Table A.4, representing the correlation of the original variables 
(i.e. signature peaks in the CHA-ZIF8 XRD spectrum) with the principal components 
determined by PCA. All principal components (PCs) were standardized to have mean at 0. 
Percent variance explains the percentage of total variance of the data explained by a 
particular principal component; PCs are listed in order of importance. 
Principal components are interpreted by finding the most strongly correlated 
variables for each component. Strongly correlated variables have coefficients with large 
magnitudes (positive or negative). Correlations with magnitude greater than 0.5 were 
considered important, indicated in the table by the highlighted/boldfaced coefficients. The 
closer the coefficient is the 1, the more strongly the variable is correlated to the PC. Positive 
coefficients indicate that the variables (peak intensity or area) vary with the principal 
component, while negative coefficients imply an inverse variation. 
Table A.3. Principal component coefficients for peak intensity.  
 PC 1 PC 2 PC 3 PC 4 PC 5 PC 6 PC 7 PC 8 PC 9 
peak at 6.66 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1 
peak at 7.26 0.07 -0.06 -0.11 0.06 0.07 0.37 0.91 0.04 0 
peak at 8.28 -0.11 0.26 0.86 -0.18 0.03 0.15 0.09 -0.33 0 
peak at 9.26 0.67 0.68 -0.15 -0.22 0.10 -0.03 -0.01 0.05 0 
peak at 10.64 0.69 -0.67 0.24 -0.15 -0.01 0.00 -0.05 -0.06 0 
peak at 12.94 0.09 0.01 0.18 0.58 0.78 -0.07 -0.06 0.13 0 
peak at 13.34 -0.07 0.00 0.31 -0.23 -0.05 -0.24 0.12 0.88 0 
peak at 15.72 0.21 0.13 0.19 0.69 -0.59 -0.24 0.11 0.02 0 
peak at 16.04 0.06 0.04 0.04 0.18 -0.15 0.85 -0.36 0.31 0 
% variance 70.48 19.54 5.36 2.52 1.04 0.54 0.36 0.15 0 
 
Table A.4. Principal component coefficients for peak areas. 
 PC 1 PC 2 PC 3 PC 4 PC 5 PC 6 PC 7 PC 8 PC 9 
peak at 6.66 0.60 -0.52 -0.02 -0.59 0.09 0.03 -0.09 0.01 -0.03 
peak at 7.26 0.10 0.01 -0.03 0.02 0.18 0.19 0.38 -0.24 0.75 
peak at 8.28 0.56 0.69 -0.04 -0.08 -0.40 -0.02 -0.17 -0.05 0.08 
peak at 9.26 -0.01 -0.16 0.90 0.04 -0.38 0.02 0.04 -0.11 0.06 
peak at 10.64 0.36 -0.44 -0.25 0.70 -0.33 -0.08 -0.06 -0.06 0.04 
peak at 12.94 0.21 0.09 0.02 0.12 0.13 0.49 0.52 -0.39 -0.51 
peak at 13.34 0.14 0.03 0.01 -0.01 -0.12 -0.24 0.67 0.68 -0.04 
peak at 15.72 0.08 0.02 0.11 0.18 0.13 0.73 -0.29 0.56 0.09 
peak at 16.04 0.34 0.15 0.33 0.32 0.70 -0.36 -0.12 0.03 -0.05 
% variance 66.40 22.74 4.80 3.19 1.47 0.65 0.46 0.21 0.08 
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Based on the variables identified by the first four principal components, which 
account for over 97% of the variance of both peak intensity and peak area with stacking 
fault rate (SFR), additional correlations of importance are shown in Figure A.6 and Figure 
A.7.  
 










A.5 Stacking Fault Effect on XRD of Silica Chabazite (CHA) 
 
Figure A.8. Comparison of silica chabazite (CHA) powder pattern and the peak 
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CHAPTER 3. ZIF DEGRADATION BY ACID GASES* 
3.1 Introduction 
Acid gases (SO2, NOx, CO2, etc.) are harmful to human health, atmospheric 
conditions, and climate change.1-3 Humid flue gas exit streams generated from the 
combustion of fossil fuel sources are rich in CO2 (13-15% by volume) and are estimated to 
account for 87% of SO2 and 67% of NOx emissions in the United States.1 There have been 
numerous efforts to capture acid gas emissions at generation sources through processes 
such as wet flue gas desulfurization for SO2, selective catalytic reduction for NOx and 
liquid amine based absorption for CO2.1-2 However, the many challenges associated with 
these industrial processes – high capital and operating costs, high temperature 
requirements, large water consumption, catalyst deactivation, energy intensive adsorbent 
regeneration – motivate a need for cost-effective alternatives.2,4-5 Metal-organic 
frameworks (MOFs) are crystalline microporous adsorbents that have shown promise for 
acid gas capture, especially a subclass with high thermal stability known as zeolitic 
imidazolate frameworks (ZIFs).6-8 ZIFs consist of Zn2+ or Co2+ metal centers tetrahedrally 
coordinated to imidazole-derived organic linkers. The similarity in size of their pore 
apertures to many industrially useful molecules make them promising candidates for 
adsorptive and membrane-based separations.9-10  
                                                 
* Material in this chapter has been previously published as Bhattacharyya, S.; Han, R.; Kim, W.G.; Chiang, 
Y.; Jayachandrababu, K.C.; Hungerford, J.T.; Dutzer, M.R.; Ma, C.; Walton, K.S.; Sholl, D.S., Nair, S. "Acid 
Gas Stability of Zeolitic Imidazolate Frameworks: Generalized Kinetic and Thermodynamic Characteristics". 
Chem Mater 2018, 30, 4089-4101; and as Bhattacharyya, S.; Han, R.; Joshi, J.N.; Zhu, G.; Lively, R.P.; 
Walton, K.S.; Sholl, D.S.; Nair, S. "Stability of Zeolitic Imidazolate Frameworks in NO2" in J Phys Chem C 
2019. 
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To realize practical applications of ZIFs, it is critical to understand not only 
adsorbent selectivity and capacity, but also chemical stability towards the adsorbent of 
interest. Recently, several authors have studied the acid gas (humid SO2, NOx, CO2) 
stability of ZIF-8, one of the most widely-reported ZIF materials in the literature.11-16 The 
deleterious effects of humidity, SO2 and NO2 on the gas adsorption properties of ZIF-8 
were first reported by Han et al.17 Mottillo et al. linked changes in ZIF-8 PXRD after 
exposure to humid CO2 to formation of a complex carbonate species.11 Based on existing 
defects suggested by theoretical investigations15-16, Battacharyya et al. proposed 
mechanisms for ZIF-8 degradation in humid CO2 and SO2.14, 18 Surprisingly, ZIF-8 was 
stable (as seen in retained pore volume and bulk crystallinity) to mild aqueous SO2 
exposure, although the crystal surface was seen to etch away preferentially along the (110) 
facet.19 
Despite the experimental work summarized above, there is still a lack of 
generalized understanding for ZIF stability. ZIFs display a large variety of framework 
topologies and imidazole functional group sizes (impacting pore size and steric 
environment), polarities (impacting hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity), or electron-
withdrawing properties (impacting intrinsic strength of the Zn-N coordination bonds).20 
These factors necessarily affect bulk acid gas stability. In this chapter our goal was to 
identify computed properties that correlate with and predict experimental stability for a 
broad set of ZIF adsorbents and acidic adsorbates. Previous attempts to computationally 
predict MOF stability have investigated ligand pKa21, bond order, metal coordination 
number22, formation enthalpies and activation energies of hydrolysis and ligand 
displacement reactions23, and molecular dynamics of adsorption loading24-25. 
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Ten ZIF species were selected for investigation, encompassing three different 
topologies (SOD, RHO, ANA) and five functionalized imidazole ligands (2-methyl 
imidazole, 2-ethyl imidazole, benzimidazole, imidazole-2-carboxaldehyde, 4,5-
dichloroimidazole, 2-nitroimidazole), and including two hybrid mixed-linker species. The 
framework and linker combinations give rise to a broad range of pore window and cage 
sizes (see Table 3.1). Using such a comprehensive set of structures enables us to elucidate  
Table 3.1. Characteristics of the 10 ZIFs investigated in this work. 
Adsorbent Linker Topology Pore Size (Å) Cage Size (Å) 
ZIF-8 2-methyl imidazole SOD 3.4 11.6 
ZIF-14 2-ethyl imidazole ANA 2.2 2.2 
ZIF-815-1485 hybrid SOD 3.4 8.5 
ZIF-7 benzimidazole SOD 2.9 4.31 
ZIF-11 benzimidazole RHO 3.0 14.6 
ZIF-90 2-carboxaldehyde SOD 3.5 11.2 
ZIF-850-9050 hybrid SOD 3.4 11.2 
ZIF-71 4,5-dichloroimidazole RHO 4.2 16.5 
ZIF-71 4,5-dichloroimidazole SOD 3.2 8.6 
ZIF-65 2-nitroimidazole SOD 3.4 10.4 
 
the effect of framework versus functional group by keeping one fixed and comparing the 
other’s contribution to stability upon exposure to CO2, SO2, and NO2 in dry and humid 
environments. We first describe experimental stability of the ZIF materials under acid gas 
exposure (dry, humid, aqueous), as characterized by powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) and 
nitrogen physisorption (NP). We then detail the considerations necessary in building 
computational models that accurately resolve differences among the synthesized  
synthesized materials. Once we have established realistic models, we calculate several 
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well-known stability indicators used in MOF literature. By comparing our results against 
experimental stability, we examine the possibility of stability correlations from our data 
and assess the validity of these previously reported stability indicators. 
3.2 Experimental Methods† 
3.2.1 Material synthesis and characterization 
ZIFs materials were synthesized based upon procedures reported in several 
previous works10, 26-29 and complete details are reported by Bhattacharyya et al30. Activated 
ZIF samples before and after exposure to acid gases were characterized with PXRD, NP at 
77 K or CO2 physisorption at 273 K, energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX), and 
Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR). PXRD measurements were conducted on 
an X’Pert Pro PANalytical x-ray diffractometer (Bragg-Brentano geometry, CuKα anode 
at 45 kV and 40 mA, X’celerator detector). PXRD patterns were collected with a step size 
of 0.02° 2θ and scan time of 10 s/step over 4-50° 2θ. The peak intensities were normalized 
with respect to the highest-intensity peak for each ZIF. Textural analyses were conducted 
by NP at 77 K using a BET surface area analyzer (Tristar, Micromeritics). 
BET surface areas were calculated in individually determined pressure ranges31. 
EDX measurements were carried out with the LEO 1550 scanning electron microscope 
(Zeiss Electron Microscopy) and EDX analysis was done at 15 kV. Spectrometer gain and 
beam current were optimized with a Si wafer standard before sample measurements and 
the library calibration files of the Inca software (Oxford Instruments) were used to calculate 
                                                 
† All experimental work reported in this chapter was led by Dr. Souryadeep Bhattacharyya from Dr. Sankar 
Nair’s research group at the Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA. The proposed mechanisms in 
Table 3.3 were also developed by Dr. Bhattacharyya. 
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elemental quantities. Areas of 100 µm × 100 µm were selected for each EDX measurement 
and at least 10 independent areas were measured and averaged for each sample. 
FTIR spectroscopy was recorded by a Thermo Scientific Nicolet iS50 FT-IR 
equipped with an iS50 ATR module. Samples were analyzed in powder form from 550-
4000 cm-1 with 96 scans with a resolution of 2 cm-1. Additional in situ Diffuse Reflectance 
Infrared Fourier Transform Spectroscopy (DRIFTS) experiments were performed on a 
FTIR spectrometer (Thermo, Nicolet iS50) equipped with a liquid nitrogen cooled MCT/A 
detector, a diffuse reflectance accessory (Praying Mantis, Harrick), and a high temperature 
reaction chamber (HVC, Harrick). The chamber used in NO2 exposure experiments was 
coated with SilcoNert. KBr was loaded into the chamber before each sample and measured 
as IR background. Pre-activated ZIF samples were loaded into the sample chamber and 
reactivated in situ at 383 K under 20 cc min-1 He flow for 3 hours. After cooling to 298 K, 
the He gas was switched to 20 cc min-1 1000 ppm NO2 with balancing N2. IR spectra was 
recorded at pre-programmed intervals with 32 scans and 4 cm-1 resolution for the duration 
of exposure. 
Water adsorption measurements were conducted with the IGAsorp DVS moisture 
sorption analyzer at 308 K. Each experiment was preceded by in situ activation under a 
high-purity nitrogen stream at 383 up to 12 hours. Adsorption data was collected at 
adsorbate relative humidities (P/P0, where P0 is the saturation vapor pressure of water) 




3.2.2 Acid gas and aqueous acid exposure 
Humid acid gas exposures were maintained at 85% relative humidity with SO2 
concentration of 20-40 ppm (humid SO2) or 12% CO2 concentration (humid CO2). Dry 
sulfur dioxide (Airgas, anhydrous, 99.98% purity) adsorption isotherms were measured at 
298 K for pressures ranging from 0 to approximately 2.5 bar using a lab-built volumetric 
system. Each sample (30-50 mg) was outgassed under dynamic vacuum at 453 K for 5 
hours. SO2 adsorption loading was determined by measuring the pressure drop in the 
sample cell and converting to moles using the Peng-Robinson equation of state. For humid 
SO2 exposure, activated samples were exposed to varying concentrations (ppm) of SO2 in 
air with relative humidity of 85% for different time intervals at room temperature (298 K). 
The acid gas mixture was prepared according to previous literature reports32, with slight 
modifications. Sulfur dioxide gas was generated from a 400 mL aqueous solution of 0.5 
mg/mL NaHSO3 at a pH of 3.7 at 318 K. The temperature of the solution was maintained 
with a water bath (VWR). Air at 60 cc/min was bubbled through the solution and carried 
humid SO2 gas stream to the exposure unit (Secador mini-desiccator). Gas concentration 
inside the transparent exposure unit was continuously monitored with the portable PAC 
7000 SO2 detector (Dräger). Data from the detector was transferred to a computer after the 
exposure run was finished. A second SO2 sensor was kept running outside the exposure 
unit for leak detection. Steady state levels of SO2 and relative humidity were achieved 
within a few hours. The NaHSO3 solution was refilled to maintain SO2 level after every 2 
days. The water bath, acid gas generator unit and exposure unit were all placed inside a 
fume hood with a high exhaust rate and handled with caution at all times. For humid CO2 
exposure, activated samples were exposed to a 12% CO2/12% N2/76% He stream 
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humidified at a relative humidity of 90% for 3 days at 298 K. The dry gas mixture was 
bubbled at 60 cc/min through deionized water and the humid stream generated entered the 
exposure chamber (a Secador mini-desiccator). In all experiments, the relative humidity in 
the chamber was continuously monitored by a commercially available humidity sensor 
(Ambient Weather). All samples were re-activated at 453 K in vacuum for 24 hours after 
exposure and prior to characterization. 
For aqueous SO2 exposures, dilute aqueous solutions of SO2 were prepared by 
diluting a stock solution of aqueous SO2 (6.2%, Sigma Aldrich). The SO2 concentration of 
2.5×10-5 mol/kg was determined based on the concentration in equilibrium with 20 ppm 
SO2 in the vapor phase, according to Henry’s law (KH, SO2 = 1.25 mol/kgꞏbar33). A solution 
at the desired concentration was introduced into a 60 mL glass vial with approximately 200 
mg of ZIF-8 and sealed. The vials were briefly sonicated to ensure good dispersions of the 
particles within the solutions. After 5 days at room temperature, the resulting solids were 
centrifuged and washed with DI water and methanol. All samples were re-activated at 453 
K in vacuum for 24 hours after exposure experiments prior to characterization. 
Dry NO2 exposures used a packed bed built by adding 100 mg powder samples to 
a fritted 6 mm × 4 mm × 4.5 in. (O.D. × I.D. × L) quartz glass thermal desorption tube 
(Supelco) that was placed in a custom-made fixed-bed gas exposure setup. To ensure safe 
hazardous gas testing, the entire fixed-bed system was housed in a well-ventilated chemical 
hood with real-time gas sensors for safety. An upstream pressure gauge was utilized to 
confirm the absence of detectable pressure drop during gas exposure. Additionally, outlet 
lines were fed to a 1N NaOH solution to scrub eluted acid gas streams. Packed samples 
were flushed with ultra-high purity nitrogen (Airgas) at 75 cc min-1 and activated in situ 
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for 2 hours at 453 K. After cooling to ambient conditions, 1000 ppm NO2 gas in balance 
N2, (Airgas), was passed through the fixed-bed at a flow rate of 75 cc min-1 for about 2 
hours and 25 min (100 ppm-days of NO2 gas exposure). Upon completion of the exposure, 
the bed was flushed with N2 for 30 min and the sample removed for further 
characterization. 
Humid NO2 exposure was achieved by exposing activated ZIF to ~20 ppm of NO2 
in air at 75% relative humidity (R.H.) for 5 days (~100 ppm-days) at 298 K. The NO2 gas 
was generated from a 400 cc aqueous solution of 0.5 mg/mL NaNO2 at a pH of 4.0 at 318 
K in accordance with reported literature32. Air at 40 cc min-1 was bubbled through the 
solution and carried humid NO2 gas stream into the exposure unit (Secador mini-
desiccator), where the portable PAC 7000 NO2 detector (Dräger) measured NO2 
concentrations at regular intervals. Relative humidity was monitored inside the transparent 
exposure unit using a humidity sensor (Ambient Weather). The NaNO2 solution was 
refilled every 24 hours and the custom-made unit was placed inside a fume hood for safe 
operation. Following exposure, samples were re-activated at 453 K for 24 hours in vacuum. 
3.3 Computational Methods 
3.3.1 Density functional theory (DFT) optimization 
The experimentally reported structures of ZIF-7, ZIF-8, ZIF-11, ZIF-71 RHO, and 
ZIF-90 were optimized using plane-wave density functional theory (DFT).9, 34-36 
Theoretical SOD structures were generated for ZIF-14 SOD, ZIF-71 SOD, and ZIF-65 by 
replacing all methylimidazole linkers in the ZIF-8 framework with the corresponding 
functionalized imidazole linker, and then re-optimizing using DFT. Converged atomic 
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coordinates and lattice parameters are listed in Appendix B.1. Calculations were performed 
in the Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP) with projector-augmented wave 
(PAW) method pseudopotentials37 and the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) generalized-
gradient approximation (GGA) functional38. Atomic positions were first relaxed using a 
conjugate gradient algorithm with a cutoff energy of 480 eV until all forces were less than 
0.05 eV/Å. Subsequently both atomic positions and lattice constants were optimized with 
the same cutoffs and tolerances. In all calculations, reciprocal space was sampled only at 
the Γ-point. 
3.3.2 Linker fragment pKa and atomic charge calculations 
pKa values were calculated for the conjugated acids of the functionalized 
imidazolate linkers. Gaussian 09 was used to geometry-optimize the neutral and anionic 
linker fragments for each ZIF considered. Gas phase optimization was performed at the 
B3LYP/(6-311++G(d,p)) level of theory using DFT. The free energy was a sum of the 
entropy, zero-point energy (ZPE), and thermal correction term. Aqueous solvation Gibbs 
energies were calculated using SMD.39 Because the reference states of the gas (1 atm) and 
aqueous phase (1 M) were different, they are interconverted as follows: 
 ΔG 1 𝑀 ΔG 1 𝑎𝑡𝑚 RT ln 24.46  (3-1) 
Experimental values for the proton free energies Ggas(H+) and ΔGsolv(H+) were used: -6.28 
kcal/mol21 and -265.9 kcal/mol40 respectively. A Born-Haber thermodynamic cycle was 
used to convert between the gas and aqueous phase free energies.41 
 p𝐾 G A G HA ΔG A ΔG HA 270.28 /1.364 (3-2) 
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Density Derived Electrostatic and Chemical (DDEC) net atomic charges were calculated 
using the Chargemol software developed by Manz and Limas.42-43 
3.3.3 Pore window and cage size calculations 
Pore window and cage diameters were calculated using the Zeo++ software44. All 
atomic radii were taken from the Cambridge Crystallography Data Center (CCDC). The 
dimensions reported in Table 3.1 are the maximum pore and cage diameters along any 
diffusion direction. These calculations were performed with a ten-sphere (S10) cluster 
approximation for the Voronoi decomposition45, which graphs the void space and identifies 
accessible channel systems. Once the Voronoi network was established, the dimensionality 
of each channel was calculated and the surface area was integrated using Monte Carlo 
sampling to determine the BET surface area. The channel radius and probe molecule radius 
were both set as 1.8 Å, which is comparable to the size of a nitrogen gas molecule. 
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3.4 Results and Discussion 
3.4.1 ZIFs exhibit varied stability when exposed to H2O, SO2, and CO2 
Experimental results for H2O, SO2, and CO2 exposure are shown as a stability chart 
in Table 3.2, where stability was determined by a combination of PXRD and pore volume 
measurements. Exposure conditions are listed (left to right) from dry acid gas conditions 
to humid air, liquid water and aqueous SO2, and finally humid acid gas conditions. A ZIF 
was considered stable (colored green) under a particular exposure condition if it maintained 
its crystal structure and at least 90% of its pore volume. There were two forms of ZIF 
instability noted. Amorphous degradation (Table 3.2, colored red) was characterized by 
decreasing pore volume, surface area, and PXRD peak intensities. A different type of phase 
 
Table 3.2. Bulk stability of ZIF materials upon exposure to different H2O, SO2, and 
CO2 conditions at 298 K. Stability is color-coded – green: stable, yellow: phase change 


















ZIF-8 SOD 20.12        
ZIF-14 ANA 19.56        
ZIF-8151485 SOD 19.56        
ZIF-7 SOD 14.86        
ZIF-11 RHO 14.86        
ZIF-90 SOD 13.58        
ZIF-8509050 SOD 13.58        
ZIF-71 RHO 11.01        
ZIF-71 SOD 11.01        
ZIF-65 SOD 10.22        
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change instability was seen for several materials (Table 3.2, colored yellow), where the 
original structure transformed into a dense and non-porous phase upon exposure to any 
humidity. Though the resulting structure is crystalline, it has severely reduced pore volume 
and limited capacity for adsorption or diffusion. Metal-linker bonds must be broken and 
rearranged in order for this kind of phase transition to occur, so this form of instability 
mechanistically requires similar initial steps to the amorphous degradation instability. 
Therefore, we observe that all 10 ZIFs are stable to dry acid gas, all excepting ZIF-65 and 
the SOD polymorph of ZIF-71 are stable in humid air, only ZIF-8 and ZIF-90 are stable in 
liquid water, and only the RHO polymorph of ZIF-71 is stable to humid acid gases. 
3.4.2 Traditional stability indicators do not correlate well with ZIF exposure 
A number of stability indicators for ZIFs/MOFs have been discussed in literature, 
often in the context of water induced MOF degradation.22 Higher coordination number and 
high oxidation state of the metal center have been correlated with greater MOF stability23, 
but since all ZIFs have the same Zn2+ metal center and tetrahedral coordination, this factor 
cannot explain differences between ZIF species. The strength of the metal-linker 
coordination bond is also considered a key factor in determining MOF/ZIF stability. Linker 
pKa (i.e., its relative ease of protonation) has been used as an indicator for the strength of 
the Zn-N coordination bond, where a higher value correlates with higher thermodynamic 
stability21. According to Lewis acid-base theory, the basicity of the conjugated base (i.e., 
ability of the nitrogen atom to donate electrons and form a Zn-N coordination bond) of a 
weaker acid (i.e., low Ka of the protonated ZIF linker) is stronger than that of the conjugated 
base of a stronger acid.  
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The ZIFs in Table 3.2 are arranged by decreasing linker pKa value. Contrary to 
previous expectations, it is clear that pKa does not correlate strongly with the experimental 
observations of ZIF stability under water or acid gases. While ZIF-8 with the highest ligand 
pKa (20.12) is stable in water, ZIF-14 and ZIF-815-1485 with pKa values (19.56) close to 
ZIF-8 are unstable. Low pKa values correlate with phase transitions in aqueous solutions 
for both ZIF-71 (11.01) and ZIF-65 (10.22) but not in ZIF-7 (14.86), which changes phase 
yet has a higher pKa than materials stable against phase transitions in aqueous solution such 
as ZIF-90 (13.58). Likewise, for humid acid gas exposure there is no obvious relationship 
between high pKa and stability, with the most stable ZIF-71 RHO (11.01) having one of 
the lowest pKa values. 
We also calculated DDEC charges (Table B.1) for each atomic species in the DFT-
optimized linker fragments to determine whether there is a significant difference in the 
charge distributions. Higher electron densities (more negative charge) on the coordinating 
atom of MOF linkers have been correlated with higher stability of the coordination bond21. 
However, there were negligible variations (on the order of 0.01e) between the atomic 
charges on the imidazole nitrogens, indicating that charge distribution also cannot explain 
stability differences in ZIFs. 
3.4.3 Formation energy as a predictor of thermodynamic stability 
Since degradation proceeds through a series of bond-breaking reactions, the 
enthalpy required to form a water or acid-induced defect often serves as a good predictor 
of the thermodynamic stability of the material in that environment23. We define a defect as 
a single hydrolysis event where an attacking species inserts into the Zn-N bond and 
protonates the dangling linker, with formation energy 
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 ΔE E  E  E   . (3-3) 
Calculating each of these three energies requires accurate models describing the adsorbent, 
adsorbate, and the final defect state. We restrict our density functional theory (DFT) 
calculations to SOD topology ZIFs and gas-phase reactions. Sodalite ZIFs have roughly 
500 atoms per unit cell compared to RHO (more than 800 atoms) and ANA (more than 
1000 atoms), both of which were too computationally expensive to simulate. 
Dry acid gas and humid air exposure were considered pure-component conditions, 
where we assume the water or acid gas molecule is the only species present. Each Zn-N 
bond is protonated by a single attacking molecule. However, under humid acid gas 
conditions, the actual identity of the attacking species is more ambiguous. For instance, 
when considering humid SO2, it is not clear whether H2O and SO2 will first react in the 
vapor phase to form a hydrated acidic complex that attacks the Zn-N bond, or whether H2O 
and SO2 react separately with the Zn-N in a multi-step mechanism. Although many 
complicated reactions have been suggested47, we propose three simplified possibilities for 
the adsorbate in Figure 3.1. Analogous models can be constructed for humid CO2. For 
each degradation event, we chose the attacking species that yielded the lowest formation 
energy – H2SO4 and H2CO3 were strongly favored over the other adsorbate models. 
 
Figure 3.1. Three possible models for the humid SO2 adsorbate which cleaves the Zn-N 
bond: a) SO2 oxidizes to H2SO4, b) H2O and SO2 pre-react to form H2SO3, or c) H2O first 
inserts into Zn-N bond followed by SO2 adsorbing to N. 
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When considering the local metal-linker geometry, we had to draw a distinction 
between isomorphic structures. Topology describes framework connectivity without 
specifying the symmetry; various crystals can have sodalite connectivity while belonging 
to different space groups. Although ZIF-8, ZIF-7, ZIF-90, and ZIF-65 crystallize in unique 
structures, Schweinefuss et al. synthesized multiple isomorphs of ZIF-71 SOD28. These 
variations arise because there are multiple ways to orient linkers in the SOD 6-member 
(6M) rings with respect to the plane of the window. Since ZIF-71 has dichloroimidazole 
linkers, rotation of the imidazole about the Zn-Zn axis causes profound changes on the 
cage shape to avoid steric interference between chlorine atoms on neighboring linkers. We 
geometry optimized the three known stable isomorphs of ZIF-71 SOD48-49, each having 
significantly different energy per Zn linker (relative energies in Table 3.3), and simulated 
the XRD patterns of the defect free structures (Figure 3.2). The SOD III isomorph is the 
most stable, with the lowest energy per Zn atom, but based on the powder diffraction 
patterns we can see that the simulated SOD III spectra has many peaks that do not appear 
in the experimental spectra, indicating that the experimental material is likely not SOD III. 
The experimental pattern has peaks that are present in SOD I and SOD II but does not 
match either exactly, indicating that the synthesized material is likely a combination of 




Table 3.3. DFT optimized energies of three stable ZIF-71 isomorphs, normalized by 
the number of Zn atoms. 
ZIF-71 Isomorph Energy of Pristine Structure (eV/Zn) 
SOD I 0.14 
SOD II 0.26 
SOD III 0.00 
 
 
Figure 3.2. Simulated diffraction pattern for three stable ZIF-71 SOD isomorphs (blue) 
shown in comparison to experimental PXRD of synthesized ZIF-71 SOD (orange). The 
experimental spectra shares peaks with both SOD I and SOD II, but does not match either 
perfectly, while the simulated SOD III spectra has many peaks not in the experimental 
diffraction pattern. 
 
Finally, we considered the conformation and termination of the defect product state. 
This involved finding multiple local minima to best determine the global minimum energy 
state. Once a Zn-N bond is cleaved, the linker is only anchored to the framework by the 
remaining Zn-N bond. It may remain in the original Zn-Im-Zn plane, or it may rotate out 
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of plane and into an adjacent pore volume. The attacking species may also either protonate 
imidazole while the deprotonated molecule then adsorbs to the open Zn site, or the 
attacking species may adsorb to the open Zn site leaving the imidazole nitrogen with its 
lone pair. As the size and complexity of the attacking species increases, there are more 
conformations to explore. We found that formation energy varies on the order of 0.1 eV 
depending on how the heavy (non-hydrogen) atoms were placed, with preference given to 
structures that maintained ideal tetrahedral bonding angles. Once the heavy atoms were 
placed, different conformations involving hydrogen atoms only resulted in energy variation 
on the order of 0.01 eV, an order of magnitude lower. Exploring the conformation space 
allowed us to define an upper bound on instability. For each degradation event we chose 
the defect state with the lowest formation energy. 
Table 3.4. DFT calculated formation energies (all in eV) for degradation on SOD 
topology ZIFs shown with experimental stability color coding. 









ZIF-8 SOD 20.12  0.61 -0.59 -0.57 
ZIF-14 SOD 19.56  0.72 -0.20  0.20 
ZIF-7 SOD 14.86  0.27 -0.80 -0.32 
ZIF-90 SOD 13.58  0.25 -0.02  0.25 
ZIF-71 SOD 11.01 -0.04 -0.53 -0.04 
ZIF-65 SOD 10.22  0.74 -0.47 -0.31 
 
Table 3.4 shows the formation energies for dangling linker defects in comparison 
with experimental stability observations. A negative formation energy indicates lower 
stability and a more thermodynamically favorable degradation reaction. We expect to see 
all stable (green) experiments with positive energy value and all unstable (red and yellow) 
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experiments with a negative energetic value. While many of the formation energies 
correlate well with stability, there are a few exceptions such as the humid CO2 induced 
defect formation in ZIF-14 and ZIF-90, and ZIF-65 defect formation in humid air. 
Therefore, we must conclude that thermodynamic stability trends reasonably well with 
experimental observation but cannot be used as the sole predictor of material stability. 
3.4.4 Explaining the high stability of ZIF-71 RHO 
Of all the ZIFs surveyed, ZIF-71 RHO was the only material stable in humid acid 
gas environments, and therefore the most interesting candidate for potential application. 
Thus far, all the traditional stability predictors that correlate well with MOF degradation 
are unable to explain the high stability of ZIF-71 RHO, particularly with respect to the low 
stability of ZIF-71 SOD. Topology is apparently the only distinction between these two 
polymorphs, yet other pairs of RHO and SOD polymorphs with the same linker have 
similar stability, such as ZIF-14 RHO and the majority ZIF-14 hybrid SOD structure, or 
ZIF-7 and ZIF-11. Unlike the previously examined stability indicators describing local 
bond strength and chemistry, topology influences long range bulk properties, particularly 
the pore and cage dimensions (seen in Table 3.1). Quantifying the impact of topology on 
stability is challenging, since degradation reactions are localized events that only depend 
on the metal-linker geometry and the two ZIF-71 polymorphs have nearly identical bond 
angles and lengths. 
Although we previously we only calculated formation energies of SOD structures 
for expediency and efficiency, we now extended our calculations to investigate H2SO4 
induced defect formation in the ZIF-71 RHO topology as well four other hypothetical ZIF-
71 topologies (CRB, DFT, CAG, and GIS) with fewer than 500 atoms per unit cell. The 
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hypothetical polymorphs were constructed from the analogous zeolite frameworks with 
lattice constants and fractional atomic positions scaled accordingly, Si replaced by Zn, and 
oxygen atoms replaced by dichloroimidazole. Formation energies and incremental 
formation energies are given in Table 3.5, where the latter is defined as: 
 ΔΔE , ΔE , ΔE ,  (3-4) 
The incremental formation energy for a polymorph predicts the thermodynamic stability in 
H2SO4 of the ZIF-71 polymorph compared to ZIF-71 SOD. A negative value implies the 
polymorph is more stable while a positive value implies SOD is more stable. The 
magnitude of incremental formation energy varies from 0.02-0.26 eV among the different 
polymorphs; ΔΔE ,  is -0.09 eV, indicating that ZIF-71 RHO is more stable than 
ZIF-71 SOD, but within the variance among other polymorphs. 
Table 3.5. Formation energies and incremental formation energies for H2SO4 induced 
defects in ZIF-71 polymorphs. Pore size and cage size are listed for the pristine 
polymorphs, and atomic coordinates are available in Appendix B.1. 
ZIF-71 𝚫𝐄𝐇𝟐𝐒𝐎𝟒 (eV) 𝚫𝚫𝐄𝐇𝟐𝐒𝐎𝟒 (eV) Pore Size (Å) Cage Size (Å) 
SOD -0.53 0 3.4 11.6 
RHO -0.62 -0.09 4.2 16.5 
CRB -0.55 -0.02 2.5 3.4 
DFT -0.76 -0.26 4.8 6.2 
CAG -0.46 0.07 1.5 3.7 
GIS -0.42 0.11 3.8 6.9 
  
 We can compare the formation energy variation due to topology against the 
formation energy variation due to linker functionalization since our earlier formation 
energy calculations involved ZIFs with different linker chemistry but the same SOD 
topology. Considering the formation energies calculated in Table 3.4, an incremental 
energy of 0.09 eV would be enough to change the predicted stability of ZIF-90 in humid 
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SO2, and ZIF-71 SOD in air or humid CO2. An incremental formation energy of 0.26 eV, 
the difference between the ZIF-71 SOD and DFT polymorphs, would be enough to change 
the predicted stability of ZIF-14 in humid SO2 or humid CO2, and ZIF-90 in humid air or 
humid CO2. This agrees with previous work finding that the range of ΔΔE  among 
different ZIF-8 polymorphs ranges between 0.06-0.30 eV and overlaps with the range from 
0.22-0.60 eV of ΔE 50. The impact of topology on defect formation is on the same 
energy scale as the impact of linker functionalization, and we would not anticipate the 
exceptional stability of ZIF-71 RHO a priori based on thermodynamic stability alone. 
 Kinetically stable MOFs have been categorized as materials that degrade in aqueous 
conditions but not under humid exposure, even at 90% relative humidity22. Since this 
definition seems to fit the observed stability of ZIF-71 RHO, we also investigated kinetic 
stability as a predictor. One way to quantify kinetic stability is through hydrophobicity, 
which is often associated with kinetic stability in the context of water exposure. It is 
hypothesized that a hydrophobic linker prevents water, or any hydrophilic attacking species 
formed in humid acid gas conditions, from reaching the vicinity of the MOF metal center22. 
Materials that absorb < 1 mmol/g water at 85% relative humidity are considered 
hydrophobic. From the experimental water adsorption isotherms (Figure B.1), we can see 
that ZIF-71 RHO is the most hydrophobic structure with an uptake of only 0.19 mmol/g at 
85% RH. However, according to the above definition, ZIF-8, ZIF-815-1485, ZIF-7, and ZIF-
11 are also hydrophobic materials yet they are all unstable under humid acid gas exposure.  
This discussion above leads us to conclude that there is no single or simple 
explanation for the exceptional stability of ZIF-71 RHO; rather, it is likely a synergistic 
combination of multiple factors, from high hydrophobicity, to topology, to steric effects. 
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This unique robustness makes ZIF-71 RHO an attractive candidate for industrial 
separations and warrants further investigation of its performance.  
3.4.5 ZIFs previously stable to SO2 and CO2 are unstable upon NO2 exposure 
In Sections 3.4.1 through 3.4.4 we presented a detailed mechanistic model of ZIF 
interaction with dry and humid SO2 and CO2, alongside corresponding experimental 
stability observations. Upon exposing ZIFs to NO2, we find remarkably different 
degradation behavior. We chose to study ZIF-8, ZIF-90, and ZIF-71 RHO as representative 
ZIFs out of the list of 10 ZIFs investigated earlier because they comprehensively span the 
range of SO2 stability. ZIF-71 RHO showed no measurable degradation to humid SO2, and 
while ZIF-8 and ZIF-90 both degraded in humid SO2, they had the highest and lowest 
degradation rates30, respectively.  
Degradation was characterized by increase in amorphous background and loss of 
peak intensity in the PXRD patterns (Figure B.2), as well as loss of surface area and 
porosity measured by nitrogen adsorption isotherms (Figure B.4 and Table B.12). These 
observations indicate that ZIFs are significantly unstable to dry NO2. Whereas all 10 ZIFs 
in Figure B.2 were stable to dry SO2 and CO2, all three ZIFs here degrade in dry NO2. In 
the hydrophobic ZIF-8, the presence of humidity slows the degradation process in relation 
to dry NO2, a surprising finding also reported for the hydrophobic MOF UiO-6651. In the 
hydrophilic ZIF-90, humidity accelerates framework degradation. In the hydrophobic ZIF-
71, humid NO2 drives a phase change to nonporous ZIF-7228 while prolonged exposure to 
dry NO2 results in slow amorphous degradation. To understand this behavior, we 
considered possible mechanisms for nitrogen degradation. 
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It is well known that NO2 is a strong oxidizing agent that reacts strongly with 
unsaturated bonds via hydrogen abstraction and radical dimerization mechanisms52-54. As 
a dry gas, NO2 (~1000 ppm) will react with unsaturated organics at ambient temperature 
to form nitrates or nitrites through hydrogen abstraction55-57. Formation of nitro, nitramine 
groups, and nitrous acid (HONO) have also been reported during gas-phase reactive 
adsorption of NO2 on carbonaceous materials at ambient temperature58-61. The presence of 
imidazoles in ZIFs creates the strong possibility of similar mechanisms. We propose an H-
abstraction degradation pathway by nitrous acid in Figure 3.3 and identify the presence of 
nitro, nitrite, or nitrate species with FTIR (see Figure B.5) that are consistent with this 
mechanism. ZIF-8, ZIF-90, and ZIF-71 all exhibit strong decrease in aromatic and aliphatic 
C-H stretching and bending vibrations upon dry NO2 exposure, and a new 1700 cm-1 stretch 
corresponding to adsorbed HONO produced through free radical H-abstraction. 
The scheme in Figure 3.3 proceeds with NO2 abstracting hydrogen from the 
imidazole linker to form nitrous acid (HONO), followed by additional NO2 free radicals 
reacting with the newly formed imidazole radical, and finally forming nitro, organic nitrite 
or nitrate species52,62-63,67-68. Decreased crystallinity of the ZIFs after dry NO2 exposure, 
and the presence of inorganic nitrites and nitrates, are consistent with Zn-N bond cleavage. 
There are two alternative reactions that can lead to Zn-N bond-breaking. One 
pathway supposes that nitrous acid produced by H-abstraction attacks the Zn-N bond 
(Figure 3.3 A), protonating the imidazole N and forming an inorganic nitrite, which is then 
oxidized64 by NO2 to form an inorganic nitrate. The protonated imidazole can react with 
nitric or nitrous acid to form nitramines and nitrosamines65-68. A second possibility occurs  
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Figure 3.3. Reactants and product species generated during degradation of ZIFs under 
dry NO2 exposure: (A) Stoichiometrically balanced reactions of ZIF-8 (i), ZIF-90 (ii) 
and ZIF-71 (iii) are individually shown, while (B) and (C) are valid for any of the ZIF 
linkers (having general functional groups R1, R2 and R3 at the 2, 4, and 5-positions). 
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because NO2 has been observed to oxidize ionic salts at ppm concentrations to form 
inorganic nitrites, which can be further oxidized to NO and other nitrate species64,69-70. 
Reactive adsorption of NO2 on metals (including Zn) and metal oxides can also proceed at 
ambient temperature via disproportionation of two NO2 molecules or the N2O4 dimer to 
form a surface nitrate and evolve NO71-73, leading to Zn-N bond cleavage (Figure 3.3 C). 
In summary, the free radical H-abstraction mechanism explains the formation of 
organic N-containing groups (observed in the FTIR spectra) leading to functionalized 
imidazole linkers (rather than degradation of the ZIF per se); whereas the observed 
formation of nitrosamines, nitramines and inorganic nitrites/nitrates (produced by 
secondary reactions with HONO or by reaction with the Zn metal centers) is responsible 
for Zn-N bond cleavages and degradation of the ZIF structure. 
To determine the most dominant mechanism in Figure 3.3, we computed defect 
formation energies for six reactions of ZIF-8 with NO2 by subtracting the total energy of 
the products from the reactants (listed in Table 3.6). Negative defect formation energies 
imply a thermodynamically favorable degradation reaction. Reactions 1-3, which represent 
hydrogen abstraction by dry NO2 in ZIF-8 forming nitro or nitrite groups along with 
HONO, are all very favorable, strongly indicating that the H-abstraction mechanism 
(Figure 3.3 A) is dominant. Nitrous or nitric acid species attacking ZIF-8 and forming 
inorganic nitrites/nitrates is also favorable (Table 3.6, Reactions 4-5), albeit with 
considerably less negative formation energies. This conclusion may explain why ZIF-71 is 
the most stable of the three ZIFs to dry NO2 exposure, degrading after ~1000 ppm-days of 
exposure instead of 100 ppm-days. The dichloroimidazole linker only has a single 
(aromatic) C-H bond, unlike ZIF-8 or ZIF-90 linkers which have multiple aromatic bonds 
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(two each) and aliphatic (three and one, respectively) C-H bonds. Fewer aromatic C-H 
bonds most strongly affects rate of H-abstraction from the linkers. Therefore, while direct 
attack on Zn sites by reactive dry NO2 adsorption cannot be ruled out, the observed 
speciation patterns and reactivity difference of the three ZIFs suggest that it plays a minor 
role at best. 
 
Table 3.6. DFT calculated defect formation energies (eV) of ZIF-8 reactions 






















We have conducted a systematic investigation of the phenomenological and 
mechanistic aspects of structural changes occurring in ten ZIF materials upon exposure to 
the acid gases CO2 and SO2, and three of those materials under NO2 exposure. All ZIFs 
investigated under dry CO2 and SO2 were observed to be stable under such exposure 
conditions, while only ZIF-71 RHO was stable under humid SO2 and CO2 conditions. 
Various conventional indicators of thermodynamic and kinetic stability were evaluated to 
explain the observed humid acid gas stability, but none were able to satisfactorily explain 
the observations. This analysis indicates that new stability indicators are necessary to 
predict ZIF degradation behavior. Indeed, it is likely that combination of predictors will be 
necessary to understand the exceptional stability of ZIF-71 RHO. 
Further exposure under dry and humid NO2 revealed that the simpler degradation 
pathways describing humid SO2 and CO2 degradation do not translate well to nitrous and 
nitric acid gases. None of the ZIFs investigated were stable under prolonged dry or humid 
NO2 exposures, in stark contrast with the high stability towards dry SO2 and CO2. The 
much higher reactivity of dry NO2 over dry SO2 can be attributed to its free radical nature, 
and we proposed a free radical hydrogen abstraction mechanism that results in formation 
of various nitro-, nitrites, nitrates, nitrosamines and nitramines. This picture of degradation 
was supported by DFT calculations and FTIR measurements. We envision similar 
mechanisms of NO2 attack on other MOFs, which make NO2 a much more potent hindrance 
to widespread use of MOFs in acid gas-related applications and would require new 
approaches to stabilize ZIF/MOF materials. 
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APPENDIX B. SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER 3 
 
Table B.1. Calculated DDEC charges on the coordinating nitrogen atom of the 
imidazole linker for different ZIFs investigated in this work. 
Adsorbent Linker 
Average Charge on Nitrogen 
(Hartree atomic units) 
ZIF-8 2-methyl imidazole -0.36 
ZIF-14 2-ethyl imidazole -0.35 
ZIF-7 benzimidazole -0.36 
ZIF-90 imidazole-2-carboxaldehyde -0.30 
ZIF-71 4,5-dichloroimidazole -0.35 
ZIF-65 2-nitroimidazole -0.06 
 
B.1 Atomic coordinates of all geometry-optimized pristine ZIF structures 
Table B.2. Cartesian atomic coordinates and lattice vectors for ZIF-8 (SOD) 
Atom Type x y z 
Lattice vectors 
17.18492 0 0 
-0.00025 17.2169 0 
0.018165 -0.00611 17.20257 
C 6.494682 0.152004 10.71184 
C 6.35803 15.48655 11.81712 
C 6.976436 1.477868 10.22366 
C 0.161716 10.71628 6.493652 
C 15.46345 10.84783 5.38985 
C 1.489212 10.23689 6.979651 
C 10.71406 17.05648 10.71626 
C 10.86699 1.710527 11.83901 
C 10.22064 15.73406 10.23094 
C 17.03618 6.491642 6.487409 
C 1.731538 6.355622 5.379486 
C 15.71158 6.981425 6.970339 
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C 6.491519 17.05835 6.493208 
C 6.345095 1.714857 5.373096 
C 6.973912 15.73314 6.982637 
C 17.04006 10.71281 10.70972 
C 1.72998 10.85238 11.82777 
C 15.71343 10.23395 10.22087 
C 10.71093 0.153878 6.486314 
C 10.86269 15.49926 5.364106 
C 10.21775 1.47636 6.971699 
C 0.166305 6.488132 10.71264 
C 15.47099 6.350093 11.82067 
C 1.490806 6.979257 10.2308 
C 10.69891 6.494232 0.155522 
C 11.83759 6.347122 15.48451 
C 10.20852 6.975596 1.480777 
C 6.50226 6.48973 17.04593 
C 6.341016 5.389321 1.724045 
C 6.9936 6.970666 15.72091 
C 6.487054 10.72447 0.156087 
C 5.395773 10.85936 15.47909 
C 6.977194 10.23922 1.479916 
C 10.71721 10.71614 17.04805 
C 10.84468 11.82915 1.72596 
C 10.22491 10.23456 15.72361 
C 11.82193 10.86264 1.717766 
C 10.85914 5.381682 15.47724 
C 5.363648 6.35589 1.716825 
C 6.360991 11.83797 15.4852 
C 15.46584 11.82335 6.358412 
C 15.46993 5.381164 10.84564 
C 5.371811 1.714545 6.343662 
C 1.733909 11.82236 10.85375 
C 11.83093 15.4975 6.339751 
C 1.732954 5.385517 6.353373 
C 5.377572 15.4934 10.85379 
C 11.8348 1.712615 10.86288 
C 15.07749 8.763065 2.113155 
C 14.93608 6.88097 3.217853 
C 15.56811 10.08823 1.632102 
C 8.764202 2.103045 15.09635 
C 6.890421 2.242939 13.9764 
C 10.09042 1.623693 15.58621 
C 2.107172 8.450671 2.109036 
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C 2.258767 10.32236 3.230837 
C 1.616303 7.125798 1.626703 
C 8.453062 15.09651 15.09323 
C 10.33299 14.95749 13.98483 
C 7.127485 15.58662 15.57333 
C 15.09205 8.446803 15.08717 
C 14.93801 10.31813 13.96515 
C 15.58665 7.124623 15.57223 
C 8.439862 2.114602 2.108884 
C 10.3222 2.249071 3.214102 
C 7.113829 1.632484 1.621982 
C 2.127409 8.759114 15.08932 
C 2.26192 6.876234 13.98476 
C 1.644926 10.08365 15.58012 
C 8.750513 15.10314 2.112678 
C 6.878765 14.96342 3.235924 
C 10.0737 15.58448 1.61718 
C 2.11669 15.09915 8.757228 
C 3.222529 14.96859 6.874999 
C 1.628065 15.57973 10.08344 
C 15.08762 15.09876 8.445624 
C 14.94486 13.99248 10.32654 
C 15.5783 15.58067 7.120694 
C 15.0873 2.108898 8.756351 
C 13.96263 2.258147 6.885842 
C 15.58002 1.624728 10.07963 
C 2.116301 2.110634 8.445353 
C 2.261401 3.22984 10.31915 
C 1.625763 1.626701 7.121157 
C 3.225653 2.250267 10.32498 
C 2.25139 13.99572 6.874141 
C 13.96651 14.95801 10.31881 
C 14.93418 3.230437 6.884512 
C 6.885641 3.212815 14.9505 
C 6.87173 13.99404 2.26137 
C 13.97011 10.31915 14.94111 
C 10.32132 3.220853 2.24188 
C 3.245864 6.884823 14.94453 
C 10.33624 13.99238 14.96368 
C 13.95766 6.888965 2.252463 
C 3.226656 10.32456 2.254874 
H 6.61933 14.72462 12.54355 
H 14.7027 10.58681 4.662066 
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H 10.62086 2.460647 12.5832 
H 9.193701 15.81528 9.844715 
H 10.19916 14.98659 11.03695 
H 10.85807 15.35602 9.423622 
H 2.490295 6.613058 4.648127 
H 15.79219 8.008037 7.357816 
H 14.96497 7.003459 6.16367 
H 15.33415 6.34305 7.77715 
H 6.594833 2.465834 4.631317 
H 2.480358 10.60155 12.56975 
H 10.61624 14.74886 4.62034 
H 9.191136 1.395212 7.358859 
H 10.19557 2.223814 6.165678 
H 10.85586 1.854356 7.778499 
H 14.71222 6.606547 12.55237 
H 1.409749 8.006234 9.844322 
H 2.236952 7.000997 11.03796 
H 1.869016 6.342015 9.423489 
H 12.58211 6.59619 14.73601 
H 6.598926 4.661739 2.486276 
H 8.021185 7.356311 15.79839 
H 7.012797 6.162866 14.97528 
H 6.355009 7.77708 15.34273 
H 4.666122 10.60116 14.71913 
H 10.58757 12.55687 2.488265 
H 9.197629 9.848259 15.80195 
H 10.20516 11.04209 14.97771 
H 10.86374 9.428414 15.34505 
H 12.56732 10.613 2.465237 
H 10.60022 4.654654 14.71481 
H 9.181008 7.361432 1.403796 
H 10.18959 6.168033 2.226692 
H 10.84761 7.781825 1.858684 
H 4.619287 6.605303 2.465374 
H 6.60953 12.58124 14.73513 
H 8.00436 9.852381 1.401524 
H 6.997421 11.04523 2.22733 
H 6.337587 9.432669 1.856148 
H 14.70722 12.55497 6.615501 
H 1.415164 9.849907 8.007057 
H 2.233528 11.04575 6.998047 
H 1.866367 9.430808 6.340185 
H 14.71086 4.651341 10.58527 
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H 4.629522 2.46589 6.591307 
H 7.361196 15.80834 8.009778 
H 6.16607 14.98756 7.001736 
H 7.77983 15.35574 6.343052 
H 2.493985 12.55284 10.59777 
H 15.78794 9.847868 9.193249 
H 14.96975 11.04353 10.2028 
H 15.33481 9.427923 10.85956 
H 12.57197 14.74602 6.590457 
H 2.492561 4.656047 6.613151 
H 4.634452 14.7431 10.60543 
H 7.362438 1.402367 9.195958 
H 6.16878 2.223495 10.20499 
H 7.783619 1.854735 10.86197 
H 12.57575 2.464214 10.6124 
H 15.19511 6.117986 3.944214 
H 16.59497 10.01033 1.244824 
H 15.58868 10.8341 2.439595 
H 14.92962 10.46639 0.825647 
H 6.140788 1.992254 13.23362 
H 2.012313 11.07269 3.974605 
H 0.588148 7.201491 1.242017 
H 1.59841 6.380296 2.434688 
H 2.255022 6.747625 0.820334 
H 11.09088 15.21228 13.2516 
H 7.206435 16.61409 15.95917 
H 6.382453 15.60713 14.76515 
H 6.74903 14.94929 16.38048 
H 15.18363 11.06867 13.22123 
H 16.61404 7.206067 15.95741 
H 15.60763 6.37721 14.76611 
H 14.94875 6.746094 16.37909 
H 11.08155 1.990478 3.944284 
H 1.998559 6.113226 13.26021 
H 6.130773 15.21407 3.980406 
H 3.952199 15.22903 6.115795 
H 15.20342 13.2655 11.08912 
H 16.60566 15.96691 7.19795 
H 15.59739 14.77359 6.374276 
H 14.939 16.38698 6.743335 
H 13.21795 2.010477 6.136985 
H 2.013824 3.973385 11.06924 
H 0.598541 1.239894 7.199261 
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H 1.605633 2.433328 6.374348 
H 2.265089 0.820236 6.744386 
H 3.95486 1.990971 11.08504 
H 1.992018 13.26763 6.112903 
H 0.600617 15.96611 10.00652 
H 1.608785 14.77225 10.82927 
H 2.267141 16.3862 10.46065 
H 13.22169 15.20716 11.067 
H 15.18125 3.972911 6.133159 
H 16.60739 1.238581 10.00148 
H 15.59955 2.431644 10.82626 
H 14.94087 0.818535 10.45743 
H 6.125409 3.943351 15.2059 
H 10.01585 1.238191 16.61414 
H 10.83437 2.433081 15.60388 
H 10.46906 0.818123 14.94679 
H 6.110913 13.2637 2.006862 
H 9.991737 15.96995 0.589905 
H 10.81934 14.77671 1.595342 
H 10.45417 16.39068 2.254639 
H 13.22855 11.07002 15.1919 
H 11.08127 3.950043 1.9819 
H 7.1906 1.24512 0.594988 
H 6.367616 2.439572 1.602342 
H 6.737623 0.82572 2.261225 
H 3.991238 6.135916 15.19063 
H 1.259525 10.00451 16.60774 
H 2.451956 10.82992 15.6005 
H 0.837392 10.46143 14.94286 
H 11.09739 13.26582 15.22683 
H 13.21337 6.140499 2.002561 
H 3.967157 11.07651 2.004317 
N 7.059317 16.67512 11.72833 
N 16.65503 10.15194 5.474993 
N 10.16381 0.52397 11.7469 
N 0.539252 7.049538 5.462937 
N 7.049277 0.528628 5.468116 
N 0.540489 10.15389 11.73572 
N 10.15967 16.68604 5.45612 
N 16.66315 7.044429 11.7379 
N 11.74687 7.043226 16.67588 
N 7.0435 5.475747 0.536859 
N 5.486175 10.15642 16.66684 
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N 10.14064 11.74241 0.539667 
N 11.72879 10.16646 0.52674 
N 10.15655 5.468843 16.6643 
N 5.455041 7.052067 0.525592 
N 7.057774 11.74901 16.6751 
N 16.65843 11.74108 7.051741 
N 16.6616 5.467911 10.15006 
N 5.464281 0.528424 7.047467 
N 0.546217 11.73561 10.15191 
N 11.73478 16.68351 7.044538 
N 0.541095 5.470874 7.04882 
N 5.464013 16.68487 10.15903 
N 11.73825 0.526868 10.15762 
N 15.63814 8.068528 3.131798 
N 8.079808 1.544324 14.06951 
N 1.555466 9.136088 3.138856 
N 9.139901 15.65069 14.06583 
N 15.64201 9.132095 14.057 
N 9.129801 1.55394 3.13026 
N 1.56011 8.064328 14.07492 
N 8.069009 15.66068 3.141339 
N 3.137662 15.66181 8.068412 
N 15.64786 14.07937 9.139658 
N 14.05994 1.55305 8.07173 
N 1.564581 3.14167 9.129135 
N 3.134673 1.547697 9.137154 
N 1.557759 14.07673 8.066476 
N 14.05768 15.65393 9.12743 
N 15.64026 3.136798 8.069036 
N 8.072635 3.125924 15.65347 
N 8.058141 14.0806 1.557301 
N 14.06746 9.133123 15.64585 
N 9.129 3.137299 1.548407 
N 3.160469 8.076985 15.6386 
N 9.145088 14.07962 15.65978 
N 14.04808 8.081027 1.557686 
N 3.130553 9.139031 1.549358 
Zn 8.606447 17.20474 12.90326 
Zn 17.18597 8.602651 4.300232 
Zn 8.602136 0.002207 4.301042 
Zn 0.01395 8.596587 12.90069 
Zn 12.90701 8.602846 17.20153 
Zn 8.608011 4.298689 17.20096 
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Zn 4.315175 8.607374 17.19781 
Zn 8.594473 12.91417 0.007644 
Zn 0.01014 12.90734 8.604003 
Zn 17.19361 4.298735 8.598108 
Zn 4.305554 -0.0019 8.603283 
Zn 12.89712 17.21309 8.599746 
 
 
Table B.3. Cartesian atomic coordinates and lattice vectors for ZIF-14 (SOD) 
Atom Type x y z 
Lattice vectors 
16.83217 0 0 
0.001541 17.79956 0 
-0.30369 0.35816 17.11496 
C 0.160511 11.12948 6.489052 
C -0.03886 6.888374 10.72042 
C 0.795786 7.07043 0.933039 
C 0.686025 1.19758 6.589705 
C 1.444467 10.53374 6.988038 
C 1.175069 7.480972 10.0662 
C 1.421241 15.44801 11.17677 
C 1.796526 7.27341 2.075086 
C 1.632878 2.380454 6.82637 
C 1.41394 16.39026 9.970817 
C 1.202327 10.73975 15.51668 
C 1.572905 11.01431 11.59205 
C 1.583286 6.848059 5.648519 
C 1.483523 5.896374 6.630284 
C 1.719939 12.01299 10.66144 
C 2.141064 8.707595 2.328696 
C 1.979851 2.616746 8.264814 
C 1.943605 15.86008 8.670285 
C 1.77219 9.425838 15.07244 
C 2.086604 14.78656 6.765595 
C 2.052394 10.74892 3.118175 
C 1.974391 3.427614 10.29896 
C 1.870011 7.451238 14.12041 
C 2.693681 11.41664 6.95451 
C 2.525523 7.319827 10.77531 
C 2.01775 12.01205 15.25984 
C 2.915994 15.87777 6.705368 
C 2.887291 2.401791 10.24709 
C 3.017509 10.70499 2.140534 
C 2.865917 7.52676 15.0619 
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C 5.287929 6.428892 1.685481 
C 5.33317 1.91259 6.214664 
C 5.084701 16.43628 10.70228 
C 5.255827 11.17474 15.42905 
C 6.704906 9.690026 2.379852 
C 6.504014 16.13042 15.23524 
C 6.205986 5.413379 1.589638 
C 6.340324 1.79061 5.290114 
C 6.061426 16.48397 11.66501 
C 6.078662 12.27232 15.38163 
C 6.303024 11.20086 0.337353 
C 6.169188 17.6896 6.365687 
C 6.142402 0.549307 10.52038 
C 6.06188 7.012821 16.90874 
C 6.679704 14.55238 2.199906 
C 6.700435 15.51818 3.17527 
C 6.48725 3.458629 14.84047 
C 6.467121 2.412488 13.95215 
C 6.357672 16.29133 6.884493 
C 6.546456 1.850943 9.882828 
C 6.602092 11.10352 1.805491 
C 6.616304 7.674595 15.68329 
C 6.667531 6.859114 14.38985 
C 6.752384 1.845799 1.598332 
C 6.627716 0.666199 0.620794 
C 7.733184 15.65836 6.699104 
C 7.497735 2.768875 10.6428 
C 8.159376 2.180326 1.993106 
C 7.925118 15.81064 14.91322 
C 8.556333 15.66794 2.015988 
C 8.365708 2.349579 15.04913 
C 9.821403 16.24048 1.447891 
C 9.606606 1.746642 15.64393 
C 9.894442 6.418419 2.648027 
C 9.802559 7.25214 1.365722 
C 9.948433 1.732847 6.583697 
C 9.609379 16.40415 10.34326 
C 9.726286 11.40353 15.43663 
C 10.1681 3.05468 1.984788 
C 10.13244 2.067693 2.938177 
C 9.915665 15.85494 14.00712 
C 9.909439 14.88777 14.98119 
C 10.41733 6.679968 0.123638 
 84
C 10.51322 0.37385 6.280831 
C 10.38254 17.61417 10.78901 
C 10.03917 11.51211 16.90128 
C 10.28721 11.92758 1.838198 
C 10.36996 5.918018 15.37326 
C 10.81348 16.30205 5.178131 
C 10.81336 1.627198 11.94691 
C 10.10056 2.26321 8.004461 
C 10.3033 15.40541 9.423994 
C 11.05468 15.33067 1.435757 
C 9.745169 10.00291 14.82955 
C 10.87478 2.599813 15.70356 
C 11.1494 10.86036 1.804636 
C 11.71324 16.34205 6.212902 
C 11.77281 1.493436 10.97567 
C 11.31959 6.908123 15.41339 
C 13.56038 11.87851 14.06014 
C 13.72756 7.177894 2.110617 
C 13.55395 2.366148 6.996698 
C 13.72082 15.56455 10.24534 
C 13.09327 11.29528 15.23341 
C 14.43419 3.41858 7.025503 
C 14.72166 7.197677 3.058495 
C 14.40362 11.00513 13.38267 
C 14.66844 14.57247 10.21741 
C 14.50802 9.221842 2.250446 
C 14.76639 2.199785 8.815659 
C 14.78962 15.68696 8.334215 
C 14.36563 9.35435 15.02118 
C 14.12407 6.843241 7.762473 
C 14.48981 9.693001 10.05376 
C 15.02802 11.22157 5.519917 
C 15.11055 12.24692 6.427814 
C 14.97666 5.682517 10.9633 
C 14.94446 6.698688 11.88162 
C 14.76039 10.66647 1.947426 
C 15.32576 16.3149 7.081212 
C 15.43802 1.548395 9.99043 
C 14.99436 8.205679 15.76659 
C 15.3894 15.48527 5.797059 
C 15.49936 2.326653 11.30748 
C 15.08028 6.808224 15.15619 
C 14.95693 7.376973 6.603739 
 85
C 15.10106 11.08894 10.00642 
C 15.90592 10.90034 0.953115 
C 16.36506 6.873337 6.431186 
C 16.50499 11.23707 10.5236 
H 16.70298 7.62421 1.126113 
H 16.55381 1.36005 7.083659 
H 0.496329 1.066624 5.51521 
H 0.540736 6.006511 0.832523 
H 0.91748 7.765217 17.09547 
H 1.124343 0.268227 6.969777 
H 0.375172 16.71961 9.796278 
H 0.221609 10.84205 15.032 
H 0.789932 14.5675 11.0132 
H 1.026979 15.97098 12.0587 
H 1.0069 10.66469 16.59699 
H 0.981443 8.554961 9.919009 
H 1.274316 10.20507 8.027601 
H 1.385419 6.844885 2.999585 
H 1.1802 3.295604 6.421636 
H 1.625882 9.617513 6.410733 
H 1.243461 7.041195 9.06321 
H 1.872141 14.02859 6.021334 
H 1.587414 6.638029 13.46206 
H 1.70455 11.57612 3.727792 
H 1.677452 4.062843 11.12645 
H 2.562089 7.873611 11.7205 
H 2.588346 12.30159 7.593326 
H 2.711233 6.711965 1.844873 
H 2.56181 2.212792 6.260344 
H 1.98129 17.30225 10.20551 
H 1.425351 12.88862 15.55671 
H 2.286488 10.59805 12.29481 
H 2.435808 7.151534 5.050197 
H 2.234921 5.232165 7.041916 
H 2.5817 12.62602 10.42135 
H 2.433735 15.09944 11.41951 
H 2.922619 11.7543 5.93439 
H 2.749805 6.264928 10.98585 
H 2.272378 12.12515 14.19761 
H 3.326241 7.710122 10.13158 
H 3.559604 10.84814 7.321164 
H 2.94807 12.02372 15.8382 
H 3.536399 16.24512 5.895898 
 86
H 3.528909 1.988466 11.01849 
H 3.655534 11.48863 1.74778 
H 3.595941 6.787852 15.37346 
H 4.606381 6.669364 2.492691 
H 4.71212 2.766101 6.464098 
H 4.368891 15.65784 10.46357 
H 4.700583 10.67733 14.64135 
H 5.725039 9.202436 2.446669 
H 6.339456 16.10057 16.32055 
H 5.80417 15.41237 14.77998 
H 5.66861 6.521169 14.08183 
H 7.356168 9.052591 1.769225 
H 5.917666 13.82338 1.952321 
H 5.739363 4.215252 15.04713 
H 5.962324 15.77274 3.927952 
H 5.704331 2.102084 13.24628 
H 5.594501 15.62951 6.441215 
H 5.620717 2.398707 9.643818 
H 5.570847 0.485864 0.380568 
H 6.041719 8.594114 15.51712 
H 6.29466 2.73404 1.141071 
H 6.245563 17.13253 14.87264 
H 7.119882 9.729913 3.396173 
H 6.747364 2.516441 4.594374 
H 6.444534 4.622296 2.291368 
H 6.381927 12.88722 14.54044 
H 6.347896 15.75218 12.41151 
H 6.171747 1.62225 2.50652 
H 5.847316 11.66199 2.384268 
H 6.113551 16.32107 7.957635 
H 6.987592 1.608843 8.900019 
H 7.075235 7.480376 13.58033 
H 6.849119 1.230396 16.79618 
H 7.314762 5.979119 14.4833 
H 7.087098 3.091077 11.60706 
H 7.964187 15.47058 5.643521 
H 7.037947 17.54676 1.05524 
H 7.55063 11.63159 1.972499 
H 7.639657 8.006404 15.9235 
H 7.763261 14.6888 7.214264 
H 7.689141 3.669363 10.04352 
H 8.466082 2.291411 10.82867 
H 8.53203 16.28585 7.111489 
 87
H 8.739291 7.444301 1.152059 
H 8.879289 1.694697 6.328256 
H 8.679406 16.75632 9.863848 
H 8.728475 11.84044 15.29554 
H 9.347433 5.47298 2.558841 
H 9.453685 6.979474 3.483887 
H 9.611299 16.55534 0.412094 
H 9.358347 1.431594 16.67158 
H 10.38272 2.459786 5.8737 
H 9.273155 15.88562 11.25523 
H 10.41369 12.0455 14.86138 
H 10.04541 17.16054 2.00423 
H 9.811006 0.820183 15.08889 
H 9.991036 12.56697 2.663139 
H 10.16504 5.174581 14.61185 
H 10.6305 15.53318 4.436489 
H 10.67726 2.39608 12.69855 
H 9.62842 14.56087 9.230046 
H 9.309885 10.03089 13.82165 
H 9.575264 3.223265 8.09719 
H 10.90209 14.44376 0.810582 
H 10.74106 3.489187 16.32882 
H 10.25805 8.236411 1.533706 
H 10.97791 3.71106 1.686371 
H 10.90672 1.70001 3.602579 
H 9.675187 1.572754 8.742253 
H 10.71668 16.18714 13.35598 
H 10.70935 14.23602 15.3138 
H 9.168733 9.290061 15.43129 
H 10.55238 15.84734 8.453507 
H 10.9368 6.189053 2.908225 
H 11.19761 2.932144 14.70819 
H 11.32188 14.9882 2.444205 
H 11.91532 15.87858 1.028301 
H 11.69379 2.010912 16.13896 
H 11.22453 15.00389 9.862085 
H 11.14854 2.438764 8.274809 
H 10.76253 9.607537 14.72972 
H 11.72731 10.39541 2.596322 
H 12.45167 15.61542 6.531702 
H 12.61205 2.131746 10.72646 
H 12.06879 7.186641 14.68145 
H 13.11632 6.359883 1.745041 
 88
H 12.81131 2.091676 6.256579 
H 13.01686 15.83783 11.02291 
H 12.47805 11.8401 15.95614 
H 13.14981 7.350676 7.771184 
H 13.52877 9.692545 9.522421 
H 14.49946 2.569381 11.69087 
H 14.40225 15.11276 5.493371 
H 14.09484 6.408129 14.88759 
H 14.20881 10.92262 4.87571 
H 14.38005 12.99801 6.70434 
H 14.25134 4.905182 10.75355 
H 14.17931 6.954069 12.60339 
H 13.83359 11.10906 1.554843 
H 14.73092 17.22066 6.900376 
H 14.93406 0.58513 10.15258 
H 14.49348 8.139829 16.73831 
H 14.41277 7.216242 5.658668 
H 14.43003 11.79611 10.52181 
H 14.29515 9.34987 11.07655 
H 13.92986 5.767379 7.686585 
H 14.59871 4.211533 6.304244 
H 14.7573 11.22178 12.37718 
H 15.13545 6.394161 3.658596 
H 14.92654 13.84542 10.97904 
H 14.98915 11.19636 2.882844 
H 15.11676 11.42931 8.962985 
H 15.03263 8.473432 6.694192 
H 14.60057 7.027579 8.728972 
H 15.14447 8.954059 9.57772 
H 15.77369 16.11179 4.980094 
H 16.00885 1.720912 12.0694 
H 15.51492 6.130725 15.90324 
H 16.05985 3.262065 11.20333 
H 15.72816 6.77315 14.27543 
H 16.06231 14.62642 5.895454 
H 16.34296 16.66827 7.306086 
H 16.46991 1.303615 9.686759 
H 16.01969 8.542521 15.98106 
H 15.39194 10.78168 17.1052 
H 16.04449 11.97491 0.771097 
H 0.01688 10.49816 1.341351 
N 0.351586 7.453952 5.519027 
N 0.277706 10.52877 11.51364 
 89
N 0.184403 5.903761 7.117633 
N 0.52027 12.15614 9.995667 
N 1.503015 9.48687 3.235018 
N 1.483152 14.76782 8.009099 
N 1.1891 8.654377 14.11678 
N 1.405208 3.561822 9.047721 
N 3.077358 9.413344 1.648907 
N 2.892183 1.896789 8.959682 
N 2.835118 16.54421 7.912092 
N 2.805583 8.771902 15.66029 
N 5.379719 7.205068 0.547011 
N 5.132339 17.61599 9.989866 
N 5.222402 0.713131 6.885793 
N 5.193363 10.73402 16.73965 
N 6.880683 5.549732 0.391625 
N 6.862984 0.510504 5.380413 
N 6.544252 12.51346 16.65885 
N 6.727115 17.69407 11.5546 
N 7.853849 14.64199 1.477603 
N 7.887338 16.21417 3.060155 
N 7.689243 3.428781 15.52187 
N 7.657868 1.725409 14.07558 
N 8.920473 3.132653 1.397539 
N 8.861193 1.525189 2.947949 
N 8.658743 16.43345 13.96423 
N 8.648717 14.8583 15.54879 
N 9.786101 12.11033 0.565889 
N 9.619612 5.99082 16.53095 
N 10.06094 17.45536 5.22364 
N 9.94055 0.566217 11.83027 
N 11.1908 10.37821 0.505987 
N 11.52515 17.5236 6.911226 
N 11.50146 0.349162 10.24536 
N 11.16099 7.608026 16.59263 
N 13.59191 8.458027 1.60653 
N 13.79078 16.25653 9.052154 
N 13.75804 1.6061 8.131044 
N 13.34651 10.00364 15.62923 
N 15.20619 8.489104 3.150265 
N 15.18799 3.323267 8.17989 
N 14.93265 9.840492 13.89675 
N 15.33738 14.64285 9.008579 
N 16.22232 10.52788 5.54891 
 90
N 16.35627 12.1997 7.025845 
N 16.1462 5.797555 10.23944 
N 16.09773 7.447839 11.74396 
Zn 0.056597 13.4564 8.521231 
Zn 16.53627 9.085368 12.81762 
Zn 3.983434 0.310763 8.412961 
Zn 4.280077 8.853445 0.139367 
Zn 8.056794 13.76622 17.10675 
Zn 8.388718 17.79481 4.167219 
Zn 8.237381 18.05648 12.8426 
Zn 8.127854 4.722845 16.99848 
Zn 12.6032 17.81012 8.593336 
Zn 12.4514 8.903062 0.01477 
Zn 16.73301 9.011705 4.345591 
Zn 16.59878 4.662807 8.651903 
 
 
Table B.4. Cartesian atomic coordinates and lattice vectors for ZIF-7 (SOD) 
Atom Type x y z 
Lattice vectors 
22.989 0 0 
-11.4945 19.90906 0 
0 0 15.763 
C 15.76294 0.592265 2.771551 
C -4.26844 19.31679 12.99145 
C 14.59461 13.35498 2.77155 
C -3.10011 6.55408 12.99145 
C 4.125945 5.961818 2.771553 
C 7.368554 13.94724 12.99145 
C 4.268443 7.228617 8.025884 
C 18.72056 6.044088 2.482782 
C 14.59461 0.082273 8.025883 
C 8.394388 13.19043 2.482783 
C 15.62045 12.59817 8.025887 
C 7.368555 0.674537 2.482779 
C -7.22606 13.86497 13.28022 
C 7.226057 12.68044 7.737116 
C 3.100114 6.718626 13.28022 
C -3.10011 19.82678 7.737116 
C 4.125946 19.23452 13.28022 
C -4.12594 7.310887 7.737113 
C 3.114184 18.83867 3.558367 
C 8.380316 1.070386 12.20463 
C -6.37736 13.18669 3.558365 
 91
C 17.87186 6.722374 12.20464 
C 3.263178 7.792762 3.558369 
C 8.231322 12.1163 12.20463 
C 3.114183 5.565966 8.8127 
C -3.11418 7.706739 1.695966 
C 5.117141 19.82304 8.812698 
C 6.377359 13.35873 1.695969 
C -8.23132 14.42911 8.812703 
C -3.26318 18.75265 1.695964 
C 14.60868 12.20232 14.06703 
C 8.380317 14.34309 6.950299 
C 5.117142 6.550332 14.06703 
C 6.377359 0.08602 6.950301 
C 14.75768 1.156408 14.06704 
C 19.72582 5.479944 6.950297 
C 2.338254 17.94239 4.301675 
C 9.156247 1.966673 11.46132 
C -5.21319 12.96285 4.301673 
C 16.70769 6.946207 11.46133 
C 2.874936 8.912881 4.301676 
C 8.619564 10.99618 11.46132 
C 2.338253 4.66968 9.556009 
C -2.33825 8.603026 0.952658 
C 6.281314 19.5992 9.556006 
C 5.213187 13.58256 0.95266 
C -8.61956 15.54923 9.556009 
C -2.87494 17.63253 0.952657 
C 13.83275 11.30603 14.81034 
C 9.156248 15.23938 6.20699 
C 6.281313 6.326499 14.81034 
C 5.213187 0.309854 6.206993 
C 14.36944 2.276528 14.81034 
C 20.11407 4.359824 6.206989 
C 13.52719 4.523439 1.869881 
C -2.03269 15.38562 13.89312 
C 12.30799 9.453173 1.869881 
C -0.81349 10.45589 13.89312 
C 8.648318 5.932447 1.869882 
C 2.846182 13.97661 13.89312 
C 2.03269 11.15979 7.124215 
C 20.95631 2.112914 3.384452 
C 0.813493 16.08952 7.124215 
C 10.68101 17.09224 3.384452 
 92
C -2.84618 12.5688 7.124215 
C 2.846183 0.703906 3.384452 
C -9.46181 17.79614 12.37855 
C 9.461809 8.749266 8.638785 
C 0.813492 2.816819 12.37855 
C 10.68101 3.819533 8.638785 
C 8.648317 19.20515 12.37855 
C 14.34068 7.340258 8.638784 
C 2.104858 16.69145 3.735544 
C 9.389643 3.217607 12.02746 
C -4.01315 13.38619 3.735543 
C 15.50765 6.522867 12.02746 
C 1.908294 9.740474 3.735544 
C 9.586207 10.16858 12.02746 
C 2.104857 3.418746 8.989877 
C -2.10486 9.85396 1.51879 
C 18.97585 0.113486 8.989876 
C 4.013149 13.15922 1.518791 
C 13.40279 16.37683 8.989878 
C -1.90829 16.80494 1.518788 
C 13.59936 10.0551 14.24421 
C 9.389644 16.49031 6.773123 
C 7.481351 6.749839 14.24421 
C -7.48135 19.79557 6.773123 
C 13.40279 3.104122 14.24421 
C -1.90829 3.532231 6.773122 
C 14.22985 5.744218 1.783102 
C -2.73535 14.16484 13.9799 
C 10.89944 9.451302 1.783104 
C 0.595062 10.45776 13.9799 
C 9.354214 4.713537 1.783103 
C 2.140286 15.19552 13.9799 
C 2.735348 12.38057 7.037437 
C 20.25365 0.892134 3.471231 
C -0.59506 16.08766 7.037438 
C 12.08956 17.09411 3.471229 
C -2.14029 11.34989 7.037437 
C 2.140286 1.922816 3.47123 
C -8.75915 19.01692 12.29177 
C 8.759151 7.528487 8.725563 
C -0.59506 2.81495 12.29177 
C 12.08956 3.821403 8.725562 
C 9.354213 17.98624 12.29177 
 93
C 13.63479 8.559167 8.725562 
C 2.612483 16.34025 2.468167 
C 8.882016 3.568807 13.29483 
C -3.96281 14.00141 2.468165 
C 15.45731 5.907649 13.29483 
C 1.350332 9.476456 2.468167 
C 10.14417 10.4326 13.29483 
C 2.612484 3.067546 7.722501 
C -2.61248 10.20516 2.786166 
C 19.02619 0.728705 7.722499 
C 3.962814 12.544 2.786167 
C 12.84483 16.11281 7.7225 
C -1.35033 17.06896 2.786167 
C 14.10698 9.703899 12.97683 
C 8.882017 16.84151 8.040499 
C 7.531686 7.365057 12.97683 
C -7.53169 19.18035 8.0405 
C 12.84483 2.840103 12.97683 
C -1.35033 3.796249 8.040499 
C 14.82218 3.902107 3.773033 
C -3.32768 16.00695 11.98997 
C 12.19859 10.88534 3.773033 
C -0.70409 9.023721 11.98997 
C 7.462731 5.121611 3.773033 
C 4.031768 14.78745 11.98997 
C 3.327684 10.53846 9.027366 
C 19.66132 2.734246 1.4813 
C 0.704086 17.52169 9.027366 
C 10.79041 15.66007 1.481301 
C -4.03177 11.75796 9.027366 
C 4.03177 1.514741 1.481301 
C -8.16681 17.17481 14.2817 
C 8.166817 9.370598 6.735634 
C 0.704087 4.248986 14.2817 
C 10.79041 2.387367 6.735634 
C 7.46273 18.39432 14.2817 
C 15.52627 8.151093 6.735634 
C 3.644607 18.47773 2.290721 
C 7.849892 1.431325 13.47228 
C -6.32999 13.82651 2.290719 
C 17.82449 6.082545 13.47228 
C 2.685385 7.513872 2.290723 
C 8.809116 12.39519 13.47228 
 94
C 3.644607 5.205028 7.545054 
C -3.64461 8.067678 2.963612 
C 16.65901 0.553808 7.545052 
C 6.329988 12.7189 2.963615 
C 14.17988 14.15022 7.545056 
C -2.68538 19.03154 2.96361 
C 15.13911 11.84138 12.79939 
C 7.849894 14.70403 8.217945 
C 5.164511 7.190161 12.79939 
C -5.16451 19.35525 8.217947 
C 14.17988 0.877518 12.79939 
C -2.68538 5.758834 8.217943 
C 3.388181 17.22426 1.723823 
C 8.106319 2.6848 14.03918 
C -5.11623 14.23118 1.723822 
C 16.61073 5.677879 14.03918 
C 1.728056 8.362679 1.723824 
C 9.766443 11.54638 14.03918 
C 3.38818 3.951553 6.978157 
C -3.38818 9.321153 3.53051 
C 17.87277 0.958474 6.978155 
C 5.116235 12.31423 3.530511 
C 13.22256 14.99903 6.978158 
C -1.72806 18.18273 3.530509 
C 14.88268 10.58791 12.23249 
C 8.10632 15.9575 8.784842 
C 6.378265 7.594828 12.23249 
C -6.37826 18.95058 8.784843 
C 13.22256 1.726326 12.23249 
C -1.72806 4.910026 8.784841 
C 13.81403 3.582364 2.854533 
C -2.31953 16.3267 12.90847 
C 12.97957 10.17212 2.854532 
C -1.48507 9.736942 12.90847 
C 7.689905 6.154576 2.854534 
C 3.804594 13.75448 12.90846 
C 2.319526 10.21872 8.108867 
C 20.66947 3.053989 2.3998 
C 1.48507 16.80847 8.108867 
C 10.00943 16.37329 2.399801 
C -3.8046 12.79093 8.108869 
C 3.804596 0.481777 2.399799 
C -9.17497 16.85507 13.3632 
 95
C 9.174974 9.690341 7.654133 
C 1.48507 3.535765 13.3632 
C 10.00943 3.100588 7.654134 
C 7.689904 19.42728 13.3632 
C 15.2991 7.118128 7.654132 
C 16.28105 3.99181 5.38146 
C -4.78655 15.91725 10.38154 
C 11.39147 12.1039 5.38146 
C 0.103032 7.805156 10.38154 
C 6.810983 3.813342 5.38146 
C 4.683517 16.09572 10.38154 
C 4.786554 10.62816 10.63579 
C 18.20245 2.644543 15.63587 
C -0.10303 18.74026 10.63579 
C 11.59753 14.44151 15.63587 
C -4.68352 10.4497 10.63579 
C 4.683518 2.82301 15.63587 
C -6.70795 17.26452 0.127127 
C 6.707947 9.280895 5.127206 
C -0.10303 5.467551 0.127127 
C 11.59753 1.168802 5.127205 
C 6.810983 17.08605 0.127127 
C 16.17802 9.459362 5.127207 
C 15.51862 5.134448 3.696341 
C -4.02412 14.77461 12.06666 
C 10.78313 10.8723 3.69634 
C 0.71137 9.036761 12.06666 
C 8.181752 3.90231 3.69634 
C 3.312748 16.00675 12.06666 
C 4.024119 11.7708 8.950674 
C 18.96488 1.501904 1.557993 
C -0.71137 17.50865 8.950674 
C 12.20587 15.67311 1.557993 
C -3.31275 10.53866 8.950673 
C 3.312749 2.734043 1.557993 
C -7.47038 18.40715 14.20501 
C 7.470381 8.138257 6.812325 
C -0.71137 4.235946 14.20501 
C 12.20587 2.400407 6.812326 
C 8.181751 17.17502 14.20501 
C 14.80725 9.370394 6.812326 
C 15.23303 6.070208 2.692388 
C -3.73853 13.83885 13.07061 
 96
C 10.11553 10.15709 2.692389 
C 1.378967 9.751971 13.07061 
C 9.13494 3.681762 2.692388 
C 2.35956 16.2273 13.07061 
C 3.738528 12.70656 7.946721 
C 19.25047 0.566145 2.561945 
C -1.37897 16.79344 7.946723 
C 12.87347 16.38832 2.561944 
C -2.35956 10.31812 7.946721 
C 2.359561 2.954591 2.561946 
C -7.75597 19.34291 13.20105 
C 7.755972 7.202497 7.816278 
C -1.37897 3.520736 13.20106 
C 12.87347 3.115617 7.816277 
C 9.134939 16.95447 13.20105 
C 13.85406 9.590942 7.816279 
H 16.86923 3.714977 6.253957 
H -5.37473 16.19408 9.509041 
H 11.33712 12.75169 6.25396 
H 0.157376 7.157367 9.509039 
H 6.277153 3.442388 6.253959 
H 5.217348 16.46667 9.50904 
H 5.374726 10.35133 11.50829 
H 17.61427 2.921375 14.76337 
H -0.15738 19.38804 11.50829 
H 11.65188 13.79372 14.76337 
H -5.21735 10.07874 11.50829 
H 5.217348 3.193965 14.76337 
H -6.11977 16.98768 0.999625 
H 6.119774 9.557728 4.254708 
H -0.15738 6.115339 0.999626 
H 11.65188 0.521014 4.254707 
H 6.277152 16.71509 0.999627 
H 16.71185 9.830317 4.254706 
H 15.77552 7.013694 2.62877 
H -4.28102 12.89536 13.13423 
H 9.027207 10.15515 2.628773 
H 2.467293 9.753907 13.13423 
H 9.68078 2.740212 2.628771 
H 1.81372 17.16885 13.13423 
H 4.281015 13.65005 7.883105 
H 7.213485 19.53172 2.625562 
H -2.46729 16.7915 7.883107 
 97
H -9.02721 16.39026 2.62556 
H -1.81372 9.376566 7.883105 
H 1.813721 3.896141 2.625563 
H 4.281016 0.377341 13.13744 
H 7.213485 6.259012 7.879895 
H 20.52171 3.518799 13.13744 
H 13.96179 3.117554 7.879893 
H 9.680779 16.01292 13.13744 
H 13.30822 10.53249 7.879895 
H 2.40408 15.34913 2.068732 
H 9.090421 4.559933 13.69427 
H -3.00027 14.31649 2.068732 
H 14.49477 5.592568 13.69427 
H 0.596192 10.1525 2.068732 
H 10.89831 9.756557 13.69427 
H 2.404079 2.07642 7.323065 
H -2.40408 11.19629 3.185601 
H 19.98873 1.043785 7.323065 
H 3.000271 12.22892 3.185601 
H 12.09069 16.78885 7.323066 
H -0.59619 16.39291 3.185601 
H 13.89858 8.712773 12.5774 
H 9.09042 17.83264 8.439934 
H 8.494229 7.680138 12.5774 
H -8.49423 18.86527 8.439934 
H 12.09069 3.516149 12.5774 
H -0.59619 3.120204 8.439933 
H 3.770744 16.95335 0.738415 
H 7.723758 2.955711 15.02458 
H -5.0729 14.69794 0.738414 
H 16.5674 5.211114 15.02459 
H 1.302159 8.166825 0.738416 
H 10.19234 11.74223 15.02458 
H 3.770743 3.680642 5.992749 
H -3.77074 9.592064 4.515919 
H 17.9161 1.425239 5.992748 
H 5.0729 11.84747 4.515919 
H 12.79666 14.80318 5.99275 
H -1.30216 18.37859 4.515917 
H 15.26524 10.31699 11.24708 
H 7.723757 16.22842 9.770251 
H 6.421601 8.061592 11.24708 
H -6.4216 18.48382 9.770251 
 98
H 12.79666 1.530472 11.24708 
H -1.30216 5.10588 9.77025 
H 13.27356 2.637457 2.910171 
H -1.77906 17.2716 12.85283 
H 14.06812 10.17651 2.910171 
H -2.57362 9.732545 12.85283 
H 7.141824 7.095086 2.910173 
H 4.352676 12.81397 12.85283 
H 1.779061 9.273809 8.164504 
H -1.77906 3.998896 2.344162 
H 2.573617 16.81287 8.164504 
H 8.920884 16.3689 2.344163 
H -4.35268 13.73144 8.164506 
H -7.14182 19.45033 2.344161 
H 13.27356 15.91016 13.41884 
H 9.715441 10.63525 7.598496 
H 2.573617 3.54016 13.41884 
H 8.920883 3.096192 7.598496 
H 18.63632 0.458734 13.41884 
H 15.84718 6.177618 7.598494 
H 1.507151 15.96398 4.283778 
H 9.987349 3.945076 11.47922 
H -3.08429 13.2323 4.283777 
H 14.57879 6.676762 11.47922 
H 1.577139 10.62184 4.283778 
H 9.91736 9.287221 11.47922 
H 1.507151 2.691276 9.538112 
H -1.50715 10.58143 0.970555 
H 8.410212 19.86865 9.538111 
H 3.084288 13.31311 0.970556 
H -9.91736 17.25819 9.538111 
H -1.57714 15.92357 0.970556 
H 13.00165 9.32763 14.79244 
H 9.987349 17.21778 6.224888 
H 8.410213 6.595945 14.79244 
H 3.084288 0.040409 6.224889 
H 13.07164 3.985485 14.79244 
H 21.41186 2.650867 6.224888 
H 13.97952 6.448098 0.988157 
H -2.48502 13.46096 14.77484 
H 10.41502 8.882573 0.988159 
H 1.079478 11.02648 14.77484 
H 10.08895 4.578387 0.988158 
 99
H 1.405545 15.33067 14.77484 
H 2.485022 13.08445 6.242491 
H 20.50398 0.188255 4.266176 
H -1.07948 15.51893 6.242493 
H 12.57398 17.66284 4.266174 
H -1.40554 11.21474 6.242492 
H 1.405545 2.057966 4.266175 
H -9.00948 19.7208 11.49682 
H 9.009478 6.824607 9.520508 
H -1.07948 2.24622 11.49683 
H 12.57398 4.390132 9.520506 
H 10.08896 17.85109 11.49682 
H 12.90005 8.694318 9.520507 
H 1.93953 18.20579 5.282594 
H 9.554971 1.703264 10.48041 
H -5.24194 12.48584 5.282592 
H 16.73645 7.423215 10.48041 
H 3.302415 9.126481 5.282594 
H 8.192085 10.78258 10.48041 
H 1.93953 4.933088 10.53693 
H -1.93953 8.339618 15.73474 
H 6.252556 19.1222 10.53693 
H 5.241945 14.05957 15.73474 
H -8.19209 15.76283 10.53693 
H -3.30241 17.41893 15.73474 
H 13.43403 11.56944 0.02826 
H 9.554971 14.97597 5.226072 
H 6.252555 5.849491 0.028259 
H 5.241944 0.786863 5.226074 
H 14.79691 2.490128 0.028261 
H 19.68659 4.146224 5.226071 
H 16.23673 1.566969 2.691834 
H -4.74223 18.34209 13.07117 
H 13.5136 13.27793 2.691833 
H -2.0191 6.631124 13.07117 
H 4.733172 5.064155 2.691835 
H 6.761328 14.8449 13.07116 
H 4.742227 8.203322 7.946167 
H 18.24677 5.069383 2.5625 
H 13.5136 0.005229 7.946167 
H 9.475399 13.26748 2.5625 
H 16.22767 11.70051 7.946169 
H 6.761329 1.572197 2.562498 
 100
H -6.75227 14.83967 13.2005 
H 6.752272 11.70574 7.816833 
H 2.019101 6.641583 13.2005 
H -2.0191 19.90383 7.816833 
H 4.733172 18.33686 13.2005 
H -4.73317 8.20855 7.816831 
H 12.7351 4.309718 1.153056 
H -1.2406 15.59934 14.60994 
H 12.88912 8.874062 1.153057 
H -1.39462 11.035 14.60994 
H 8.859275 6.725277 1.153058 
H 2.635225 13.18378 14.60994 
H 1.240601 10.94607 6.407389 
H -1.2406 2.326634 4.101277 
H 1.394625 15.51042 6.40739 
H 10.09988 17.67135 4.101276 
H -2.63523 13.36163 6.407391 
H -8.85927 19.82013 4.101275 
H 12.7351 17.58242 11.66172 
H 10.2539 8.962987 9.355611 
H 1.394624 2.237709 11.66172 
H 10.09988 4.398643 9.35561 
H 20.35377 0.088925 11.66172 
H 14.12973 6.547427 9.355608 
N 15.0169 0.228454 3.828737 
N -3.5224 19.68061 11.93426 
N 15.28271 12.89079 3.828735 
N -3.78821 7.018264 11.93426 
N 4.183896 6.789813 3.82874 
N 7.310605 13.11925 11.93426 
N 3.522402 6.864806 9.083069 
N -3.5224 6.4079 1.425598 
N 3.788205 19.52715 9.083068 
N 7.706296 13.65462 1.425599 
N -7.31061 13.42617 9.083073 
N -4.18389 19.7556 1.425593 
N 15.0169 13.50116 14.3374 
N 7.972098 13.04425 6.679931 
N 3.788205 6.254443 14.3374 
N 7.706294 0.381909 6.679931 
N 15.6784 0.15346 14.33741 
N 18.80511 6.482891 6.679927 
N 15.33299 3.1935 4.854453 
 101
N -3.83849 16.71556 10.90855 
N 12.55686 11.68201 4.854454 
N -1.06236 8.227045 10.90855 
N 6.593656 5.033543 4.854453 
N 4.900844 14.87552 10.90855 
N 3.838492 9.829854 10.10879 
N 19.15051 3.442852 0.39988 
N 1.062355 18.31837 10.10879 
N 10.43215 14.8634 0.39988 
N -4.90084 11.66989 10.10879 
N 4.900845 1.60281 0.39988 
N -7.65601 16.46621 15.36312 
N 7.656008 10.0792 5.654213 
N 1.062355 5.045661 15.36312 
N 10.43214 1.590692 5.654213 
N 6.593656 18.30625 15.36312 
N 16.39535 8.239162 5.654213 
N 4.38127 19.55505 1.822817 
N 7.11323 0.354014 13.94018 
N -7.6313 13.92583 1.822814 
N 19.1258 5.983233 13.94019 
N 3.250033 6.337249 1.822818 
N 8.244466 13.57181 13.94018 
N 4.38127 6.28234 7.07715 
N 18.60773 6.990366 3.431516 
N 15.3577 0.65312 7.077147 
N 7.631301 12.61959 3.431519 
N 14.74453 12.9736 7.07715 
N 8.244468 0.299103 3.431515 
N -7.11323 12.91869 12.33148 
N 7.11323 13.62672 8.68585 
N 3.863201 7.289472 12.33148 
N -3.8632 19.25594 8.685851 
N 3.250033 19.60996 12.33148 
N -3.25003 6.935456 8.685849 
N 16.44183 5.161106 4.734761 
N -4.94733 14.74795 11.02824 
N 10.29844 11.65849 4.734761 
N 1.196061 8.250564 11.02824 
N 7.743232 3.089457 4.73476 
N 3.751267 16.8196 11.02824 
N 4.947331 11.79746 9.989095 
N 18.04167 1.475247 0.519572 
 102
N -1.19606 18.29485 9.989095 
N 12.69056 14.88692 0.519572 
N -3.75127 9.725809 9.989094 
N 3.751269 3.546897 0.519573 
N -6.54717 18.43381 15.24343 
N 6.547168 8.1116 5.773905 
N -1.19606 5.022143 15.24343 
N 12.69056 1.61421 5.773905 
N 7.743231 16.36216 15.24343 
N 15.24577 10.18325 5.773905 
Zn 14.64281 1.395303 5.387265 
Zn -3.14831 18.51376 10.37573 
Zn 14.45923 11.98341 5.387267 
Zn -2.96473 7.925648 10.37573 
Zn 5.381465 6.530351 5.387268 
Zn 6.113035 13.37871 10.37573 
Zn 3.148309 8.031656 10.6416 
Zn 19.84069 5.24105 15.63007 
Zn 2.964732 18.61976 10.6416 
Zn 8.529768 14.562 15.63007 
Zn -6.11303 13.1667 10.6416 
Zn 6.113035 0.106002 15.63006 
Zn -8.34619 14.66801 0.132931 
Zn 8.346191 11.8774 5.121401 
Zn 2.964732 5.347058 0.132933 
Zn 8.529768 1.289295 5.1214 
Zn 5.381465 19.80306 0.132935 
Zn 17.60754 6.742354 5.121398 
 
 
Table B.5. Cartesian atomic coordinates and lattice vectors for ZIF-11 (RHO) 
Atom Type x y z 
Lattice vectors 
17.14313 0 0 
0.005087 17.16192 0 
0.003801 0.004397 17.0516 
C 15.06955 8.751062 2.207815 
C 6.380263 0.165795 10.60525 
C 15.04238 8.38434 14.96899 
C 6.380981 16.9929 6.335988 
C 14.98258 2.148153 8.647967 
C 6.49414 10.68153 0.172267 
C 14.96072 15.055 8.35218 
C 6.480578 6.426849 16.85805 
 103
C 2.178555 8.747108 14.99263 
C 10.6648 0.149327 6.319614 
C 2.158082 8.430663 2.18852 
C 10.72421 17.00668 10.58452 
C 2.080189 2.173256 8.372893 
C 10.74425 10.66724 16.8675 
C 2.126309 15.02609 8.728791 
C 10.73072 6.40012 0.1978 
C 8.739257 14.98107 2.068349 
C 0.15002 6.452667 10.7155 
C 8.749673 2.081005 14.83691 
C 0.168089 10.78053 6.468779 
C 8.438815 15.01618 14.87385 
C 16.98425 6.44473 6.449475 
C 8.370584 2.106971 2.07903 
C 16.98077 10.74702 10.73181 
C 14.89276 6.943792 3.401042 
C 6.230256 15.48263 11.74214 
C 14.8684 10.22751 13.83238 
C 6.196239 1.647754 5.159884 
C 14.81391 3.345912 6.845102 
C 6.268932 11.86799 15.41847 
C 14.76141 13.9279 10.19838 
C 6.284043 5.221343 1.601498 
C 2.349259 6.914801 13.83379 
C 10.84494 15.47462 5.172099 
C 2.368057 10.25707 3.350648 
C 10.8707 1.678664 11.73656 
C 2.31574 3.368096 10.16907 
C 10.92527 11.86344 1.612857 
C 2.270598 13.8663 6.901678 
C 10.95283 5.238309 15.4324 
C 6.879109 14.80821 3.181249 
C 15.475 6.282111 11.8905 
C 6.925957 2.276949 13.67254 
C 15.48198 10.92701 5.308499 
C 6.958058 3.285704 14.63035 
C 15.48122 11.93001 6.273705 
C 6.936533 13.78889 2.236302 
C 15.47124 5.287651 10.91782 
C 10.25555 14.83068 13.69256 
C 1.688116 6.275978 5.317892 
C 10.19239 2.264618 3.252142 
 104
C 1.673529 10.92024 11.88083 
C 10.19131 3.264428 2.283389 
C 1.666447 11.90454 10.89803 
C 10.24462 13.83246 14.66031 
C 1.672047 5.290799 6.301315 
C 3.262043 14.84347 6.888716 
C 11.93874 6.219513 15.45539 
C 3.285595 2.37039 10.16711 
C 11.9045 10.87543 1.634844 
C 3.35718 6.938729 14.79231 
C 11.82428 15.47954 6.15989 
C 3.375608 10.21461 2.393508 
C 11.87033 1.674853 10.7675 
C 13.77893 14.91221 10.16599 
C 5.305785 6.210469 1.621271 
C 13.82577 2.367667 6.822451 
C 5.28481 10.88442 15.43721 
C 13.89238 6.943277 2.434245 
C 5.238724 15.49343 10.76534 
C 13.85761 10.19001 14.78906 
C 5.201854 1.64686 6.132393 
C 15.57372 10.01971 1.709755 
C 6.872676 1.454732 10.1485 
C 15.55841 7.109977 15.4421 
C 6.846623 15.71207 6.837926 
C 15.43084 1.64438 9.932578 
C 7.004099 10.22134 1.450038 
C 15.46301 15.48855 7.060196 
C 6.938529 6.92986 15.57689 
C 1.666685 10.02493 15.45857 
C 10.17939 1.440525 6.7731 
C 1.637901 7.157607 1.722176 
C 10.25954 15.72126 10.09217 
C 1.567124 1.689637 7.103998 
C 10.29295 10.16619 15.58293 
C 1.674474 15.52312 10.01728 
C 10.22697 6.852848 1.480673 
C 10.02316 15.4957 1.623299 
C 1.433201 6.912246 10.21481 
C 10.01869 1.565556 15.3217 
C 1.450183 10.31613 6.970491 
C 7.163844 15.52389 15.34905 
C 15.69269 6.940517 6.895336 
 105
C 7.095921 1.604182 1.592186 
C 15.69024 10.26299 10.27461 
Zn 0.079414 8.627293 4.36721 
Zn 8.580402 17.09131 12.68413 
Zn 0.071229 8.577016 12.83321 
Zn 8.51016 17.0924 4.216153 
Zn 17.0606 4.307597 8.5971 
Zn 8.635347 12.84438 16.96688 
Zn 17.08884 12.9138 8.642972 
Zn 8.584066 4.241007 16.9531 
Zn 4.226555 0.069019 8.464267 
Zn 12.90783 8.51955 0.093321 
Zn 4.323714 8.574972 0.088701 
Zn 12.8293 0.049014 8.4005 
H 15.12254 6.204003 4.160544 
H 6.478213 14.72109 12.47422 
H 15.10344 10.99337 13.10018 
H 6.42473 2.389719 4.401663 
H 15.0349 4.126156 6.125798 
H 6.469788 12.63848 14.68318 
H 14.97514 13.18186 10.95492 
H 6.493801 4.437978 2.321074 
H 2.124243 6.172038 13.07661 
H 10.61021 14.71989 4.429428 
H 2.161361 11.00003 4.1125 
H 10.62818 2.429304 12.48225 
H 2.111789 4.133711 10.90973 
H 10.71179 12.64745 2.330703 
H 2.027525 13.1178 6.154319 
H 10.74716 4.475375 14.69067 
H 6.115095 15.03632 3.916293 
H 14.73411 6.514149 12.64859 
H 6.17039 2.052944 12.92672 
H 14.73444 10.68138 4.560679 
H 6.239117 4.069056 14.84071 
H 14.72459 12.67399 6.497996 
H 6.206749 13.02203 1.999844 
H 14.73216 4.524436 10.70461 
H 10.98664 15.04531 12.92161 
H 2.451332 6.516116 4.585019 
H 10.93942 2.026105 4.002299 
H 2.428692 10.68363 12.62266 
H 10.94496 4.012055 2.058773 
 106
H 2.402014 12.66928 10.6758 
H 10.97282 13.05784 14.87044 
H 2.418817 4.541539 6.543609 
H 3.99721 15.0746 6.125192 
H 12.72299 6.433099 14.73796 
H 4.066603 2.1601 10.88896 
H 12.66571 10.66625 2.377348 
H 4.117423 6.198191 15.01679 
H 12.58623 14.74265 6.387597 
H 4.165823 10.92549 2.1828 
H 12.6136 2.430029 10.53554 
H 13.0185 15.15446 10.901 
H 4.54219 6.421071 2.361005 
H 13.06433 2.164075 6.078895 
H 4.496774 10.67605 14.72226 
H 13.12081 6.209727 2.230749 
H 4.490681 14.74314 10.53106 
H 13.09745 10.92822 15.02229 
H 4.434529 2.382168 6.343827 
H 16.48753 10.39133 2.230881 
H 7.778602 1.822494 10.68461 
H 16.48196 6.76175 14.92252 
H 7.922209 10.74874 1.799514 
H 16.37686 14.95171 6.713011 
H 0.743385 10.36865 14.93362 
H 9.284226 1.819701 6.226824 
H 0.711347 6.817694 2.242632 
H 9.301547 6.334181 1.824453 
H 10.35303 16.42638 2.143423 
H 10.37328 0.642557 14.80593 
H 1.831283 10.86886 7.86024 
H 1.804004 6.368251 9.315097 
H 6.806259 16.43883 14.81919 
H 15.32658 7.839636 6.346544 
H 6.728094 0.691862 2.118934 
H 15.31468 9.359549 10.80919 
H 2.21962 16.42302 10.38634 
H 0.665889 2.226235 6.727935 
H 10.81726 9.245089 15.2356 
H 10.81262 15.3318 9.206672 
H 6.417016 7.851477 15.22755 
H 14.88926 0.738712 10.29243 
H 6.30686 15.34315 7.741301 
 107
O 15.05797 10.65759 0.790777 
O 6.350241 2.112523 9.246964 
O 15.04151 6.445894 16.34141 
O 6.480991 9.330789 2.125235 
O 14.93913 16.37001 6.376192 
O 2.182418 10.70007 16.34998 
O 10.69804 2.091618 7.682297 
O 2.154809 6.479771 0.832124 
O 2.073639 0.7624 6.467434 
O 10.76178 7.730075 2.164073 
O 10.71751 14.97213 0.750899 
O 10.67434 2.084413 16.22694 
O 2.087469 9.387512 6.470317 
O 2.086572 7.823722 10.72678 
O 6.502908 15.01198 16.25405 
O 15.03018 6.427698 7.798569 
O 6.45103 2.117993 0.6779 
O 15.03689 10.79181 9.372546 
O 0.766752 15.00874 10.67328 
O 9.412887 10.69816 14.90138 
O 9.330565 15.08818 10.5975 
O 7.822666 6.39797 14.89977 
O 16.33011 2.160596 10.60082 
O 7.758258 15.0603 6.32504 
N 15.6286 8.081066 3.255752 
N 6.941701 16.6348 11.63465 
N 15.61112 9.092224 13.95124 
N 6.925638 0.505555 5.290862 
N 15.53179 3.202633 7.990332 
N 7.023391 11.73609 16.53798 
N 15.49686 14.02709 9.062481 
N 7.012311 5.35755 0.462047 
N 1.611137 8.048647 13.96855 
N 10.13049 16.6254 5.277695 
N 1.606983 9.138145 3.215323 
N 10.15359 0.528299 11.61517 
N 1.567666 3.239517 9.042238 
N 10.20155 11.72622 0.470778 
N 1.562626 13.98477 8.05841 
N 10.20306 5.360522 16.55663 
N 8.009475 15.555 3.066681 
N 16.62067 7.005773 11.75972 
N 8.052998 1.523504 13.80558 
 108
N 16.6324 10.21106 5.436672 
N 8.100685 3.156484 15.34925 
N 16.62967 11.83272 6.993948 
N 8.104816 13.89923 1.552414 
N 16.60956 5.40397 10.1891 
N 9.122692 15.56998 13.83287 
N 0.538171 6.992069 5.418557 
N 9.047656 1.539031 3.117892 
N 0.524516 10.20332 11.77145 
N 9.047374 3.162148 1.558471 
N 0.515811 11.78937 10.18332 
N 9.105997 13.95346 15.38719 
N 0.512131 5.401703 7.005275 
N 3.165566 15.56492 8.03605 
N 11.79904 6.944831 16.59641 
N 3.130623 1.625819 9.040903 
N 11.78223 10.12838 0.508842 
N 3.248107 8.08949 15.5055 
N 11.70706 16.63043 6.873153 
N 3.239037 9.070146 1.678778 
N 11.76894 0.523609 10.05327 
N 13.90604 15.61194 9.004887 
N 5.433415 6.95731 0.496268 
N 13.93955 1.625251 7.952149 
N 5.432866 10.14943 16.57063 
N 14.00956 8.075432 1.696792 
N 5.339721 16.65234 10.05765 
N 13.96994 9.032486 15.49037 
N 5.323335 0.509498 6.862783 
 
 
Table B.6. Cartesian atomic coordinates and lattice vectors for ZIF-71 (RHO) 
Atom Type x y z 
Lattice vectors 
28.5539 0 0 
0 28.5539 0 
0 0 28.5539 
Zn 11.28012 2.974911 7.205686 
Zn 17.27378 25.57899 21.34822 
Zn 17.27378 25.57899 7.205684 
Zn 11.28012 2.974909 21.34822 
Zn 17.27378 2.974911 21.34822 
Zn 11.28012 25.57899 7.205682 
Zn 11.28012 25.57899 21.34821 
 109
Zn 17.27378 2.974908 7.205686 
Zn 7.205683 11.28012 2.97491 
Zn 21.34822 17.27378 25.57899 
Zn 7.205684 17.27378 25.57899 
Zn 21.34822 11.28012 2.974909 
Zn 21.34822 17.27378 2.97491 
Zn 7.205683 11.28012 25.57899 
Zn 21.34822 11.28012 25.57898 
Zn 7.205683 17.27378 2.974915 
Zn 2.974909 7.205685 11.28012 
Zn 25.57899 21.34822 17.27378 
Zn 25.57899 7.205681 17.27378 
Zn 2.974911 21.34822 11.28012 
Zn 2.974912 21.34822 17.27378 
Zn 25.57899 7.205683 11.28012 
Zn 25.57899 21.34822 11.28011 
Zn 2.974912 7.205684 17.27378 
Zn 2.974911 11.28012 21.34822 
Zn 25.57899 17.27378 7.205683 
Zn 25.57899 17.27378 21.34822 
Zn 2.974912 11.28012 7.205684 
Zn 2.97491 17.27378 7.205685 
Zn 25.57899 11.28012 21.34822 
Zn 25.57899 11.28012 7.205684 
Zn 2.97491 17.27378 21.34822 
Zn 11.28012 7.205687 25.57899 
Zn 17.27378 21.34822 2.974911 
Zn 17.27378 7.205682 2.974914 
Zn 11.28012 21.34821 25.57898 
Zn 17.27378 21.34822 25.57899 
Zn 11.28012 7.205686 2.974913 
Zn 11.28012 21.34822 2.974907 
Zn 17.27378 7.205685 25.57899 
Zn 7.205685 2.974911 17.27378 
Zn 21.34822 25.57899 11.28012 
Zn 7.205685 25.57899 11.28012 
Zn 21.34822 2.97491 17.27378 
Zn 21.34822 2.974911 11.28012 
Zn 7.205684 25.57899 17.27378 
Zn 21.34822 25.57899 17.27378 
Zn 7.205681 2.97491 11.28012 
C 13.58756 2.352359 9.099226 
C 14.96633 26.20154 19.45467 
 110
C 14.96632 26.20154 9.099224 
C 13.58758 2.352356 19.45467 
C 14.96634 2.352357 19.45467 
C 13.58756 26.20154 9.099219 
C 13.58756 26.20154 19.45467 
C 14.96633 2.352357 9.09923 
C 9.099224 13.58757 2.352355 
C 19.45467 14.96633 26.20154 
C 9.099227 14.96633 26.20154 
C 19.45468 13.58756 2.352356 
C 19.45467 14.96632 2.352355 
C 9.099229 13.58757 26.20154 
C 19.45467 13.58757 26.20154 
C 9.09922 14.96634 2.352356 
C 2.352354 9.099225 13.58757 
C 26.20155 19.45468 14.96633 
C 26.20154 9.099217 14.96634 
C 2.352352 19.45468 13.58757 
C 2.352353 19.45468 14.96634 
C 26.20154 9.099222 13.58757 
C 26.20155 19.45468 13.58757 
C 2.352355 9.099223 14.96634 
C 2.352354 13.58757 19.45468 
C 26.20154 14.96632 9.099224 
C 26.20154 14.96633 19.45468 
C 2.352352 13.58756 9.099218 
C 2.352351 14.96633 9.099219 
C 26.20154 13.58756 19.45468 
C 26.20154 13.58755 9.099221 
C 2.352355 14.96633 19.45468 
C 13.58756 9.099233 26.20153 
C 14.96633 19.45467 2.352354 
C 14.96632 9.099236 2.352357 
C 13.58756 19.45467 26.20154 
C 14.96632 19.45467 26.20154 
C 13.58756 9.099228 2.35236 
C 13.58757 19.45467 2.352354 
C 14.96632 9.099239 26.20154 
C 9.099224 2.35236 14.96634 
C 19.45468 26.20154 13.58756 
C 9.099227 26.20154 13.58757 
C 19.45467 2.352362 14.96633 
C 19.45468 2.352362 13.58757 
 111
C 9.099226 26.20154 14.96633 
C 19.45468 26.20154 14.96633 
C 9.099226 2.352358 13.58757 
C 9.040904 3.240042 9.040899 
C 19.513 25.31385 19.513 
C 19.513 25.31385 9.040898 
C 9.040897 3.240044 19.513 
C 19.513 3.240038 19.51299 
C 9.040911 25.31386 9.040892 
C 9.040903 25.31385 19.513 
C 19.51301 3.240039 9.040917 
C 9.040911 9.040896 3.240043 
C 19.513 19.513 25.31386 
C 9.04091 19.513 25.31386 
C 19.513 9.040905 3.240043 
C 19.513 19.513 3.240046 
C 9.040914 9.040895 25.31386 
C 19.513 9.040901 25.31385 
C 9.040896 19.513 3.240043 
C 3.240042 9.040907 9.040896 
C 25.31385 19.513 19.51299 
C 25.31386 9.040896 19.51299 
C 3.240048 19.513 9.040898 
C 3.240042 19.51301 19.51299 
C 25.31386 9.040913 9.040894 
C 25.31385 19.513 9.040896 
C 3.240044 9.040898 19.513 
C 10.21837 5.045361 9.240052 
C 18.33553 23.50853 19.31384 
C 18.33553 23.50854 9.240055 
C 10.21837 5.045362 19.31384 
C 18.33553 5.045358 19.31384 
C 10.21838 23.50854 9.240044 
C 10.21838 23.50853 19.31385 
C 18.33554 5.045363 9.240061 
C 9.240056 10.21836 5.045364 
C 19.31385 18.33553 23.50854 
C 9.240058 18.33553 23.50854 
C 19.31385 10.21837 5.045362 
C 19.31384 18.33553 5.045365 
C 9.240059 10.21836 23.50854 
C 19.31385 10.21837 23.50853 
C 9.240052 18.33552 5.045361 
 112
C 5.045363 9.240056 10.21837 
C 23.50854 19.31385 18.33552 
C 23.50854 9.240048 18.33553 
C 5.045362 19.31385 10.21838 
C 5.045357 19.31385 18.33552 
C 23.50854 9.240057 10.21836 
C 23.50854 19.31385 10.21837 
C 5.045364 9.24005 18.33553 
C 5.045367 10.21837 19.31384 
C 23.50854 18.33552 9.240055 
C 23.50854 18.33553 19.31384 
C 5.04536 10.21838 9.240049 
C 5.045364 18.33553 9.240058 
C 23.50854 10.21837 19.31384 
C 23.50854 10.21838 9.240044 
C 5.045362 18.33553 19.31384 
C 10.21838 9.240042 23.50855 
C 18.33552 19.31384 5.045365 
C 18.33553 9.240055 5.045364 
C 10.21838 19.31386 23.50855 
C 18.33553 19.31385 23.50854 
C 10.21838 9.240046 5.04536 
C 10.21837 19.31384 5.045361 
C 18.33553 9.240051 23.50853 
C 9.240049 5.045361 18.33552 
C 19.31385 23.50854 10.21837 
C 9.240064 23.50853 10.21836 
C 19.31385 5.045354 18.33552 
C 19.31386 5.045357 10.21838 
C 9.240055 23.50853 18.33553 
C 19.31385 23.50853 18.33553 
C 11.93251 3.293317 4.269158 
C 16.62139 25.26058 24.28475 
C 16.62139 25.26059 4.26916 
C 11.93251 3.293326 24.28475 
C 16.62139 3.293312 24.28474 
C 11.93251 25.26059 4.26917 
C 11.93251 25.26058 24.28475 
C 16.62139 3.293312 4.269157 
C 4.26915 11.93251 3.293318 
C 24.28474 16.62139 25.26059 
C 4.269161 16.62139 25.26059 
C 24.28475 11.93251 3.293322 
 113
C 24.28474 16.62139 3.293313 
C 4.269161 11.93251 25.26059 
C 24.28475 11.93251 25.26058 
C 4.269162 16.62139 3.293311 
C 3.293314 4.269156 11.93251 
C 25.26059 24.28474 16.62139 
C 25.26058 4.269159 16.62139 
C 3.293312 24.28474 11.93251 
C 3.293309 24.28473 16.62139 
C 25.26058 4.269151 11.93251 
C 25.26059 24.28474 11.93251 
C 3.293318 4.269155 16.62139 
C 3.293316 11.93251 24.28474 
C 25.26059 16.62139 4.26916 
C 25.26058 16.62139 24.28475 
C 3.293308 11.93251 4.269165 
C 3.293314 16.62139 4.269154 
C 25.26059 11.93251 24.28474 
C 25.26059 11.93251 4.269169 
C 3.293317 16.62139 24.28475 
C 11.93251 4.269176 25.26059 
C 16.62139 24.28475 3.293314 
C 16.62139 4.269157 3.293313 
C 11.93251 24.28473 25.26059 
C 16.62139 24.28474 25.26059 
C 11.93251 4.269165 3.293312 
C 11.93251 24.28475 3.293319 
C 16.62139 4.269156 25.26058 
C 4.269162 3.293311 16.62139 
C 24.28474 25.26059 11.93251 
C 4.269153 25.26058 11.93251 
C 24.28474 3.293314 16.62139 
C 24.28473 3.293307 11.93251 
C 4.269152 25.26058 16.62139 
C 24.28474 25.26059 16.62139 
C 4.269157 3.293312 11.93251 
C 9.240055 5.045362 10.21837 
C 11.21488 5.143314 5.143305 
C 17.33902 23.41059 23.4106 
C 17.33903 23.4106 5.143307 
C 11.21489 5.143325 23.4106 
C 17.33902 5.143302 23.41059 
C 11.21487 23.4106 5.143316 
 114
C 11.21488 23.41058 23.4106 
C 17.33901 5.143296 5.143298 
C 5.143297 11.21487 5.143312 
C 23.41059 17.33903 23.4106 
C 5.143311 17.33903 23.4106 
C 23.4106 11.21487 5.143318 
C 23.4106 17.33903 5.143306 
C 5.143308 11.21488 23.4106 
C 23.4106 11.21487 23.41059 
C 5.143305 17.33904 5.143302 
C 5.1433 5.143299 11.21488 
C 23.4106 23.41059 17.33903 
C 23.41059 5.143308 17.33903 
C 5.1433 23.41059 11.21487 
C 5.143298 23.41058 17.33903 
C 23.41058 5.1433 11.21487 
C 23.41059 23.4106 11.21486 
C 5.143308 5.143301 17.33903 
C 11.16956 28.55389 7.399965 
C 17.38435 1.57E-05 21.15393 
C 17.38435 28.55389 7.399965 
C 11.16955 28.55389 21.15393 
C 7.399966 11.16955 28.5539 
C 21.15393 17.38435 28.55389 
C 7.399973 17.38435 0 
C 21.15393 11.16955 6.89E-06 
C 28.55389 7.399967 11.16955 
C 5.15E-06 21.15393 17.38435 
C 28.55389 7.399967 17.38435 
C 4.75E-06 21.15392 11.16954 
C 28.55389 11.16955 21.15393 
C 4.49E-06 17.38435 7.39998 
C 0 17.38435 21.15393 
C 28.55389 11.16956 7.399963 
C 11.16957 7.399958 28.55389 
C 17.38435 21.15393 0 
C 17.38434 7.39996 0 
C 11.16956 21.15393 28.55388 
C 7.399968 1.04E-05 17.38435 
C 21.15394 1.87E-05 11.16956 
C 7.399965 0 11.16955 
C 21.15394 1.93E-05 17.38434 
C 9.451378 0.691621 6.275727 
 115
C 19.10253 27.86228 22.27817 
C 19.10252 27.86227 6.275727 
C 9.451372 0.691623 22.27818 
C 19.10252 0.691637 22.27817 
C 9.451381 27.86226 6.275726 
C 9.451377 27.86227 22.27817 
C 19.10253 0.691624 6.275725 
C 6.275725 9.451375 0.691625 
C 22.27817 19.10253 27.86226 
C 6.275729 19.10253 27.86228 
C 22.27817 9.451379 0.691634 
C 22.27817 19.10253 0.691622 
C 6.275725 9.451377 27.86227 
C 22.27817 9.451375 27.86227 
C 6.275728 19.10253 0.691632 
C 0.69163 6.275726 9.451378 
C 27.86228 22.27817 19.10253 
C 27.86226 6.275728 19.10252 
C 0.691635 22.27817 9.451366 
C 0.691634 22.27817 19.10252 
C 27.86227 6.27573 9.451382 
C 27.86227 22.27817 9.451366 
C 0.691621 6.275726 19.10252 
C 0.691622 9.451372 22.27818 
C 27.86227 19.10254 6.275726 
C 27.86227 19.10253 22.27817 
C 0.69162 9.45138 6.275727 
C 0.691628 19.10254 6.275729 
C 27.86226 9.451377 22.27817 
C 27.86226 9.451386 6.275728 
C 0.691631 19.10253 22.27817 
C 9.451395 6.275728 27.86227 
C 19.10253 22.27817 0.691626 
C 19.10252 6.275727 0.691632 
C 9.451387 22.27817 27.86226 
C 19.10252 22.27817 27.86227 
C 9.451392 6.275728 0.691624 
C 9.451378 22.27817 0.691613 
C 19.10252 6.275726 27.86227 
C 6.275728 0.691635 19.10252 
C 22.27817 27.86228 9.451378 
C 6.275724 27.86227 9.451374 
C 22.27817 0.69164 19.10251 
 116
C 22.27817 0.691641 9.451384 
C 6.275725 27.86228 19.10253 
C 22.27817 27.86228 19.10252 
C 6.275724 0.69163 9.451377 
C 14.27694 3.089093 7.184875 
C 14.27694 25.4648 21.36902 
C 14.27694 25.4648 7.18487 
C 14.27696 3.089093 21.36902 
C 7.184873 14.27696 3.089095 
C 21.36903 14.27696 25.4648 
C 7.184876 14.27695 25.46481 
C 21.36903 14.27694 3.089094 
C 3.089095 7.184872 14.27696 
C 25.46481 21.36902 14.27695 
C 25.4648 7.184873 14.27696 
C 3.089095 21.36903 14.27696 
C 3.089095 14.27695 21.36903 
C 25.4648 14.27693 7.184873 
C 25.46481 14.27694 21.36903 
C 3.089094 14.27694 7.184873 
C 14.27693 7.184873 25.4648 
C 14.27695 21.36902 3.089094 
C 14.27693 7.184872 3.089097 
C 14.27693 21.36903 25.4648 
C 7.184872 3.089095 14.27696 
C 21.36902 25.4648 14.27694 
C 7.184873 25.4648 14.27695 
C 21.36903 3.089096 14.27694 
H 14.27695 3.470909 6.169969 
H 14.27695 25.08299 22.38393 
H 14.27695 25.08299 6.169968 
H 14.27695 3.47091 22.38393 
H 6.169967 14.27695 3.470913 
H 22.38393 14.27695 25.08299 
H 6.169969 14.27695 25.08299 
H 22.38393 14.27695 3.470911 
H 3.470912 6.16997 14.27695 
H 25.08299 22.38393 14.27695 
H 25.08299 6.169966 14.27695 
H 3.470912 22.38393 14.27695 
H 3.470912 14.27695 22.38393 
H 25.08299 14.27695 6.169967 
H 25.08299 14.27695 22.38393 
 117
H 3.470912 14.27695 6.169966 
H 14.27695 6.169973 25.08299 
H 14.27695 22.38393 3.470911 
H 14.27695 6.169972 3.47091 
H 14.27695 22.38393 25.08299 
H 6.169972 3.47091 14.27695 
H 22.38393 25.08299 14.27695 
H 6.16997 25.08299 14.27695 
H 22.38393 3.470908 14.27695 
H 12.08271 0 7.985323 
H 16.47119 0 20.56858 
H 16.47119 0 7.98532 
H 12.08271 0 20.56858 
H 7.985321 12.08271 0 
H 20.56858 16.47119 0 
H 7.985321 16.47119 3.54E-06 
H 20.56858 12.08271 0 
H 0 7.985319 12.08271 
H 0 20.56857 16.47119 
H 0 7.985322 16.47119 
H 0 20.56858 12.08271 
H 0 12.08271 20.56858 
H 0 16.4712 7.985321 
H 0 16.47119 20.56858 
H 0 12.08271 7.98532 
H 12.08272 7.985322 0 
H 16.47119 20.56858 0 
H 16.47118 7.985321 0 
H 12.08271 20.56858 28.55389 
H 7.985325 0 16.47119 
H 20.56858 0 12.08271 
H 7.985325 0 12.08271 
H 20.56858 0 16.47119 
H 10.8534 5.867096 5.867097 
H 17.70051 22.6868 22.6868 
H 17.70051 22.6868 5.867097 
H 10.8534 5.867098 22.68681 
H 17.7005 5.867099 22.6868 
H 10.85339 22.68681 5.867093 
H 10.8534 22.6868 22.6868 
H 17.7005 5.867098 5.867102 
H 5.867095 10.85339 5.867097 
H 22.68681 17.70051 22.68681 
 118
H 5.867097 17.70051 22.68681 
H 22.68681 10.85339 5.867095 
H 22.68681 17.70051 5.867095 
H 5.867098 10.85339 22.6868 
H 22.68681 10.85339 22.6868 
H 5.867093 17.70051 5.867095 
H 5.867096 5.867099 10.85339 
H 22.6868 22.6868 17.70051 
H 22.68681 5.867094 17.70051 
H 5.867096 22.6868 10.85339 
H 5.867095 22.6868 17.70051 
H 22.6868 5.867093 10.85339 
H 22.68681 22.68681 10.85339 
H 5.867096 5.867095 17.70051 
H 8.693838 2.273516 8.69384 
H 19.86006 26.28038 19.86006 
H 19.86006 26.28038 8.693836 
H 8.693837 2.273518 19.86006 
H 19.86006 2.273514 19.86006 
H 8.69384 26.28038 8.693836 
H 8.693839 26.28038 19.86006 
H 19.86006 2.273516 8.693843 
H 8.693841 8.693837 2.273517 
H 19.86006 19.86006 26.28038 
H 8.693841 19.86006 26.28038 
H 19.86006 8.693839 2.273517 
H 19.86006 19.86006 2.273518 
H 8.69384 8.693836 26.28039 
H 19.86006 8.693839 26.28038 
H 8.693837 19.86006 2.273518 
H 2.273517 8.693839 8.69384 
H 26.28038 19.86006 19.86006 
H 26.28038 8.693836 19.86006 
H 2.273519 19.86006 8.693838 
H 2.273518 19.86006 19.86006 
H 26.28038 8.693841 8.693836 
H 26.28038 19.86006 8.693837 
H 2.27352 8.69384 19.86006 
N 10.54542 1.120603 6.994224 
N 18.00848 27.43329 21.55968 
N 18.00848 27.43328 6.994221 
N 10.54542 1.120614 21.55968 
N 18.00848 1.120625 21.55968 
 119
N 10.54542 27.43328 6.994217 
N 10.54542 27.43328 21.55968 
N 18.00848 1.120614 6.994222 
N 6.994222 10.54542 1.120616 
N 21.55967 18.00848 27.43327 
N 6.994229 18.00848 27.43329 
N 21.55968 10.54542 1.12062 
N 21.55967 18.00849 1.120611 
N 6.994221 10.54542 27.43328 
N 21.55968 10.54542 27.43329 
N 6.994226 18.00849 1.12062 
N 1.120617 6.994222 10.54542 
N 27.43329 21.55967 18.00849 
N 27.43328 6.994219 18.00848 
N 1.120622 21.55967 10.5454 
N 1.120621 21.55967 18.00849 
N 27.43328 6.994219 10.54542 
N 27.43329 21.55967 10.5454 
N 1.120608 6.994224 18.00848 
N 1.120611 10.54542 21.55967 
N 27.43328 18.0085 6.994234 
N 27.43328 18.00849 21.55967 
N 1.120603 10.54542 6.99422 
N 1.12062 18.0085 6.994234 
N 27.43327 10.54541 21.55968 
N 27.43328 10.54543 6.994212 
N 1.120623 18.00849 21.55967 
N 10.54544 6.994209 27.43329 
N 18.00848 21.55967 1.120615 
N 18.00847 6.994217 1.120621 
N 10.54543 21.55969 27.43327 
N 18.00848 21.55967 27.43328 
N 10.54544 6.994213 1.120604 
N 10.54543 21.55968 1.120598 
N 18.00847 6.994218 27.43328 
N 6.994224 1.120622 18.00849 
N 21.55968 27.4333 10.54542 
N 6.994224 27.43328 10.54542 
N 21.55969 1.120624 18.00847 
N 21.55969 1.120624 10.54543 
N 6.994224 27.43329 18.00848 
N 21.55968 27.43329 18.00848 
N 6.994222 1.12062 10.54542 
 120
N 13.15635 2.820617 7.881455 
N 15.39755 25.73328 20.67245 
N 15.39754 25.73328 7.881447 
N 13.15636 2.820617 20.67245 
N 15.39756 2.820618 20.67245 
N 13.15635 25.73328 7.881452 
N 13.15634 25.73328 20.67245 
N 15.39755 2.820617 7.881455 
N 7.88145 13.15636 2.820617 
N 20.67245 15.39755 25.73328 
N 7.881449 15.39755 25.73328 
N 20.67245 13.15634 2.820615 
N 20.67245 15.39754 2.820617 
N 7.881452 13.15635 25.73328 
N 20.67245 13.15635 25.73328 
N 7.881449 15.39756 2.820617 
N 2.820617 7.881451 13.15635 
N 25.73328 20.67245 15.39755 
N 25.73328 7.881451 15.39755 
N 2.820613 20.67245 13.15636 
N 2.820614 20.67245 15.39755 
N 25.73328 7.881451 13.15636 
N 25.73328 20.67245 13.15635 
N 2.820616 7.881451 15.39755 
N 2.820617 13.15635 20.67245 
N 25.73328 15.39753 7.88145 
N 25.73328 15.39754 20.67245 
N 2.820613 13.15635 7.881448 
N 2.820614 15.39754 7.881445 
N 25.73328 13.15635 20.67245 
N 25.73328 13.15634 7.881451 
N 2.820616 15.39756 20.67245 
N 13.15635 7.881456 25.73328 
N 15.39755 20.67245 2.820618 
N 15.39755 7.881452 2.820621 
N 13.15635 20.67245 25.73328 
N 15.39754 20.67245 25.73328 
N 13.15635 7.881452 2.820619 
N 13.15635 20.67245 2.820617 
N 15.39754 7.881455 25.73328 
N 7.881456 2.820616 15.39755 
N 20.67245 25.73328 13.15635 
N 7.881453 25.73328 13.15635 
 121
N 20.67245 2.820618 15.39754 
N 20.67245 2.820617 13.15636 
N 7.881453 25.73328 15.39755 
N 20.67245 25.73328 15.39755 
N 7.881452 2.820617 13.15636 
N 10.08131 3.894583 8.497079 
N 18.47259 24.65931 20.05682 
N 18.47259 24.65932 8.497078 
N 10.08131 3.894587 20.05682 
N 18.4726 3.894578 20.05681 
N 10.08132 24.65932 8.497078 
N 10.08131 24.65932 20.05682 
N 18.4726 3.894582 8.49709 
N 8.497084 10.0813 3.894586 
N 20.05682 18.47259 24.65932 
N 8.497089 18.4726 24.65933 
N 20.05682 10.08131 3.894582 
N 20.05683 18.47259 3.894586 
N 8.497091 10.0813 24.65932 
N 20.05682 10.08131 24.65931 
N 8.497079 18.47259 3.894586 
N 3.894586 8.497082 10.08131 
N 24.65932 20.05682 18.47258 
N 24.65932 8.497082 18.47259 
N 3.894589 20.05682 10.08131 
N 3.894583 20.05682 18.47258 
N 24.65932 8.497092 10.0813 
N 24.65931 20.05682 10.08131 
N 3.894587 8.497075 18.47258 
N 3.894587 10.08131 20.05682 
N 24.65931 18.47259 8.497076 
N 24.65931 18.47259 20.05682 
N 3.894584 10.08131 8.497079 
N 3.894586 18.47259 8.497079 
N 24.65932 10.0813 20.05681 
N 24.65932 10.08132 8.497082 
N 3.894586 18.4726 20.05682 
N 10.08132 8.497084 24.65932 
N 18.47259 20.05682 3.894585 
N 18.47259 8.497081 3.894585 
N 10.08132 20.05681 24.65932 
N 18.47259 20.05682 24.65931 
N 10.08132 8.497078 3.894581 
 122
N 10.08131 20.05682 3.894583 
N 18.47258 8.497076 24.65932 
N 8.497078 3.894585 18.47258 
N 20.05682 24.65931 10.08131 
N 8.497087 24.65932 10.0813 
N 20.05681 3.894579 18.47259 
N 20.05682 3.894577 10.08132 
N 8.497078 24.65931 18.47259 
N 20.05682 24.65931 18.47258 
N 8.49708 3.894583 10.08131 
N 11.47488 3.85657 5.43889 
N 17.07903 24.69733 23.11501 
N 17.07903 24.69734 5.438896 
N 11.47488 3.856579 23.11502 
N 17.07903 3.856564 23.115 
N 11.47487 24.69734 5.438892 
N 11.47488 24.69732 23.11501 
N 17.07902 3.856563 5.438896 
N 5.438888 11.47486 3.856569 
N 23.115 17.07904 24.69734 
N 5.438899 17.07903 24.69734 
N 23.11501 11.47487 3.856574 
N 23.11501 17.07903 3.856561 
N 5.438899 11.47487 24.69734 
N 23.11501 11.47487 24.69733 
N 5.43889 17.07904 3.856558 
N 3.856561 5.438894 11.47487 
N 24.69734 23.115 17.07904 
N 24.69733 5.438888 17.07903 
N 3.856559 23.115 11.47487 
N 3.85656 23.115 17.07903 
N 24.69732 5.438885 11.47487 
N 24.69734 23.11501 11.47486 
N 3.856567 5.438888 17.07903 
N 3.856563 11.47487 23.11501 
N 24.69734 17.07903 5.438894 
N 24.69734 17.07904 23.11501 
N 3.856557 11.47486 5.438897 
N 3.856562 17.07904 5.43889 
N 24.69734 11.47486 23.115 
N 24.69733 11.47487 5.438896 
N 3.856565 17.07903 23.11501 
N 11.47488 5.438902 24.69734 
 123
N 17.07903 23.11501 3.856564 
N 17.07902 5.438895 3.856564 
N 11.47488 23.115 24.69733 
N 17.07903 23.115 24.69734 
N 11.47488 5.438895 3.856567 
N 11.47487 23.11501 3.856572 
N 17.07902 5.438893 24.69733 
N 5.438893 3.856562 17.07903 
N 23.11501 24.69734 11.47486 
N 5.438895 24.69733 11.47487 
N 23.11501 3.856567 17.07903 
N 23.115 3.856561 11.47487 
N 5.438888 24.69733 17.07903 
N 23.11501 24.69734 17.07903 
N 5.438894 3.856562 11.47487 
Cl 12.39514 1.666547 4.129756 
Cl 16.15875 26.88735 24.42414 
Cl 16.15875 26.88735 4.129757 
Cl 12.39514 1.666551 24.42415 
Cl 16.15876 1.666545 24.42415 
Cl 12.39515 26.88736 4.129756 
Cl 12.39514 26.88735 24.42414 
Cl 16.15875 1.666545 4.129756 
Cl 4.129758 12.39515 1.666552 
Cl 24.42414 16.15875 26.88735 
Cl 4.129759 16.15875 26.88736 
Cl 24.42414 12.39514 1.666549 
Cl 24.42414 16.15875 1.666549 
Cl 4.129758 12.39514 26.88735 
Cl 24.42414 12.39515 26.88735 
Cl 4.12976 16.15875 1.666548 
Cl 1.666546 4.129756 12.39515 
Cl 26.88735 24.42414 16.15875 
Cl 26.88735 4.129756 16.15875 
Cl 1.666546 24.42414 12.39515 
Cl 1.666543 24.42414 16.15875 
Cl 26.88735 4.129756 12.39514 
Cl 26.88735 24.42414 12.39515 
Cl 1.666549 4.129757 16.15875 
Cl 1.66655 12.39515 24.42414 
Cl 26.88735 16.15875 4.129758 
Cl 26.88735 16.15875 24.42414 
Cl 1.666544 12.39515 4.129757 
 124
Cl 1.666549 16.15875 4.12976 
Cl 26.88736 12.39515 24.42414 
Cl 26.88736 12.39515 4.129757 
Cl 1.66655 16.15875 24.42414 
Cl 12.39514 4.129754 26.88736 
Cl 16.15875 24.42414 1.666549 
Cl 16.15875 4.129754 1.666547 
Cl 12.39515 24.42414 26.88736 
Cl 16.15875 24.42414 26.88735 
Cl 12.39514 4.129755 1.666545 
Cl 12.39514 24.42414 1.666549 
Cl 16.15876 4.129756 26.88735 
Cl 4.129758 1.666545 16.15875 
Cl 24.42414 26.88735 12.39515 
Cl 4.129759 26.88735 12.39515 
Cl 24.42414 1.666545 16.15875 
Cl 24.42415 1.666542 12.39515 
Cl 4.129758 26.88735 16.15875 
Cl 24.42414 26.88735 16.15875 
Cl 4.129757 1.666546 12.39515 
Cl 11.42786 6.199465 8.925641 
Cl 17.12604 22.35444 19.62827 
Cl 17.12604 22.35444 8.925646 
Cl 11.42786 6.199463 19.62827 
Cl 17.12605 6.199462 19.62826 
Cl 11.42786 22.35443 8.925636 
Cl 11.42786 22.35443 19.62826 
Cl 17.12605 6.199462 8.92563 
Cl 8.925635 11.42785 6.199455 
Cl 19.62825 17.12603 22.35444 
Cl 8.925633 17.12605 22.35444 
Cl 19.62826 11.42786 6.199465 
Cl 19.62826 17.12604 6.199462 
Cl 8.925633 11.42785 22.35444 
Cl 19.62826 11.42786 22.35444 
Cl 8.925646 17.12604 6.199463 
Cl 6.199463 8.925636 11.42786 
Cl 22.35444 19.62825 17.12604 
Cl 22.35443 8.925641 17.12604 
Cl 6.199463 19.62825 11.42787 
Cl 6.199465 19.62825 17.12604 
Cl 22.35444 8.925636 11.42785 
Cl 22.35444 19.62825 11.42787 
 125
Cl 6.199459 8.925637 17.12604 
Cl 6.199465 11.42786 19.62826 
Cl 22.35444 17.12603 8.925649 
Cl 22.35444 17.12604 19.62826 
Cl 6.199468 11.42786 8.925641 
Cl 6.199461 17.12603 8.925651 
Cl 22.35444 11.42786 19.62826 
Cl 22.35443 11.42786 8.925638 
Cl 6.19946 17.12604 19.62826 
Cl 11.42786 8.925636 22.35443 
Cl 17.12604 19.62825 6.199461 
Cl 17.12604 8.925638 6.199456 
Cl 11.42786 19.62826 22.35443 
Cl 17.12604 19.62826 22.35445 
Cl 11.42786 8.925636 6.199469 
Cl 11.42786 19.62826 6.199459 
Cl 17.12604 8.925636 22.35444 
Cl 8.925641 6.199466 17.12604 
Cl 19.62826 22.35444 11.42786 
Cl 8.925641 22.35444 11.42786 
Cl 19.62826 6.199465 17.12604 
Cl 19.62827 6.199472 11.42786 
Cl 8.925638 22.35444 17.12604 
Cl 19.62826 22.35444 17.12604 
Cl 8.925636 6.199463 11.42786 
Cl 12.53127 1.888013 10.33965 
Cl 16.02263 26.66589 18.21426 
Cl 16.02263 26.66589 10.33964 
Cl 12.53127 1.888013 18.21426 
Cl 16.02263 1.888013 18.21425 
Cl 12.53127 26.66589 10.33964 
Cl 12.53127 26.66589 18.21425 
Cl 16.02263 1.888013 10.33964 
Cl 10.33963 12.53127 1.888007 
Cl 18.21426 16.02263 26.66589 
Cl 10.33964 16.02263 26.66589 
Cl 18.21426 12.53127 1.888009 
Cl 18.21426 16.02263 1.88801 
Cl 10.33964 12.53127 26.66589 
Cl 18.21426 12.53127 26.66589 
Cl 10.33964 16.02263 1.888008 
Cl 1.888008 10.33964 12.53127 
Cl 26.6659 18.21427 16.02263 
 126
Cl 26.66589 10.33964 16.02263 
Cl 1.888004 18.21427 12.53126 
Cl 1.888002 18.21427 16.02263 
Cl 26.66589 10.33964 12.53127 
Cl 26.66589 18.21427 12.53127 
Cl 1.888009 10.33964 16.02263 
Cl 1.888009 12.53127 18.21426 
Cl 26.66589 16.02263 10.33964 
Cl 26.66589 16.02263 18.21427 
Cl 1.888003 12.53126 10.33963 
Cl 1.888005 16.02263 10.33963 
Cl 26.66589 12.53127 18.21426 
Cl 26.66589 12.53126 10.33965 
Cl 1.888009 16.02263 18.21426 
Cl 12.53128 10.33966 26.66587 
Cl 16.02263 18.21426 1.88801 
Cl 16.02263 10.33964 1.888019 
Cl 12.53127 18.21425 26.66589 
Cl 16.02262 18.21426 26.66588 
Cl 12.53127 10.33965 1.888014 
Cl 12.53127 18.21426 1.88801 
Cl 16.02262 10.33965 26.66587 
Cl 10.33965 1.888012 16.02263 
Cl 18.21426 26.66589 12.53127 
Cl 10.33964 26.66589 12.53127 
Cl 18.21425 1.888017 16.02263 
Cl 18.21425 1.888015 12.53127 
Cl 10.33964 26.66589 16.02263 
Cl 18.21426 26.66589 16.02263 
Cl 10.33964 1.888013 12.53127 
Cl 8.359989 1.766579 5.537195 
Cl 20.19391 26.78732 23.0167 
Cl 20.19392 26.78732 5.537193 
Cl 8.359986 1.766575 23.01671 
Cl 20.19392 1.766579 23.01671 
Cl 8.359986 26.78732 5.537192 
Cl 8.359985 26.78732 23.01671 
Cl 20.19391 1.766578 5.537196 
Cl 5.537196 8.359988 1.766578 
Cl 23.01671 20.19392 26.78732 
Cl 5.537193 20.19392 26.78733 
Cl 23.01671 8.359984 1.766577 
Cl 23.01671 20.19392 1.766575 
 127
Cl 5.537195 8.359988 26.78732 
Cl 23.01671 8.359986 26.78732 
Cl 5.537191 20.19392 1.766576 
Cl 1.766579 5.537194 8.359992 
Cl 26.78733 23.01671 20.19392 
Cl 26.78732 5.537189 20.19392 
Cl 1.766572 23.01671 8.359976 
Cl 1.766576 23.01671 20.19392 
Cl 26.78732 5.537195 8.359989 
Cl 26.78733 23.01671 8.359978 
Cl 1.766577 5.537194 20.19391 
Cl 1.766577 8.359986 23.01671 
Cl 26.78733 20.19392 5.537187 
Cl 26.78732 20.19392 23.01671 
Cl 1.766578 8.359991 5.537196 
Cl 1.766571 20.19392 5.537188 
Cl 26.78732 8.359983 23.01671 
Cl 26.78732 8.359985 5.537191 
Cl 1.766577 20.19392 23.01671 
Cl 8.359995 5.537196 26.78732 
Cl 20.19392 23.01671 1.766576 
Cl 20.19391 5.537194 1.766581 
Cl 8.359984 23.01671 26.78732 
Cl 20.19391 23.0167 26.78732 
Cl 8.360001 5.5372 1.766583 
Cl 8.359995 23.0167 1.766576 
Cl 20.19391 5.537196 26.78732 
Cl 5.537192 1.766579 20.19392 
Cl 23.0167 26.78732 8.359993 
Cl 5.537195 26.78732 8.359986 
Cl 23.01671 1.766579 20.19391 
Cl 23.01671 1.76658 8.359985 
Cl 5.537193 26.78732 20.19392 
Cl 23.0167 26.78732 20.19391 
Cl 5.537194 1.766581 8.359987 
 
 
Table B.7. Cartesian atomic coordinates and lattice vectors for ZIF-65 (SOD) 
Atom Type x y z 
Lattice vectors 
17.41764 0 0 
0 17.41764 0 
0 0 17.41764 
C 15.22032 8.883589 2.197323 
 128
C 2.197323 8.534052 2.197323 
C 2.197323 8.883589 15.22032 
C 15.22032 8.534052 15.22032 
C 2.197323 15.22032 8.883589 
C 2.197323 2.197323 8.534052 
C 15.22032 2.197323 8.883589 
C 15.22032 15.22032 8.534052 
C 8.883589 2.197323 15.22032 
C 8.534052 2.197323 2.197323 
C 8.883589 15.22032 2.197323 
C 8.534052 15.22032 15.22032 
C 6.511498 0.174769 10.90614 
C 10.90614 17.24287 10.90614 
C 10.90614 0.174769 6.511498 
C 6.511498 17.24287 6.511498 
C 10.90614 6.511498 0.174769 
C 10.90614 10.90614 17.24287 
C 6.511498 10.90614 0.174769 
C 6.511498 6.511498 17.24287 
C 0.174769 10.90614 6.511498 
C 17.24287 10.90614 10.90614 
C 0.174769 6.511498 10.90614 
C 17.24287 6.511498 6.511498 
C 15.24373 6.969111 3.158376 
C 2.173913 10.44853 3.158376 
C 2.173913 6.969111 14.25927 
C 15.24373 10.44853 14.25927 
C 3.158376 15.24373 6.969111 
C 3.158376 2.173913 10.44853 
C 14.25927 2.173913 6.969111 
C 14.25927 15.24373 10.44853 
C 6.969111 3.158376 15.24373 
C 10.44853 3.158376 2.173913 
C 6.969111 14.25927 2.173913 
C 10.44853 14.25927 15.24373 
C 6.969111 15.24373 3.158376 
C 10.44853 2.173913 3.158376 
C 6.969111 2.173913 14.25927 
C 10.44853 15.24373 14.25927 
C 15.24373 3.158376 6.969111 
C 2.173913 3.158376 10.44853 
C 2.173913 14.25927 6.969111 
C 15.24373 14.25927 10.44853 
 129
C 3.158376 6.969111 15.24373 
C 3.158376 10.44853 2.173913 
C 14.25927 6.969111 2.173913 
C 14.25927 10.44853 15.24373 
C 6.534907 15.67793 11.8672 
C 10.88273 1.739709 11.8672 
C 10.88273 15.67793 5.550445 
C 6.534907 1.739709 5.550445 
C 11.8672 6.534907 15.67793 
C 11.8672 10.88273 1.739709 
C 5.550445 10.88273 15.67793 
C 5.550445 6.534907 1.739709 
C 15.67793 11.8672 6.534907 
C 1.739709 11.8672 10.88273 
C 15.67793 5.550445 10.88273 
C 1.739709 5.550445 6.534907 
C 15.67793 6.534907 11.8672 
C 1.739709 10.88273 11.8672 
C 15.67793 10.88273 5.550445 
C 1.739709 6.534907 5.550445 
C 6.534907 11.8672 15.67793 
C 10.88273 11.8672 1.739709 
C 10.88273 5.550445 15.67793 
C 6.534907 5.550445 1.739709 
C 11.8672 15.67793 6.534907 
C 11.8672 1.739709 10.88273 
C 5.550445 15.67793 10.88273 
C 5.550445 1.739709 6.534907 
H 15.55425 6.177915 3.831167 
H 1.863391 11.23973 3.831167 
H 1.863391 6.177915 13.58647 
H 15.55425 11.23973 13.58647 
H 3.831167 15.55425 6.177915 
H 3.831167 1.863391 11.23973 
H 13.58647 1.863391 6.177915 
H 13.58647 15.55425 11.23973 
H 6.177915 3.831167 15.55425 
H 11.23973 3.831167 1.863391 
H 6.177915 13.58647 1.863391 
H 11.23973 13.58647 15.55425 
H 6.177915 15.55425 3.831167 
H 11.23973 1.863391 3.831167 
H 6.177915 1.863391 13.58647 
 130
H 11.23973 15.55425 13.58647 
H 15.55425 3.831167 6.177915 
H 1.863391 3.831167 11.23973 
H 1.863391 13.58647 6.177915 
H 15.55425 13.58647 11.23973 
H 3.831167 6.177915 15.55425 
H 3.831167 11.23973 1.863391 
H 13.58647 6.177915 1.863391 
H 13.58647 11.23973 15.55425 
H 6.845429 14.88674 12.53999 
H 10.57221 2.530905 12.53999 
H 10.57221 14.88674 4.877654 
H 6.845429 2.530905 4.877654 
H 12.53999 6.845429 14.88674 
H 12.53999 10.57221 2.530905 
H 4.877654 10.57221 14.88674 
H 4.877654 6.845429 2.530905 
H 14.88674 12.53999 6.845429 
H 2.530905 12.53999 10.57221 
H 14.88674 4.877654 10.57221 
H 2.530905 4.877654 6.845429 
H 14.88674 6.845429 12.53999 
H 2.530905 10.57221 12.53999 
H 14.88674 10.57221 4.877654 
H 2.530905 6.845429 4.877654 
H 6.845429 12.53999 14.88674 
H 10.57221 12.53999 2.530905 
H 10.57221 4.877654 14.88674 
H 6.845429 4.877654 2.530905 
H 12.53999 14.88674 6.845429 
H 12.53999 2.530905 10.57221 
H 4.877654 14.88674 10.57221 
H 4.877654 2.530905 6.845429 
N 15.84671 8.189548 3.170655 
N 1.570932 9.228092 3.170655 
N 1.570932 8.189548 14.24699 
N 15.84671 9.228092 14.24699 
N 3.170655 15.84671 8.189548 
N 3.170655 1.570932 9.228092 
N 14.24699 1.570932 8.189548 
N 14.24699 15.84671 9.228092 
N 8.189548 3.170655 15.84671 
N 9.228092 3.170655 1.570932 
 131
N 8.189548 14.24699 1.570932 
N 9.228092 14.24699 15.84671 
N 8.189548 15.84671 3.170655 
N 9.228092 1.570932 3.170655 
N 8.189548 1.570932 14.24699 
N 9.228092 15.84671 14.24699 
N 15.84671 3.170655 8.189548 
N 1.570932 3.170655 9.228092 
N 1.570932 14.24699 8.189548 
N 15.84671 14.24699 9.228092 
N 3.170655 8.189548 15.84671 
N 3.170655 9.228092 1.570932 
N 14.24699 8.189548 1.570932 
N 14.24699 9.228092 15.84671 
N 7.137889 16.89837 11.87948 
N 10.27975 0.519272 11.87948 
N 10.27975 16.89837 5.538165 
N 7.137889 0.519272 5.538165 
N 11.87948 7.137889 16.89837 
N 11.87948 10.27975 0.519272 
N 5.538165 10.27975 16.89837 
N 5.538165 7.137889 0.519272 
N 16.89837 11.87948 7.137889 
N 0.519272 11.87948 10.27975 
N 16.89837 5.538165 10.27975 
N 0.519272 5.538165 7.137889 
N 16.89837 7.137889 11.87948 
N 0.519272 10.27975 11.87948 
N 16.89837 10.27975 5.538165 
N 0.519272 7.137889 5.538165 
N 7.137889 11.87948 16.89837 
N 10.27975 11.87948 0.519272 
N 10.27975 5.538165 16.89837 
N 7.137889 5.538165 0.519272 
N 11.87948 16.89837 7.137889 
N 11.87948 0.519272 10.27975 
N 5.538165 16.89837 10.27975 
N 5.538165 0.519272 7.137889 
N 15.56555 10.2259 1.852087 
N 1.852087 7.191744 1.852087 
N 1.852087 10.2259 15.56555 
N 15.56555 7.191744 15.56555 
N 1.852087 15.56555 10.2259 
 132
N 1.852087 1.852087 7.191744 
N 15.56555 1.852087 10.2259 
N 15.56555 15.56555 7.191744 
N 10.2259 1.852087 15.56555 
N 7.191744 1.852087 1.852087 
N 10.2259 15.56555 1.852087 
N 7.191744 15.56555 15.56555 
N 6.856733 1.517076 10.56091 
N 10.56091 15.90056 10.56091 
N 10.56091 1.517076 6.856733 
N 6.856733 15.90056 6.856733 
N 10.56091 6.856733 1.517076 
N 10.56091 10.56091 15.90056 
N 6.856733 10.56091 1.517076 
N 6.856733 6.856733 15.90056 
N 1.517076 10.56091 6.856733 
N 15.90056 10.56091 10.56091 
N 1.517076 6.856733 10.56091 
N 15.90056 6.856733 6.856733 
Zn 0 8.70882 4.35441 
Zn 0 8.70882 13.06323 
Zn 4.35441 0 8.70882 
Zn 13.06323 0 8.70882 
Zn 8.70882 4.35441 0 
Zn 8.70882 13.06323 0 
Zn 8.70882 0 4.35441 
Zn 8.70882 0 13.06323 
Zn 0 4.35441 8.70882 
Zn 0 13.06323 8.70882 
Zn 4.35441 8.70882 0 
Zn 13.06323 8.70882 0 
O 14.92291 10.77302 0.932941 
O 2.494729 6.644621 0.932941 
O 2.494729 10.77302 16.4847 
O 14.92291 6.644621 16.4847 
O 0.932941 14.92291 10.77302 
O 0.932941 2.494729 6.644621 
O 16.4847 2.494729 10.77302 
O 16.4847 14.92291 6.644621 
O 10.77302 0.932941 14.92291 
O 6.644621 0.932941 2.494729 
O 10.77302 16.4847 2.494729 
O 6.644621 16.4847 14.92291 
 133
O 10.77302 14.92291 0.932941 
O 6.644621 2.494729 0.932941 
O 10.77302 2.494729 16.4847 
O 6.644621 14.92291 16.4847 
O 14.92291 0.932941 10.77302 
O 2.494729 0.932941 6.644621 
O 2.494729 16.4847 10.77302 
O 14.92291 16.4847 6.644621 
O 0.932941 10.77302 14.92291 
O 0.932941 6.644621 2.494729 
O 16.4847 10.77302 2.494729 
O 16.4847 6.644621 14.92291 
O 6.214092 2.064199 9.641761 
O 11.20355 15.35344 9.641761 
O 11.20355 2.064199 7.775879 
O 6.214092 15.35344 7.775879 
O 9.641761 6.214092 2.064199 
O 9.641761 11.20355 15.35344 
O 7.775879 11.20355 2.064199 
O 7.775879 6.214092 15.35344 
O 2.064199 9.641761 6.214092 
O 15.35344 9.641761 11.20355 
O 2.064199 7.775879 11.20355 
O 15.35344 7.775879 6.214092 
O 2.064199 6.214092 9.641761 
O 15.35344 11.20355 9.641761 
O 2.064199 11.20355 7.775879 
O 15.35344 6.214092 7.775879 
O 6.214092 9.641761 2.064199 
O 11.20355 9.641761 15.35344 
O 11.20355 7.775879 2.064199 
O 6.214092 7.775879 15.35344 
O 9.641761 2.064199 6.214092 
O 9.641761 15.35344 11.20355 
O 7.775879 2.064199 11.20355 
O 7.775879 15.35344 6.214092 
 
 
Table B.8. Cartesian atomic coordinates and lattice vectors for ZIF-71 (CRB) 
Atom Type x y z 
Lattice vectors 
9.71188 0 0 
-2.9E-05 24.50292 0 
2.95E-06 8.84E-06 22.12049 
 134
C 0.088328 2.111102 9.092096 
C 9.623525 22.39183 13.02839 
C 4.767586 22.39181 20.15234 
C 4.944267 2.111099 1.968126 
C 9.623543 14.36256 1.968148 
C 0.08832 10.14037 20.15236 
C 4.944249 10.14037 13.02839 
C 4.767604 14.36256 9.092119 
C 7.791628 0.083435 5.218909 
C 1.920245 24.4195 16.90154 
C 6.776253 24.41949 16.27937 
C 2.935737 0.08341 5.841446 
C 1.920384 12.33489 5.841026 
C 7.791654 12.16806 16.27904 
C 2.935675 12.16806 16.9016 
C 6.776061 12.33485 5.218622 
C 1.193341 6.350671 9.35867 
C 8.518513 18.15226 12.76182 
C 3.662554 18.15226 20.41891 
C 6.049279 6.350668 1.701574 
C 8.518491 18.60213 1.701597 
C 1.193343 5.900802 20.41891 
C 6.049291 5.900798 12.76182 
C 3.662572 18.60213 9.35867 
C 9.314451 24.34311 3.719671 
C 0.397393 0.159791 18.40084 
C 5.253322 0.159814 14.77989 
C 4.458511 24.34312 7.340529 
C 0.397387 12.09163 7.340596 
C 9.314457 12.4113 14.77994 
C 4.458527 12.41128 18.40082 
C 5.253336 12.09165 3.719715 
C 2.572273 5.786418 10.92624 
C 7.13959 18.71651 11.19427 
C 2.283622 18.71652 21.98648 
C 7.428212 5.786413 0.134006 
C 7.13957 18.03787 0.134028 
C 2.572274 6.465055 21.98648 
C 7.428213 6.465051 11.19425 
C 2.283651 18.0379 10.92624 
C 8.0757 24.31859 3.103107 
C 1.636153 0.184319 19.01738 
C 6.492073 0.184341 14.16335 
 135
C 3.219761 24.31859 7.957094 
C 1.636128 12.0671 7.957138 
C 8.075697 12.4358 14.1634 
C 3.219767 12.4358 19.01736 
C 6.492106 12.06713 3.103151 
C 0.360776 1.858405 12.96241 
C 9.351087 22.64455 9.158082 
C 4.495117 22.64447 1.902163 
C 5.216717 1.858407 20.21833 
C 9.351079 14.10987 20.21835 
C 0.360774 10.39304 1.902163 
C 5.216715 10.39306 9.158103 
C 4.495138 14.10989 12.96241 
C 7.130332 5.045842 12.79887 
C 2.581522 19.45709 9.321619 
C 7.437451 19.45706 1.738626 
C 2.274383 5.045821 20.38188 
C 2.581506 17.29731 20.38186 
C 7.130328 7.205623 1.738626 
C 2.274389 7.205627 9.321619 
C 7.437475 17.2973 12.79887 
C 7.94954 3.196508 8.863791 
C 1.762313 21.30645 13.2567 
C 6.618274 21.30642 19.92406 
C 3.093609 3.196505 2.196454 
C 1.762329 15.44796 2.196454 
C 7.949535 9.054964 19.92403 
C 3.093594 9.054961 13.2567 
C 6.61826 15.44797 8.863791 
C 0.827033 2.738942 14.88528 
C 8.88483 21.76399 7.235214 
C 4.02886 21.76399 3.825008 
C 5.682964 2.738944 18.29548 
C 8.88481 14.9904 18.29548 
C 0.827033 9.512501 3.825008 
C 5.682964 9.512527 7.235214 
C 4.028889 14.9904 14.88525 
C 8.25327 2.595573 7.659308 
C 1.458583 21.90736 14.46118 
C 6.314553 21.90738 18.71957 
C 3.397339 2.595571 3.400937 
C 1.45861 14.84701 3.400937 
C 8.253263 9.655898 18.71955 
 136
C 3.397313 9.655896 14.46118 
C 6.31454 14.84703 7.659308 
C 0.916537 3.712419 13.91746 
C 8.795336 20.79051 8.203029 
C 3.939366 20.79051 2.857193 
C 5.772458 3.712421 19.26327 
C 8.795314 15.96388 19.2633 
C 0.916529 8.539049 2.857215 
C 5.77246 8.539051 8.203029 
C 3.939393 15.96388 13.91744 
H 0.99503 1.700752 9.528025 
H 8.716823 22.8022 12.59246 
H 3.860885 22.80218 20.58827 
H 5.850969 1.700724 1.532198 
H 8.716823 13.95218 1.53222 
H 0.99503 10.55072 20.58829 
H 5.85096 10.55074 12.59246 
H 3.860894 13.95219 9.528047 
H 7.300353 0.184656 6.177545 
H 2.411491 24.3183 15.94297 
H 7.267392 24.31832 17.23772 
H 2.444383 0.184656 4.882633 
H 2.411455 12.43607 4.88281 
H 7.300301 12.06681 17.23786 
H 2.444381 12.06684 15.94294 
H 7.267531 12.43612 6.177677 
H 2.997538 5.284844 11.78839 
H 6.714325 19.21808 10.3321 
H 1.858374 19.21806 0.72814 
H 7.853469 5.284847 21.39235 
H 6.714309 17.53631 21.39235 
H 2.997534 6.966622 0.728118 
H 7.853475 6.966625 10.3321 
H 1.858388 17.53633 11.78841 
H 0.050036 1.146766 12.20505 
H 9.661818 23.35616 9.915443 
H 4.805877 23.35616 1.144757 
H 4.905987 1.14677 20.97571 
H 9.661821 13.39823 20.97571 
H 0.050032 11.10467 1.14478 
H 4.905983 11.1047 9.915465 
H 4.80588 13.39823 12.20502 
N 1.37578 5.454722 10.3911 
 137
N 8.336074 19.04821 11.72939 
N 3.480125 19.04819 21.45132 
N 6.231718 5.454718 0.669145 
N 8.336054 17.70618 0.669167 
N 1.37578 6.796727 21.45132 
N 6.231728 6.796747 11.72939 
N 3.480126 17.70621 10.3911 
N 8.014646 5.408044 11.80234 
N 1.697217 19.09491 10.31817 
N 6.553136 19.09488 0.742098 
N 3.158708 5.408023 21.37839 
N 1.697191 17.65948 21.37839 
N 8.014653 6.843421 0.742098 
N 3.158704 6.843424 10.31815 
N 6.553158 17.6595 11.80232 
N 9.125429 0.030116 5.074816 
N 0.586405 24.47281 17.04569 
N 5.442267 24.47284 16.13504 
N 4.26943 0.030092 5.985384 
N 0.586321 12.28153 5.98545 
N 9.125347 12.22138 16.13508 
N 4.269447 12.22138 17.04567 
N 5.442523 12.28158 5.074838 
N 2.253594 24.47305 6.988548 
N 7.458337 0.029924 15.13179 
N 2.602369 0.029876 18.04888 
N 7.109504 24.47303 4.071608 
N 7.458214 12.22159 4.071763 
N 2.253581 12.28136 18.04884 
N 7.10954 12.28136 15.13194 
N 2.602411 12.22154 6.988747 
N 8.961149 2.932611 9.762037 
N 0.750704 21.57034 12.35845 
N 5.606645 21.57032 20.82228 
N 4.105208 2.932608 1.298185 
N 0.75071 15.18407 1.298207 
N 8.961143 9.318861 20.82228 
N 4.105202 9.318857 12.35845 
N 5.606651 15.18407 9.762037 
N 9.410927 1.853502 7.82154 
N 0.300926 22.64943 14.29895 
N 5.156896 22.64943 18.88181 
N 4.554996 1.8535 3.238683 
 138
N 0.300964 14.10494 3.238705 
N 9.410918 10.39797 18.88181 
N 4.554968 10.39797 14.29893 
N 5.156876 14.10496 7.821562 
N 0.616605 3.157255 12.69519 
N 9.095258 21.34567 9.425297 
N 4.239307 21.3457 1.634925 
N 5.472537 3.157258 20.48554 
N 9.095247 15.40869 20.48556 
N 0.616597 9.09421 1.634925 
N 5.472537 9.094213 9.425297 
N 4.239326 15.40872 12.69519 
N 0.475183 1.548615 14.27435 
N 9.23668 22.95431 7.846137 
N 4.38073 22.95431 3.214063 
N 5.331124 1.548617 18.9064 
N 9.236673 13.80008 18.9064 
N 0.47518 10.70283 3.214085 
N 5.331111 10.70285 7.846137 
N 4.380742 13.80008 14.27433 
Zn 9.611319 4.277577 11.17122 
Zn 0.100544 20.22538 10.94927 
Zn 4.956463 20.22535 0.110978 
Zn 4.755381 4.277582 22.00951 
Zn 0.10053 16.52902 22.00953 
Zn 9.611314 7.973888 0.110978 
Zn 4.755385 7.973892 10.94929 
Zn 4.956478 16.52904 11.17122 
Zn 0.276644 0.112226 6.913914 
Zn 9.4352 24.39073 15.20658 
Zn 4.57928 24.39073 17.97416 
Zn 5.132583 0.112201 4.146309 
Zn 9.435252 12.36366 4.146331 
Zn 0.276621 12.13927 17.97418 
Zn 5.132551 12.13927 15.20658 
Zn 4.579283 12.36366 6.913914 
Cl 9.559814 6.323031 8.316286 
Cl 0.152039 18.17992 13.80422 
Cl 5.00796 18.1799 19.37651 
Cl 4.703884 6.323028 2.743958 
Cl 0.152018 18.57446 2.74398 
Cl 9.559806 5.92844 19.37653 
Cl 4.703885 5.928463 13.80422 
 139
Cl 5.007968 18.57449 8.316264 
Cl 1.103688 24.0862 2.960628 
Cl 8.608166 0.41668 19.15986 
Cl 3.752215 0.416702 14.02087 
Cl 5.959628 24.08618 8.099572 
Cl 8.60817 11.83472 8.099616 
Cl 1.103693 12.66821 14.02089 
Cl 5.959634 12.66821 19.15986 
Cl 3.75221 11.83474 2.960651 
Cl 7.734464 24.14452 1.442566 
Cl 1.97739 0.358363 20.67792 
Cl 6.833318 0.358385 12.50281 
Cl 2.878535 24.14454 9.617657 
Cl 1.977384 11.89306 9.617679 
Cl 7.734469 12.60987 12.50283 
Cl 2.87854 12.60987 20.67792 
Cl 6.833313 11.89306 1.442566 
Cl 7.355823 3.736554 13.854 
Cl 2.356039 20.7664 8.266493 
Cl 7.211959 20.76637 2.793751 
Cl 2.499865 3.736507 19.32676 
Cl 2.356018 15.98802 19.32674 
Cl 7.355826 8.514913 2.793751 
Cl 2.499868 8.51494 8.266493 
Cl 7.211985 15.98801 13.854 
Cl 6.510287 4.003266 9.256849 
Cl 3.201576 20.49969 12.86364 
Cl 8.057536 20.49967 20.31714 
Cl 1.654346 4.003263 1.803395 
Cl 3.20158 16.25472 1.803373 
Cl 6.510274 8.248205 20.31709 
Cl 1.654333 8.248202 12.86362 
Cl 8.05752 16.25473 9.256872 
Cl 1.033624 3.002643 16.54743 
Cl 8.678239 21.50031 5.573058 
Cl 3.82227 21.50028 5.487164 
Cl 5.889545 3.002644 16.6333 
Cl 8.678219 15.2541 16.63332 
Cl 1.033615 9.248801 5.487187 
Cl 5.889555 9.248826 5.573058 
Cl 3.822308 15.2541 16.54743 
Cl 7.474532 2.916977 6.179248 
Cl 2.237321 21.58595 15.94124 
 140
Cl 7.093329 21.586 17.23954 
Cl 2.618631 2.916977 4.880996 
Cl 2.237376 15.16841 4.880974 
Cl 7.474526 9.334492 17.23949 
Cl 2.618566 9.334517 15.94122 
Cl 7.093278 15.16844 6.17927 
Cl 1.213427 5.365116 14.14393 
Cl 8.498436 19.13784 7.97656 
Cl 3.642476 19.13781 3.083685 
Cl 6.069348 5.365118 19.0368 
Cl 8.49842 17.61655 19.03683 
Cl 1.213424 6.886351 3.083685 
Cl 6.069354 6.886353 7.97656 
Cl 3.642509 17.61658 14.14393 
 
 
Table B.9. Cartesian atomic coordinates and lattice vectors for ZIF-71 (DFT) 
Atom Type x y z 
Lattice vectors 
19.89611 0 0 
-0.00013 19.89463 0 
0.000684 0.000842 15.41941 
C 14.26876 5.626596 2.85771 
C 5.6275 14.26846 12.5617 
C 5.627488 14.26839 2.857664 
C 14.26957 5.627464 12.56172 
C 4.321417 4.321253 10.56749 
C 15.57516 15.574 4.852056 
C 15.57578 15.57475 10.56743 
C 4.320826 4.320642 4.852026 
C 12.79976 6.119171 4.374702 
C 7.096903 13.77624 11.04498 
C 7.09615 13.77584 4.375072 
C 12.80049 6.119595 11.04465 
C 3.829663 2.852276 12.0845 
C 16.06764 17.04288 3.334987 
C 16.06773 17.04393 12.08441 
C 3.828101 2.85158 3.335079 
C 17.04414 16.06575 3.334864 
C 2.852538 3.828824 12.08439 
C 2.851613 3.828705 3.334987 
C 17.04487 16.06742 12.08427 
C 6.119771 12.79973 11.04429 
C 13.77683 7.095698 4.374826 
 141
C 13.77727 7.096441 11.04461 
C 6.119416 12.79897 4.374471 
C 12.56828 0.570889 3.882006 
C 7.329095 19.32452 11.53566 
C 7.326945 19.32408 3.879539 
C 12.56864 0.571228 11.53737 
C 9.378031 2.620855 11.59191 
C 10.51951 17.27432 3.827653 
C 10.51898 17.27568 11.59188 
C 9.376871 2.619655 3.827807 
C 17.27565 10.51766 3.827606 
C 2.620928 9.376972 11.59157 
C 2.619609 9.377424 3.827545 
C 17.27677 10.51894 11.59177 
C 0.571327 12.56867 11.53896 
C 19.32549 7.327603 3.882129 
C 19.32575 7.328001 11.53737 
C 0.571067 12.56675 3.884843 
C 13.81432 1.881652 5.07149 
C 6.076691 18.01452 10.35199 
C 6.088454 18.01272 5.07607 
C 13.81545 1.881662 10.34831 
C 8.067737 3.868294 12.78032 
C 11.8303 16.02855 2.637968 
C 11.82919 16.02827 12.78049 
C 8.066273 3.865472 2.637999 
C 16.02852 11.82802 2.638893 
C 3.866526 8.066279 12.78153 
C 3.86743 8.067377 2.639217 
C 16.0307 11.82949 12.7813 
C 1.882121 13.80975 10.34433 
C 18.0153 6.080315 5.07095 
C 18.01523 6.081538 10.34806 
C 1.880454 13.82173 5.066294 
C 13.9143 2.494208 0.691468 
C 5.982005 17.40109 14.7293 
C 5.981959 17.4004 0.692301 
C 13.91512 2.495014 14.7285 
C 7.453947 3.966871 8.3998 
C 12.44262 15.9287 7.018453 
C 12.44272 15.92866 8.400865 
C 7.453586 3.966218 7.01742 
C 15.92929 12.44169 7.019547 
 142
C 3.966792 7.453624 8.401019 
C 3.96687 7.453509 7.018622 
C 15.92987 12.44204 8.401975 
C 2.494956 13.91451 14.72702 
C 17.40167 5.980702 0.69099 
C 17.40233 5.981667 14.72799 
C 2.494413 13.91434 0.690019 
C 12.00215 3.237294 6.17E-05 
C 7.89385 16.65732 0.000324 
C 6.71063 2.054402 7.709689 
C 13.18593 17.84075 7.709658 
C 17.84177 13.18489 7.70972 
C 2.05471 6.710502 7.709766 
C 3.238179 12.00273 15.4191 
C 16.65911 7.893678 15.41936 
C 9.360386 4.323359 2.49375 
C 10.53478 15.57142 12.92532 
C 10.53625 15.57055 2.493627 
C 9.362122 4.325122 12.92524 
C 5.621891 19.30943 10.20592 
C 14.27224 0.587515 5.215831 
C 14.27267 0.587369 10.20362 
C 5.627041 19.30587 5.218345 
C 0.585102 14.27496 5.213133 
C 19.30941 5.623973 10.20359 
C 19.30973 5.623462 5.215769 
C 0.588586 14.26962 10.20134 
C 4.324532 9.360354 12.92578 
C 15.57153 10.53365 2.494043 
C 15.57291 10.53535 12.9256 
C 4.32399 9.361873 2.494305 
H 14.7963 5.098888 2.070225 
H 5.099807 14.79599 13.3492 
H 5.100063 14.79613 2.070179 
H 14.7972 5.099882 13.34923 
H 4.849024 4.849074 9.77976 
H 15.04746 15.0465 5.639695 
H 15.0482 15.04694 9.779961 
H 4.848602 4.848172 5.639433 
H 11.80956 0.21629 3.191617 
H 8.08999 19.67859 12.22388 
H 8.083004 19.67921 3.186298 
H 11.80978 0.216863 12.22768 
 143
H 9.732355 1.861678 10.90175 
H 10.16476 18.033 4.518072 
H 10.16477 18.03474 10.90165 
H 9.731395 1.860952 4.518334 
H 18.03466 10.16332 4.517887 
H 1.862356 9.731616 10.90101 
H 1.860402 9.731467 4.517717 
H 18.03558 10.1644 10.90131 
H 0.216615 11.81183 12.23134 
H 19.67973 8.086605 3.191879 
H 19.68023 8.08682 12.22768 
H 0.217388 11.80483 3.197384 
H 11.0011 3.653556 15.41935 
H 8.896365 16.24274 15.41935 
H 6.295166 1.052608 7.710353 
H 13.60148 18.84257 7.709658 
H 18.8436 13.60033 7.709088 
H 1.052824 6.295042 7.709751 
H 3.652992 11.00006 0.000108 
H 16.24289 8.89467 4.63E-05 
N 13.11806 5.188148 3.408707 
N 6.778442 14.70689 12.01123 
N 6.777763 14.70717 3.409401 
N 13.11906 5.188678 12.01064 
N 4.760537 3.171055 11.1185 
N 15.13668 16.72462 4.301059 
N 15.13675 16.72511 11.11854 
N 4.75918 3.169907 4.300998 
N 16.72544 15.1349 4.30089 
N 3.170887 4.7598 11.11837 
N 3.170405 4.759667 4.30089 
N 16.7265 15.13636 11.11835 
N 5.188495 13.11832 12.00995 
N 14.70779 6.776973 3.408892 
N 14.70827 6.778 12.01058 
N 5.18883 13.11757 3.408214 
N 12.74879 1.872274 4.199553 
N 7.144673 18.02292 11.22097 
N 7.151007 18.02301 4.200479 
N 12.74985 1.872638 11.22016 
N 8.076659 2.802471 11.90872 
N 11.82088 17.09398 3.510074 
N 11.82036 17.09406 11.90886 
 144
N 8.075511 2.800082 3.510121 
N 17.09422 11.81903 3.51063 
N 2.80123 8.075622 11.9093 
N 2.801534 8.076079 3.510691 
N 17.09622 11.82027 11.90934 
N 1.872497 12.74641 11.21899 
N 18.02412 7.146022 4.199183 
N 18.02436 7.147142 11.21995 
N 1.872664 12.75291 4.198351 
N 12.69472 2.96838 1.127159 
N 7.201401 16.92691 14.29301 
N 7.201733 16.92637 1.127606 
N 12.69565 2.969119 14.29254 
N 6.97989 2.747553 8.836278 
N 12.91687 17.14822 6.582654 
N 12.91701 17.14816 8.836663 
N 6.979272 2.746475 6.582238 
N 17.14862 12.91566 6.583148 
N 2.747222 6.979499 8.836787 
N 2.747341 6.979336 6.582793 
N 17.14964 12.9163 8.837141 
N 2.969109 12.69477 14.29177 
N 16.92741 7.200167 1.126881 
N 16.92806 7.201204 14.29231 
N 2.968664 12.69504 1.126372 
N 10.19156 3.506764 3.224168 
N 9.703864 16.38897 12.19558 
N 9.704998 16.38708 3.223998 
N 10.19306 3.507572 12.19563 
N 6.442386 0.24546 10.9327 
N 13.45539 19.65091 4.485583 
N 13.4554 19.65098 10.93361 
N 6.439613 0.243099 4.483918 
N 19.65104 13.45309 4.487588 
N 0.244428 6.440927 10.93372 
N 0.2445 6.440913 4.485907 
N 19.65322 13.45579 10.93461 
N 3.508097 10.19155 12.19527 
N 16.3889 9.702688 3.223844 
N 16.38968 9.704212 12.1953 
N 3.506207 10.19269 3.22389 
Zn 12.18722 3.44715 3.050083 
Zn 7.708272 16.44848 12.36979 
 145
Zn 7.70963 16.4474 3.050283 
Zn 12.18848 3.447579 12.36953 
Zn 6.501854 2.240822 10.75943 
Zn 13.39568 17.65543 4.659669 
Zn 13.39552 17.65548 10.75968 
Zn 6.500032 2.238778 4.659237 
Zn 17.65571 13.39368 4.660116 
Zn 2.23994 6.50076 10.75974 
Zn 2.240028 6.500905 4.659792 
Zn 17.65755 13.39548 10.76 
Zn 3.447926 12.18701 12.36897 
Zn 16.44901 7.707267 3.049944 
Zn 16.44937 7.708631 12.36931 
Zn 3.446876 12.18837 3.04979 
Cl 11.42536 5.994804 5.36597 
Cl 8.471282 13.90109 10.05376 
Cl 8.470417 13.90009 5.366525 
Cl 11.42625 5.994801 10.05324 
Cl 3.954763 1.478189 13.07608 
Cl 15.94321 18.4172 2.343642 
Cl 15.94275 18.41813 13.07584 
Cl 3.952297 1.477145 2.343858 
Cl 18.41822 15.94056 2.343272 
Cl 1.478178 3.95322 13.07569 
Cl 1.477404 3.953728 2.343565 
Cl 18.41934 15.9432 13.07541 
Cl 5.995207 11.42558 10.05275 
Cl 13.90185 8.469875 5.366309 
Cl 13.90192 8.470708 10.05321 
Cl 5.994224 11.4247 5.365831 
Cl 14.36794 3.278835 5.846439 
Cl 5.512313 16.61652 9.586494 
Cl 5.547742 16.61657 5.862306 
Cl 14.37043 3.278879 9.574359 
Cl 6.670464 4.42449 13.55326 
Cl 13.22749 15.47538 1.862696 
Cl 13.22642 15.47224 13.55368 
Cl 6.66915 4.418759 1.862603 
Cl 15.47286 13.22524 1.865486 
Cl 4.419423 6.669161 13.55721 
Cl 4.424157 6.670174 1.866489 
Cl 15.477 13.22663 13.55634 
Cl 3.278312 14.35462 9.561036 
 146
Cl 16.61815 5.52454 5.844388 
Cl 16.61806 5.527271 9.573495 
Cl 15.16176 2.017272 1.746541 
Cl 4.734011 17.87804 13.6749 
Cl 4.735014 17.87741 1.747944 
Cl 15.16276 2.017982 13.67365 
Cl 7.931312 5.21472 9.454257 
Cl 11.96543 14.68125 5.963503 
Cl 11.96572 14.6811 9.455783 
Cl 7.930422 5.213355 5.96193 
Cl 14.68146 11.96438 5.96506 
Cl 5.214262 7.930695 9.45603 
Cl 5.214525 7.930345 5.963719 
Cl 14.68269 11.96537 9.457449 
Cl 2.017832 15.16145 13.67142 
Cl 17.87875 4.733127 1.745847 
Cl 17.8794 4.734216 13.67296 
Cl 2.017283 15.16241 1.744274 
Cl 9.917452 5.710587 1.687901 
Cl 9.977181 14.18421 13.73072 
Cl 9.979233 14.18331 1.687793 
Cl 9.919737 5.712319 13.73072 
Cl 4.23368 19.86805 9.40288 
Cl 15.65962 0.030549 6.021434 
Cl 15.65987 0.029977 9.397991 
Cl 4.240613 19.86122 6.026661 
Cl 0.02557 15.66293 6.016022 
Cl 19.86665 4.236737 9.397961 
Cl 19.8674 4.236393 6.021372 
Cl 0.032285 15.65578 9.393165 
Cl 5.711722 9.917368 13.73176 
Cl 14.18438 9.976135 1.688441 
Cl 14.18561 9.978225 13.73123 
Cl 5.711207 9.919635 1.68898 
Cl 3.278445 14.39052 5.82846 
 
 
Table B.10. Cartesian atomic coordinates and lattice vectors for ZIF-71 (CAG) 
Atom Type x y z 
Lattice vectors 
15.48359 0 0 
6.2E-05 16.63587 0 
1.26E-05 0.320113 18.87816 
C 12.72853 12.33577 16.25566 
 147
C 13.4772 10.70633 17.46788 
C 14.5402 11.29164 16.80534 
C 10.64814 8.974921 14.78785 
C 9.585983 13.72791 16.62307 
C 8.749321 12.40823 15.12607 
C 1.151702 14.17151 17.99149 
C 0.722278 14.3503 12.49572 
C 13.81986 16.42291 16.32851 
C 12.89054 15.9967 14.42063 
C 9.800296 9.137413 1.021969 
C 1.485518 15.82683 16.64159 
C 10.41781 4.405008 6.751546 
C 9.647342 6.106877 7.85052 
C 8.602119 5.499287 7.181515 
C 12.69799 7.800349 5.106862 
C 13.97879 3.317808 7.268808 
C 14.48955 4.6232 5.625974 
C 6.471754 2.78391 8.545953 
C 6.495718 2.454888 3.229675 
C 9.499296 0.437718 6.748507 
C 10.04395 0.705392 4.67274 
C 6.296874 0.877988 7.542295 
C 13.30498 7.810761 10.17006 
C 4.986942 12.93825 2.62244 
C 5.735657 14.56769 1.410349 
C 6.798635 13.98235 2.072935 
C 2.906442 16.29901 4.090368 
C 1.844171 11.54602 2.255109 
C 1.007583 12.86572 3.752147 
C 8.893584 11.10221 0.886783 
C 8.464149 10.92382 6.382327 
C 6.07787 8.851127 2.549514 
C 5.148795 9.277119 4.457586 
C 2.058661 16.13619 17.85611 
C 9.227095 9.44669 2.236514 
C 2.675944 4.232941 12.12671 
C 1.905442 2.531089 11.02775 
C 0.860225 3.13868 11.69679 
C 4.956262 0.837748 13.77131 
C 6.236817 5.320257 11.60941 
C 6.747679 4.014782 13.25222 
C 14.21362 5.853957 10.33232 
C 14.23761 6.183077 15.64856 
 148
C 1.757472 8.200258 12.12935 
C 2.3022 7.932687 14.20532 
C 14.03876 7.759911 11.3359 
C 5.562952 0.827136 8.70806 
C 2.754921 4.62033 2.62244 
C 2.006279 6.249755 1.410293 
C 0.943236 5.664411 2.072859 
C 4.835526 7.981081 4.090425 
C 5.89762 3.227818 2.25509 
C 6.73425 4.547523 3.752109 
C 14.33185 2.78431 0.886745 
C 14.76134 2.605799 6.382252 
C 1.66404 0.533191 2.549476 
C 2.593105 0.959216 4.457529 
C 5.683385 7.818405 17.85626 
C 13.99844 1.12872 2.236439 
C 5.065882 12.55098 12.12667 
C 5.836369 10.84909 11.02775 
C 6.881592 11.45671 11.69674 
C 2.78568 9.155599 13.77128 
C 1.504908 13.63832 11.60918 
C 0.994147 12.33285 13.25205 
C 9.011849 14.17174 10.33226 
C 8.988071 14.50086 15.64841 
C 5.984182 16.51811 12.12963 
C 5.439903 16.25067 14.20544 
C 9.186558 16.07782 11.33563 
C 2.178813 9.14547 8.708041 
C 10.49686 4.017799 16.25566 
C 9.74824 2.388358 17.46781 
C 8.685216 2.973703 16.80532 
C 12.57721 0.656917 14.78773 
C 13.63948 5.41013 16.62309 
C 14.47613 4.090408 15.12605 
C 6.590081 5.85359 17.99151 
C 7.019392 6.032249 12.49594 
C 9.405794 8.10489 16.32866 
C 10.33488 7.678832 14.42067 
C 13.42524 0.819444 1.021931 
C 6.256601 7.509112 16.64176 
C 12.80763 12.72308 6.751546 
C 13.57816 14.4249 7.85052 
C 14.62336 13.8173 7.181459 
 149
C 10.52754 16.11828 5.106787 
C 9.246739 11.63581 7.268845 
C 8.73597 12.9412 5.625993 
C 1.270011 11.10221 8.545896 
C 1.246038 10.77311 3.229637 
C 13.72613 8.755786 6.748526 
C 13.18148 9.023343 4.67274 
C 1.44489 9.196322 7.542295 
C 9.920511 16.12856 10.16993 
H 12.05823 13.04453 15.78323 
H 8.478246 11.50737 14.58691 
H 0.834486 13.2125 18.38468 
H 14.39767 16.30653 17.23655 
H 11.09904 3.665835 6.343892 
H 14.54289 5.493547 4.980926 
H 6.755014 3.804989 8.771773 
H 9.053727 0.614406 7.717711 
H 4.316594 12.22945 3.09481 
H 0.736593 13.76658 4.291345 
H 8.576483 12.06133 0.493739 
H 6.655578 8.967617 1.641418 
H 3.357194 4.972114 12.53434 
H 6.801079 3.1445 13.89721 
H 14.49688 4.832828 10.10653 
H 1.312023 8.023608 11.16039 
H 3.42525 3.911552 3.094885 
H 7.005248 5.448331 4.29125 
H 14.64888 3.743374 0.493683 
H 1.086348 0.649631 1.641361 
H 4.384654 13.2902 12.53427 
H 0.940819 11.46262 13.89702 
H 8.728651 13.15056 10.10653 
H 6.429721 16.34131 11.16026 
H 11.16718 4.726611 15.7832 
H 14.74712 3.189633 14.58689 
H 6.90715 4.89451 18.38464 
H 8.82804 7.988417 17.23681 
H 12.12641 11.98387 6.343892 
H 8.682617 13.81155 4.980926 
H 0.986742 12.12339 8.771698 
H 14.17173 8.932491 7.717731 
N 12.32126 11.36389 17.09591 
N 14.05888 12.33936 16.05234 
 150
N 9.59943 10.20137 0.164127 
N 10.06986 9.230472 16.01466 
N 9.433372 12.40025 16.28843 
N 0.900187 14.58269 16.73052 
N 0.409259 13.51498 13.54982 
N 13.70489 15.45795 15.39502 
N 10.80738 5.422208 7.549149 
N 9.091783 4.402312 6.507187 
N 13.42183 6.595783 9.521934 
N 13.03793 7.645994 6.436772 
N 13.81566 4.597647 6.794419 
N 6.865963 2.130223 7.428725 
N 7.026778 3.299575 4.183286 
N 9.379162 1.30148 5.72397 
N 4.579665 13.91016 1.78223 
N 6.317277 12.93461 2.825834 
N 1.857603 15.07237 18.71405 
N 2.32819 16.0435 2.863533 
N 1.69174 12.87368 2.589838 
N 8.641944 10.69089 2.147674 
N 8.151089 11.75906 5.328209 
N 5.962986 9.816017 3.483114 
N 3.065475 3.215741 11.3291 
N 1.349929 4.235654 12.3711 
N 5.679812 2.042098 9.356241 
N 5.295987 0.992052 12.44133 
N 6.073724 4.040368 12.08378 
N 14.60776 6.507626 11.44956 
N 14.76868 5.338391 14.69495 
N 1.637456 7.336615 13.15405 
N 3.162251 5.592225 1.782249 
N 1.424602 4.616692 2.825777 
N 5.88425 6.754481 18.71409 
N 5.41379 7.725528 2.863533 
N 6.050092 4.555479 2.5898 
N 14.58354 2.372975 2.147636 
N 15.07439 3.441062 5.328133 
N 1.778902 1.498064 3.483058 
N 4.676342 11.53374 11.3291 
N 6.391897 12.55369 12.37101 
N 2.061932 10.36043 9.356222 
N 2.445753 9.310021 12.44137 
N 1.66807 12.35847 12.08361 
 151
N 8.617578 14.82556 11.44941 
N 8.456965 13.65619 14.69481 
N 6.104503 15.65447 13.15419 
N 10.90419 3.045905 17.09583 
N 9.166527 4.021439 16.05236 
N 13.62603 1.883418 0.164108 
N 13.15563 0.912567 16.01449 
N 13.79196 4.082468 16.28834 
N 6.841737 6.264875 16.7306 
N 7.332498 5.196953 13.55004 
N 9.520678 7.140001 15.39514 
N 12.41813 13.74026 7.549186 
N 14.13364 12.72036 6.50715 
N 9.803744 14.91353 9.521897 
N 10.1876 15.96384 6.436696 
N 9.409894 12.91565 6.794438 
N 0.875826 10.44854 7.428668 
N 0.714985 11.61778 4.183268 
N 13.84622 9.619498 5.723933 
Zn 10.35777 10.83414 17.19998 
Zn 15.03919 13.92658 15.32113 
Zn 12.72882 6.07744 7.678313 
Zn 8.033257 2.806365 5.855645 
Zn 2.6161 14.43978 1.678193 
Zn 7.297399 11.34725 3.557003 
Zn 4.986894 2.560592 11.19986 
Zn 0.291524 5.831651 13.02262 
Zn 5.125804 6.121761 1.678268 
Zn 0.444485 3.029318 3.556928 
Zn 2.754919 10.87866 11.19984 
Zn 7.450455 14.14955 13.02257 
Zn 12.86766 2.516237 17.19991 
Zn 8.186266 5.608696 15.32123 
Zn 10.49674 14.39534 7.678275 
Zn 15.19211 11.12446 5.85557 
Cl 13.5292 9.469157 18.62294 
Cl 0.69884 10.83942 16.79235 
Cl 11.49353 10.16477 13.91852 
Cl 10.40397 14.23466 18.02417 
Cl 0.160012 15.93867 12.31909 
Cl 12.35057 15.10102 13.07833 
Cl 10.55364 7.677011 0.592906 
Cl 9.583291 7.389329 8.954759 
 152
Cl 6.975725 5.996446 7.045895 
Cl 11.8787 6.590022 4.234635 
Cl 13.28381 2.792244 8.726466 
Cl 6.603229 0.767607 3.295126 
Cl 10.21785 1.454472 3.157957 
Cl 6.51638 16.23419 6.452252 
Cl 12.38558 9.135147 9.634656 
Cl 5.78784 15.80493 0.255327 
Cl 8.440872 14.43463 2.085999 
Cl 3.751811 15.1092 4.959707 
Cl 2.662228 11.03922 0.854086 
Cl 7.901949 9.335441 6.558876 
Cl 4.609088 10.17258 5.800106 
Cl 2.812036 0.960636 18.28514 
Cl 9.181339 8.502922 3.641521 
Cl 1.841381 1.248605 9.923567 
Cl 14.71743 2.641521 11.83241 
Cl 4.137092 2.048046 14.64375 
Cl 5.541868 5.845821 10.15173 
Cl 14.34515 7.870326 15.58316 
Cl 2.476079 7.18359 15.72007 
Cl 14.2581 9.039495 12.42602 
Cl 4.643533 16.1386 9.243274 
Cl 1.954212 7.486976 0.255214 
Cl 14.78461 6.116647 2.08598 
Cl 3.990149 6.791268 4.959726 
Cl 5.079511 2.721005 0.854067 
Cl 15.32353 1.017389 6.5588 
Cl 3.132929 1.854747 5.799974 
Cl 4.930036 9.278774 18.28533 
Cl 14.04415 0.18492 3.641483 
Cl 5.900405 9.56659 9.923549 
Cl 8.508002 10.95962 11.83241 
Cl 3.604952 10.36581 14.64371 
Cl 2.199828 14.16395 10.15148 
Cl 8.880822 16.1881 15.58277 
Cl 5.266191 15.50183 15.72031 
Cl 8.966759 0.721766 12.42543 
Cl 3.098317 7.821148 9.243274 
Cl 9.696273 1.151137 18.62285 
Cl 7.042978 2.521519 16.79231 
Cl 11.73167 1.846613 13.91839 
Cl 12.82133 5.916925 18.02407 
 153
Cl 7.581607 7.620625 12.31934 
Cl 10.87476 6.783219 13.07832 
Cl 12.67192 15.99495 0.592906 
Cl 6.302543 8.452963 15.23677 
Cl 13.64235 15.70733 8.954778 
Cl 0.76617 14.31436 7.045819 
Cl 11.34667 14.90802 4.234314 
Cl 9.941719 11.11033 8.726542 
Cl 1.13842 9.085872 3.294993 
Cl 13.00751 9.77239 3.157976 
Cl 1.225343 7.916575 6.452365 
Cl 10.83998 0.816911 9.634543 
Cl 1.440077 16.77039 15.23639 
 
 
Table B.11. Cartesian atomic coordinates and lattice vectors for ZIF-71 (GIS) 
Atom Type x y z 
Lattice vectors 
18.25992 0 0 
-0.11403 18.14454 0 
-0.08181 0.348081 21.53754 
C 5.974167 8.956951 0.031832 
C 6.383825 4.473446 2.833716 
C 4.350862 5.122706 2.518945 
C 13.6603 1.456701 5.431746 
C 0.015945 1.898119 8.290015 
C 13.64931 17.58656 6.213064 
C 13.31607 17.52449 4.877047 
C 17.53032 18.16731 7.430668 
C 3.076293 9.399137 10.76505 
C 2.571938 13.8866 13.59695 
C 4.605753 13.26492 13.23943 
C 13.4163 16.94703 16.18891 
C 8.87325 16.66502 18.99497 
C 9.636747 0.549164 18.64914 
C 6.15593 13.85874 18.92696 
C 3.837571 9.417774 20.90656 
C 3.932179 8.855295 0.732944 
C 4.125308 13.13222 18.99383 
C 9.135959 1.540887 2.850429 
C 9.71908 17.67605 2.49562 
C 2.762126 4.772029 8.166261 
C 5.123546 9.274528 10.08631 
C 5.122788 9.525581 11.44511 
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C 4.786541 5.512291 8.223594 
C 17.99814 16.59391 13.56887 
C 13.59722 0.811845 15.39463 
C 13.37573 0.882298 16.75634 
C 17.34521 0.463562 13.57485 
C 12.15049 9.357968 21.52167 
C 11.68736 13.92834 18.82687 
C 14.19643 9.526843 20.8438 
C 14.28289 8.883409 0.654806 
C 13.73618 13.28655 19.04287 
C 4.277522 16.9982 16.26507 
C 0.453901 0.520768 13.51285 
C 15.04712 9.241978 10.7499 
C 15.50099 4.665282 8.066197 
C 13.46439 5.338439 8.301603 
C 4.613709 1.537293 5.478526 
C 8.344367 17.66894 2.482288 
C 11.88173 4.469306 2.721247 
C 13.93263 5.130104 2.608455 
C 4.382774 0.861098 17.06458 
C 4.071451 0.920888 15.72098 
C 8.266732 0.525071 18.64824 
C 15.32469 13.73546 13.49299 
C 13.0199 9.233088 11.49652 
C 12.98765 9.041173 10.12794 
C 13.31555 12.96686 13.3405 
C 4.569922 17.73447 6.413751 
C 4.906203 17.59756 5.083915 
C 0.640419 18.20244 7.43687 
C 14.94858 18.20702 10.78764 
C 13.25254 14.33359 13.4222 
C 4.456387 10.76512 16.18469 
C 8.997969 11.11486 18.98022 
C 4.525937 8.716402 16.86741 
C 4.31391 8.718939 15.50313 
C 8.317532 9.164885 18.35858 
C 12.1559 0.402333 21.5229 
C 14.28272 0.086496 0.680436 
C 14.08844 18.39689 20.84797 
C 13.91513 3.759644 2.600443 
C 4.493659 7.753174 5.430045 
C -0.05967 7.509644 8.131671 
C 4.340367 9.835761 5.984227 
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C 4.634139 9.758593 4.637055 
C 0.595979 9.560837 7.984979 
C 13.04141 0.174563 10.02754 
C 12.87704 18.02519 11.37523 
C 13.47404 3.969596 8.322881 
C -0.08815 10.95647 13.53062 
C 0.670176 8.944909 13.36648 
C 13.70355 14.65384 19.08045 
C 9.118498 7.217328 2.680519 
C 8.4431 9.246928 2.95928 
C 3.044997 0.288093 10.86728 
C 4.82859 4.146502 8.126201 
C 13.67122 7.686056 5.387293 
C 13.56027 9.708235 4.633264 
C 13.77279 9.7567 5.997409 
C 9.812873 9.244822 2.926693 
C 5.833204 18.12656 0.060779 
C 4.096828 14.50095 18.987 
C 13.64456 10.72062 16.16642 
C 17.56028 8.898513 13.29909 
C 5.023671 0.343514 11.73337 
C 5.127495 0.604415 10.3817 
C 4.564252 14.63433 13.24173 
C 17.48522 9.540253 7.978906 
C 3.850282 18.05697 0.911189 
C 3.677007 18.13689 21.09598 
C 4.381474 3.753337 2.478519 
C 13.59405 8.720046 16.98509 
C 13.94987 8.644061 15.65497 
C 9.684952 9.188004 18.2925 
H 7.06047 8.959743 0.021645 
H 7.448851 4.493715 3.036966 
H 13.68774 2.539116 5.374651 
H -0.01276 2.873981 8.764552 
H 1.989915 9.391134 10.76496 
H 1.50887 13.85368 13.80918 
H 13.43788 15.8629 16.24887 
H 8.893717 15.60185 19.20765 
H 7.238136 13.87924 18.85862 
H 9.129176 2.612335 3.031926 
H 1.678547 4.736907 8.131844 
H 18.04409 15.50981 13.55674 
H 11.06449 9.34889 21.52466 
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H 10.6154 13.90509 18.66523 
H 4.35696 15.91687 16.19946 
H 16.1313 9.289812 10.71762 
H 16.5726 4.666657 7.90094 
H 4.503849 2.610015 5.341461 
H 10.80021 4.483393 2.800225 
H 16.40555 13.78088 13.56701 
H 16.03288 18.23067 10.83369 
H 4.4654 11.85197 16.18639 
H 8.998583 12.13348 19.35448 
H 11.06993 0.422108 21.51717 
H 4.499879 6.668293 5.492892 
H -0.045 6.430592 8.235181 
H 18.13161 12.03656 13.61821 
H 9.11184 6.146876 2.50781 
H 1.966817 0.201744 10.76856 
H 13.67741 6.600016 5.425587 
H 6.944641 0.419212 21.50976 
H 13.58118 11.80195 16.08777 
N 5.245911 8.711492 1.144462 
N 5.625156 5.59736 2.737443 
N 13.97259 0.766352 6.552 
N 17.15724 1.191413 7.972617 
N 3.812663 9.676555 11.86342 
N 3.338196 12.77293 13.46051 
N 13.14438 17.73953 17.24974 
N 9.996902 17.41812 18.86308 
N 5.144719 9.553696 20.46988 
N 5.435235 12.70803 18.95519 
N 13.30637 0.66729 4.391268 
N 10.27536 0.817064 2.727988 
N 3.813061 9.121273 9.667147 
N 3.472882 5.926525 8.236689 
N 13.65679 17.62778 15.04578 
N 16.83381 17.2896 13.60197 
N 12.88278 9.673442 20.42896 
N 12.45469 12.80754 18.8867 
N 3.897854 17.77404 15.22467 
N 0.84283 17.38196 13.52379 
N 14.29141 8.967908 9.664477 
N 14.75278 5.797823 8.144421 
N 5.031941 0.706053 4.499408 
N 8.004078 0.807314 2.715216 
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N 12.97635 8.710676 1.073754 
N 12.63855 5.596881 2.680864 
N 4.538845 17.69204 17.39542 
N 7.723464 17.37941 18.87087 
N 14.33277 9.4373 11.88015 
N 14.63457 12.57118 13.39211 
N 4.3662 0.911671 6.649608 
N 1.172996 1.250831 7.984677 
N 14.16904 17.88987 11.84688 
N 14.5317 14.83853 13.50893 
N 4.693343 10.02276 17.28959 
N 7.863025 10.39182 18.78672 
N 12.9759 0.257334 1.098522 
N 12.60946 3.324306 2.672507 
N 4.183117 8.552637 6.47509 
N 1.065704 8.268905 8.080132 
N 14.36678 0.35695 9.66592 
N 14.76892 3.524558 8.173174 
N 4.19666 10.03204 15.07949 
N 1.073818 10.25529 13.50798 
N 12.77517 18.29615 20.41684 
N 12.40065 15.07931 18.94444 
N 4.80184 8.426068 4.298592 
N 7.985311 7.957739 2.803176 
N 3.8525 0.637082 9.840956 
N 3.538896 3.659169 8.108971 
N 13.41945 8.383078 4.256723 
N 10.25853 7.953402 2.753769 
N 4.959947 18.10779 20.56818 
N 5.38832 14.97944 18.9528 
N 14.03958 9.925422 15.14602 
N 17.06307 10.18041 13.41502 
N 3.588082 18.2176 12.02906 
N 3.269473 15.0461 13.47163 
N 13.91782 8.462847 6.46542 
N 17.05365 8.235025 8.068717 
N 5.279509 0.19751 1.21517 
N 5.675321 3.324368 2.683125 
N 13.33833 10.04341 17.29557 
N 10.13521 10.42541 18.69566 
Zn 5.929146 7.652379 2.76583 
Zn 15.10187 1.476176 8.108648 
Zn 3.099939 10.70437 13.4903 
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Zn 12.05788 17.12961 18.87934 
Zn 5.80564 10.67381 18.89088 
Zn 12.28738 1.269631 2.738455 
Zn 3.115137 7.965468 8.123595 
Zn 14.79967 16.88848 13.51459 
Zn 12.17903 10.7539 18.82825 
Zn 2.886546 17.08764 13.58147 
Zn 15.01393 7.86032 8.086486 
Zn 5.999706 1.267073 2.797942 
Zn 12.31404 7.642289 2.688251 
Zn 5.672902 17.02973 18.96421 
Zn 15.02787 10.52868 13.46654 
Zn 3.208087 1.624892 8.16723 
Cl 2.976089 6.084854 2.345912 
Cl 13.65697 16.25225 7.268576 
Cl 13.3209 16.10655 3.945441 
Cl 16.60844 16.87033 6.873427 
Cl 5.984914 12.31923 13.01757 
Cl 10.6047 1.913642 18.42965 
Cl 2.454901 9.249789 19.93069 
Cl 2.565431 9.005845 1.734677 
Cl 2.770981 12.12915 19.07102 
Cl 10.67334 16.29883 2.269066 
Cl 6.485658 9.431843 9.079345 
Cl 6.489446 9.402702 12.45075 
Cl 6.127982 6.527039 8.352496 
Cl 13.39169 2.113375 14.31822 
Cl 13.51193 2.301083 17.6842 
Cl 16.3132 1.795503 13.64584 
Cl 15.58404 9.452386 19.86196 
Cl 15.66293 8.982914 1.642841 
Cl 15.12247 12.33447 19.17151 
Cl 1.352982 1.946816 13.425 
Cl 12.0958 6.314129 8.443277 
Cl 7.42171 16.27872 2.19362 
Cl 15.31373 6.095799 2.524652 
Cl 4.237504 2.163357 18.14848 
Cl 4.061678 2.359624 14.81727 
Cl 7.253585 1.854498 18.4121 
Cl 11.71396 8.975982 12.55647 
Cl 11.59628 9.189691 9.159378 
Cl 11.99462 11.92922 13.17725 
Cl 4.634422 16.50028 7.581538 
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Cl 5.036645 16.1215 4.261095 
Cl 1.627523 16.95126 6.879586 
Cl 11.83488 15.25029 13.4175 
Cl 4.38757 7.346336 17.86606 
Cl 4.499347 7.356611 14.50278 
Cl 7.347405 7.827698 18.02251 
Cl 15.50747 17.99239 1.702801 
Cl 15.5663 0.433238 19.84594 
Cl 15.27187 2.760673 2.496804 
Cl 4.437179 11.26188 6.904247 
Cl 4.53967 11.07842 3.566875 
Cl 1.559622 10.94107 7.867923 
Cl 11.5803 18.21213 8.992893 
Cl 11.4589 18.0862 12.30965 
Cl 12.11869 2.984607 8.508492 
Cl 1.685985 7.597614 13.3278 
Cl 15.04269 15.66267 19.26619 
Cl 7.467346 10.60726 3.155508 
Cl 6.249109 3.239334 8.011987 
Cl 13.72312 11.04154 3.588284 
Cl 13.5844 11.14888 6.955334 
Cl 10.79972 10.60477 3.066601 
Cl 2.699861 15.44548 19.03385 
Cl 16.66768 7.477414 13.08916 
Cl 6.285037 0.534775 12.85828 
Cl 6.593496 0.576938 9.5236 
Cl 5.886425 15.65771 13.01111 
Cl 16.48078 10.89116 7.860665 
Cl 2.599785 17.85974 2.047359 
Cl 2.224238 18.1935 20.21212 
Cl 3.048039 2.748107 2.227908 
Cl 13.63221 7.40709 18.06631 
Cl 14.01779 7.206756 14.75658 






B.2 Adsorption isotherms of water, SO2, and CO2 
 
Figure B.1. Experimentally measured water adsorption isotherms of pristine ZIF-8, ZIF-





B.3 Experimental PXRD patterns before and after NO2 exposure 
 
Figure B.2. PXRD patterns of A) ZIF-8, B) ZIF-90 and C) ZIF-71 after exposure to dry 
and humid NO2 compared to pre-exposed samples. Figure legends in A and B are the 
same. *PXRD patterns of ZIFs on exposure to humid air, dry and humid SO2 are shown 
for comparison. The patterns are normalized with respect to the most intense Bragg peak 




Figure B.3. The (110) PXRD peak of ZIF-71 on exposure to increasing dosage of dry 




B.4 Experimental N2 adsorption isotherms before and after NO2 exposure 
 
Figure B.4. N2 physisorption at 77 K in pre-exposed and reactivated ZIFs after different 
exposure protocols. Figure legends are same in all. 1000 ppm-days dry NO2 exposure 




Table B.12. Textural characteristics of pre-exposed ZIFs and ZIFs after different 
exposure experiments. The BET surface area is reported as a percentage relative to 
pre-exposed ZIF-8. 
* Material undergoes crystal phase change 
















    ZIF-8 ZIF-90 ZIF-71 ZIF-8 ZIF-90 ZIF-71 
Pre N/A N/A N/A 100 100 100 0.62 0.45 0.37 
Dry SO2 0.15 99.8% a1.8 ×105 98 99 98 0.6 0.44 0.34 
Dry NO2 0.1 
1000 
ppm 
100 65 53 99 0.41 0.25 0.36 
Dry NO2 1 
1000 
ppm 
1/000 N/A N/A 45 N/A N/A 0.17 
Humid 
Air 



















B.5 Experimental FTIR spectra after NO2 exposure 
Figure B.5. In situ FTIR difference spectra of ZIFs exposed to 1000 ppm dry NO2 over 
5 hours. Decreasing peaks are marked in red. Time intervals of the FTIR spectra are 
identical in A and B (ZIF-8), C and D (ZIF-90) and E and F (ZIF-71). 
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Table B.13. Functional groups attributed to new FTIR peaks in ZIFs following 5 
hours of dry NO2 exposure at 1000 ppm. The same peaks are observed upon humid 
NO2 exposure except in ZIF-71. Peaks that can be unambiguously assigned are 
highlighted in green. 
Functional 
Groups 
ZIF-8 ZIF-90 ZIF-71 





















1485-1570 (asym. NO2 str.) 
1320-1370 (sym. NO2 str.) 
865-1180 (aromatic C-N str.) 
850-1000 (aliphatic C-N str.) 
830-865 (NO2 def.) 













1610-80 (N=O str.) 
750-850 (N-O str.) 




















1615-1660 (asym. NO2 str.) 
1270-1300 (sym. NO2 str.) 
840-870 (N-O str.) 
745-765 (NO2 def.) 
680-720 (NO2 def.) 
1000-1300 (C-O) 












1530-1630 (asym. NO2 str.) 
1260-1315 (sym. NO2 str.) 
925-1030 (N-N str.) 










1450-1500 (N=O str.) 
925-1030 (N-N str.) 
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CHAPTER 4. DEFECT PROPAGATION IN ZIFS* 
4.1 Introduction 
Zeolitic imidazolate frameworks (ZIFs) are a subclass of crystalline porous 
adsorbents constructed from tetrahedrally coordinated Zn centers connected by imidazole-
derived linkers, exhibiting a wide variety of accessible topologies, many of which are 
isomorphic to zeolites1. ZIFs have potential applications in chemical separations because 
they exhibit high thermal and chemical stability and have pore sizes comparable to small 
molecules2,3. However, like many other metal organic frameworks (MOFs)4, ZIFs are 
susceptible to degradation under humid and corrosive environments5. Understanding and 
controlling the degradation of new materials in complex environments is often a 
prerequisite to their successful implementation in practical applications6.  
ZIF-8, one of the most well-studied ZIF structures, has 2-methylimidazole linkers 
and a sodalite (SOD) topology. ZIF-8 is considered to have robust hydrothermal 
stability7,8,9. Yaghi and co-workers7 demonstrated that ZIF-8 retained crystallinity and 
porosity after being boiled in water and refluxing solvent for 7 days. Liu et al. showed that 
the selectivity and permeance of a ZIF-8 membrane remained constant for more than 40 
days when left in atmospheric humidity10. However, recent experiments where ZIF-8 was 
contacted with pure water at room temperature revealed the release of Zn2+ ions from the 
structure, implying hydrolysis of ZIF-8 occurs in aqueous solution at a rate proportional to 
the ZIF-8 to water ratio11,12. The ratio of crystal to water appears to dictate the rate and 
                                                 
* Material in this chapter has been submitted for publication as Han, R.; Tyminska, N.; Schmidt, J.R.; Sholl, 
D. S. “Propagation of Degradation-induced Defects in Zeolitic Imidazolate Frameworks” to J Phys Chem C 
2019. 
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extent of dissolution of ZIF-8 and implies that previously observed water stability may 
have been a relative concentration effect; that is, exposure to sufficiently high relative 
concentration of pure water causes ZIF-8 to hydrolytically degrade. 
It is widely hypothesized that degradation in MOFs and ZIFs begins with localized 
defect sites, in analogy to the highly reactive point defects in zeolites13. Existing modeling 
work on formation of ZIF-8 defects has focused on point defects induced by humid or 
humid acid gas (CO2, SO2, NOx) environments14-16. Two types of defects, dangling linker 
(DL) and linker vacancy (LV) defects15,17, were computationally proposed as the most 
likely isolated bond-breaking events in ZIFs and have been experimentally observed with 
IR spectroscopy18 and solid state NMR19. The formation mechanisms attributed to these 
defects typically involve water or hydrated species attacking and breaking the Zn-N 
coordination bond14. This local description of defect formation, however, cannot fully 
describe the overall progression of material properties observed experimentally17-20, where 
extended exposure to humid acid gases is found to progressively amorphize the crystal 
structure and reduce the surface area of ZIF-8 and related materials. Similar degradation is 
observed during aqueous exposure; aqueous SO2 etches the (110) surface of ZIF-8 
preferentially21 and completely amorphizes the structures after extended exposures22. 
Interestingly, these processes are reversible upon appropriate post-treatment, an 
observation that has allowed synthesis of ZIF materials that are not easy to produce by 
direct synthesis23. 
In this chapter, we take an initial step towards bridging the gap between a 
microscopic description of individual defects in ZIF-8 and the long-term degradation 
observed experimentally. Specifically, we examine whether the existence of isolated 
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defects in ZIF-8 can promote further appearance of nearby defects. Our approach is 
motivated in part by previous work on UiO-66, a MOF for which inclusion of defects has 
been extensively examined24. Prior literature shows that UiO-66 can support multiple 
linker vacancy defects per twelve-coordinated Zr center25. These defects occur during 
crystallization, and their concentration can be tuned in synthesis by the addition of 
monocarboxylic acid modulators in varying proportions. Furthermore, these defect 
inclusions tend to cluster in controllable ways26, analogous to the correlated Schottky 
vacancies that have been described27,28 and computationally modeled29,30 in various 
transition metal oxides. Computational models indicate that there is a smaller energetic 
penalty to form defects after removing three or four linkers per metal node, and solution-
phase clustering of BDC molecules may further drive linker vacancies in the UiO-66 
framework31. 
It is not clear a priori if clustering of defects in MOFs will generally be favorable. 
In the related area of radiation damage in solids, extensive studies have shown that the size 
of damage-induced defects follows a power law that declines steeply with increasing defect 
size32,33,34. This observation indicates that even events that locally inject enormous amounts 
(keV) of energy do not typically create a cascade of events leading to large defects. We 
acknowledge, however, that the analogy between these radiation damage events and 
degradation during long term exposure to reactive environments is imperfect. In the 
situation we envisage for MOFs the material is subjected to the possibility of many separate 
reactive events separated in time rather than the “short, sharp shock” of radiation damage.  
In this work, we examine the hypothesis that defect propagation in ZIF-8 is 
promoted by the presence of existing defects. We showed previously that breaking a Zn-N 
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bond in ZIF-8 is exothermic, and subsequently cleaving the second Zn-N bond to create a 
linker vacancy is even less energetically demanding15. Here, we investigate a prototypical 
defect propagation mechanism (using water to cleave the Zn-N bond), examining the 
dependence of the energy of formation of a second defect on its proximity of the first 
defect. In this case, we show that defect clustering is energetically favorable, that is, the 
presence of existing defects favors further defect formation. We then examine examples 
where H2SO4 protonates the Zn-N bond and demonstrate that, in agreement with 
experimental observations, defect propagation is even more favorable in an acidic 
environment. 
4.2 Simulation Methods 
4.2.1 Density functional theory (DFT) calculations 
Dispersion-corrected periodic density functional theory (DFT) calculations were 
performed using the Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP) at the general gradient 
approximation (GGA) level35, using a restricted Kohn-Sham formalism with projector-
augmented wave (PAW) method pseudopotentials and the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) 
exchange-correlation functional combined with the DFT-D3 method of Grimme36. The 
ZIF-8 unit cell was obtained from the cubic crystal structure in the Cambridge Structural 
Database (CSD), which contains 276 atoms with lattice constant 16.99 Å. During geometry 
optimization of the pristine (defect-free) ZIF-8, both lattice parameters and ionic positions 
were fully relaxed using a conjugate gradient algorithm with a 600 eV plane wave energy 
cutoff until interionic forces were smaller than 0.01 eV/Å. The optimized lattice constant 
was 17.18 Å. The optimized unit cell structure was then used to construct models of the 
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defect bulk ZIF-8. Lattice parameters were fixed in all the following energy-minimization 
calculations but atoms were relaxed until interionic forces were smaller than 0.01 eV/Å. A 
Gaussian smearing function of width 0.2 eV was used to smear the electronic occupation 
around the Fermi level37. The Brillouin zone was only sampled at the Γ-point for all 
calculations. VASP was used for all calculations involving fewer than 600 atoms. 
To examine any possible finite size (i.e. concentration) effects, it was necessary to 
model defects in a 2×2×2 supercell of ZIF-8. The CP2K 4.1 code38 with the Quickstep 
method39,40 was used for these DFT supercell calculations on more than 600 atoms (Section 
4.3.1.) because it is computationally more efficient than VASP. To verify the consistency 
between CP2K and VASP results, identical 1×1×2 ZIF-8 lattices with and without defects 
were relaxed using both codes, and the relative energy difference between the defect and 
defect free lattices were found to be in good agreement; ΔECP2K = 1.07 eV and ΔEVASP = 
1.08 eV, respectively. Parameters for the CP2K calculations were as follows: electronic 
energy was minimized until the convergence criterion for the self-consistent field 
procedure (1.0×10−7) was reached using a standard diagonalization method (LAPACK) as 
implemented in CP2K; Goedecker-Teter-Hutter pseudo-potentials41,42,43  were used to treat 
nuclear and core electronic densities; and valence electrons were represented by a mixed 
Gaussian (MOLOPT-DZVP)44 and plane-wave (GPW)45 (with a cutoff of 600 Ry for the 
finest grid) basis set scheme. 
4.2.2 X-ray diffraction (XRD) simulation 
Simulated XRD patterns were calculated in Mercury46 assuming a CuKα radiation 
source (λ = 1.54056 Å) and symmetric pseudo-Voight peaks with 0.05 full width at half 
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maximum. Hydrogen atoms were assigned 0.06 Å2 isotropic atomic displacements and all 
other atoms were assigned 0.05 Å2 displacements. 
4.3 Results and Discussion 
To probe how bond-breaking reactions in ZIF-8 lead to structural degradation, we 
pose three sequential questions: (1) Does defect proximity influence the formation energy 
of subsequent defects? (2) How does defect proximity vary spatially and chemically? (3) 
Can we extrapolate from what we learn about defect proximity preference to explain 
degradation in complex environments on long timescales? 
We start with the simplest model of a defect formation event: water-induced 
cleavage of the Zn-N bond in ZIF-8. The defect formation energy, ΔE, is defined as 
 ΔE E  E  E  (4-1) 
where Edefect ZIF, Epristine ZIF, and EH2O are the energies of a ZIF structure containing the 
defect, a defect-free ZIF structure, and an isolated water molecule, respectively. A negative 
value of ΔE denotes an exothermic reaction. Defect models were constructed in a periodic 
ZIF-8 unit cell and calculations were performed using the VASP software as described in 
Section 4.2.1. 
 Breaking a single Zn-N bond in ZIF-8 creates a dangling linker (DL) defect14,15,17. 
This defect can take several distinct forms, depending on the conformation of the dangling 
linker and termination of the open metal site. In what we denote the DL-in conformation 
(Figure 4.1, A), the linker remains in the original Zn-Imidazole-Zn plane, and the Zn-Zn 
distance increases from 6.0 Å to 7.9 Å. In what we denote the DL-out conformation (Figure 
4.1, B and C), the Zn-Zn distance is closer to 7.0 Å, and the imidazole swings 
approximately 30 out of the plane. For each of these two conformations, we also need to  
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Figure 4.1. Three configurations for an isolated water-induced dangling linker (DL) 
defect in ZIF-8, and their associated formation energies: DL-in (A) versus DL-out (B, 
C) and metal terminations Zn-OH (A, C) versus Zn-H2O (B). The two Zn terminations 
represent two different reactions, separated by proton transfer. This figure and all 
subsequent molecular structures were produced using VESTA47. 
 
consider whether the attacking water molecule adsorbs at the newly created open metal site 
(Figure 4.1, B), or whether it adsorbs and transfers a proton to the dangling imidazole 
while the remaining hydroxyl terminates the Zn (Figure 4.1, A and C). All of the accessible 
DL states and their associated formation energies are summarized in Figure 4.1. These 
energies are comparable with the single dangling linker formation energy of 0.51 eV 
calculated by Zhang et al.14, although we point out the different lattice constant and zero 
damping DFT-D3 correction (as opposed to Becke-Johnson damping) used in this study. 
While the previous work constructed a representative dangling linker defect, we explicitly 
constructed distinct defect structures with dramatically different local geometries (DL-in 
versus DL-out) and proton transfer chemistry (Zn-OH versus Zn-H2O) in order to fully 
sample conformation space. We also performed calculations probing the existence of a DL-
in, Zn-H2O terminated defect but in all cases these structures spontaneously relaxed into 
the more favorable DL-in, Zn-OH state. Termination has more impact than conformation 
on formation energy of the first defect; B is more favorable than A or C by ~0.35 eV, while 
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A is only 0.04 eV more favored than C. If only an isolated defect forms, we expect the 
most energetically stable state B to dominate. With additional DL defects, we can ask if B 
will always form or if the relative stability of the defects is influenced by their local defect 
environment. This question is addressed in Section 4.3.2. 
 
Figure 4.2. A linker vacancy (LV) defect formed by two successive bond-breaking 
events involving two water molecules. Once both Zn-N bonds attaching a linker to the 
ZIF-8 framework are hydrolyzed, the liberated imidazole is protonated by one of the 
water molecules, and the open Zn sites are terminated by hydrogen-bonded water and 
hydroxyl. 
 
While there are many possible conformations for a dangling linker (DL) defect, 
there is only one defect state for a linker vacancy (LV) defect, shown in Figure 4.2. Two 
Zn-N water-induced bond-breaking events are required to form this defect. After one of 
the water molecules donates an H atom to protonate the liberated imidazole, the remaining 
OH and H2O hydrogen bond. The linker vacancy formation energy is given as 
 ΔE E E E  2E 0.57 eV. (4-2) 
where E1LV is the energy of a ZIF structure containing a single linker vacancy defect, and 
EHL is the energy of an isolated protonated imidazole molecule. Again, this energy is 
comparable to the single linker vacancy formation energy 0.62 eV calculated by Zhang et 
al.14 However, we can also think of the LV defect as the sum of two successive Zn-N bond-
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breaking events on either end of an imidazole linker. Recall that proton transfer is most 
important distinction for the reaction energy of breaking a single Zn-N bond to form a DL 
defect. It follows that one of the bond-breaking events required for LV formation involves 
proton transfer and the other does not; order does not matter because there is a unique 
product state. We can compare the energy of the linker vacancy to the energies of two 
isolated dangling linker defects (denoted E1DL,A or E1DL,B) as follows 
 E E E  E , E , 0.62 eV. (4-3) 
Since the energy difference between the A and B states was 0.35 eV, it is 0.27 eV more 
exothermic to form a LV defect than to form two infinitely separated DL defects. If we 
assume that the linker remains in the pore rather than being removed, as has been recently 
suggested16, it is still 0.11 eV more favorable (the EHL term is dropped in Equation 4-3) to 
form the LV defect than to form two infinitely separated DL defects. This suggests that 
breaking two nearby bonds is energetically favorable, an observation we examine further 
in the following section. 
4.3.1 Clustered defects are energetically preferred in ZIF-8 
The energy required to form a second defect located far in the bulk from a first 
defect is necessarily independent of the first defect’s formation energy. Therefore, 
preference for or against the formation of additional defects can only be relevant within 
some distance from an existing defect. Here, we investigate whether proximity is favorable 
or unfavorable to subsequent defect formation in ZIF-8 and we establish the distance 
threshold at which the formation of a second defect becomes energetically independent 
from the first. 
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Since the linker vacancy is well-defined (it only has one conformation) and already 
represents a more clustered state than the single bond-breaking event, we can simplify the 
number of conformations we have to consider by considering the proximity between two 
linker vacancy defects. This is quantified by measuring the Zn-Zn distance between two 
OH-terminated metal centers. Given this definition, the closest possible defects are 
adjacent – two of the four imidazoles to which any one metal center is tetrahedrally 
coordinated are removed, creating two adjacent linker vacancies that share a Zn vertex. 
This situation is illustrated in Figure 4.3. To examine a range of defect separation 
distances, we constructed a 2×2×2 supercell. Within this computational volume, the 
farthest unique Zn-Zn separation attainable while considering periodic images is ~25 Å. 
We built a series of defect systems with two LVs separated by 0, ~6, ~14, ~20, and ~25 Å 
(see Figure 4.3), which is equivalent to a second LV located 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4 linkers away 
from a first LV. Formation energies for the 2LV systems (ΔE ) and the infinite separation 
reference (ΔE , ) are defined as follows:  
 ΔE E , 2E E  4E  4-4  
 ΔE , 2 ∗ E   4-5  
Structures with LVs separated by 0 and ~6 Å were constructed in 1×1×2 supercells 
and relaxed in CP2K and VASP to ascertain good agreement between the calculation 
methods (see Section 4.2.1). The optimized LV pairs were then placed into 2×2×2 
supercells, and additional 2×2×2 supercells were constructed for LV pairs separated by 
~14, ~20 and ~25 Å. CP2K was used to relax this set of 2×2×2 systems and calculate the 
LV pair formation energies. It is evident from Figure 4.4 that forming two defects close 
together (within ~14 Å) is considerably more favorable than forming isolated defects. 
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Adjacent LVs sharing a Zn vertex (Zn-Zn = 0 Å) require 0.2 eV less energy to form than 
the infinite separation reference state. More than half this energy, about 0.14 eV, is 
associated with placing the second defect just one linker away (~6 Å). This indicates a 
strong preference for adjacent clustering of two linker vacancy defects. 
4.3.2 Predicting the likeliest defect pair states 
The results above indicate that clustering of LV defects in ZIF-8 is energetically 
preferred. This motivated us to systematically investigate possible ways to form a second 
nearby defect and predict the most favorable defect pair states. We already established that 
at separations beyond 14 Å forming a second LV is energetically independent of the first 
LV defect, so it is sufficient to consider defect pairs in a single ZIF-8 unit cell with lattice 
constant ~17 Å. This system size means we could calculate formation energies using 
VASP, as detailed in Section 4.2.1. 
Formation of an initial defect by breaking the first Zn-N bond was thoroughly 
considered above in terms of the possible conformations and terminations (see Figure 4.1). 
Termination was the most important factor, leading to our identification of an A and B type 
DL defect representing Zn-OH and Zn-H2O termination, respectively. Now we ask which 
bond is most favored to break next, after initial defect formation. To answer this question, 
we have several new considerations. First, the second defect can create a linker vacancy 
(LV), or it can create a second dangling linker (DL). In the latter case, we also need to 
examine which dangling linker pair states are most stable. We will further demonstrate at 
the end of this section that it can be more favorable to create a second dangling linker than 
to form the linker vacancy.  
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The remaining considerations in forming a second DL defect have to do with 
orientation and location. Since the imidazole is only cleaved on one side, there are 
naturally two ends of the dangling linker defect: the terminated Zn and the dangling linker. 
  
 
Figure 4.3. Two linker vacancy defects constructed in a 2×2×2 periodic supercell of 
ZIF-8 and separated by 0 Å (top left), ~6 Å (top right), ~14 Å (bottom left), ~20 Å 
(bottom right). These four states have the second linker vacancy located 0, 1, 2, or 3 
linkers away from the first defect, respectively. 
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Figure 4.4. Formation energy of a second linker vacancy (LV) defect plotted as a 
function of its spatial separation from the first LV defect (discrete points), along with the 
infinite separation reference (horizontal lines). There is good agreement between 
formation energies calculated using CP2K and VASP. 
 
 
Figure 4.5. The 6-member ring ZIF-8 can be represented by a simplified schematic 
where the Zn nodes are connected by imidazoles represented as straight lines (black). 
Water-induced dangling linker (DL) defects are shown as Zn-ImH and OH-Zn. The two 
rings represent two ways to orient a second DL defect (orange) adjacent to a first defect 
(blue); the Zn-OH terminated ends can be closest (LXXL orientation) or the dangling 
Zn-ImH end can be closer to a Zn-OH terminated end (LXLX orientation). 
 
Figure 4.5 illustrates two possible ways to orient a new dangling linker with respect to the 
first, either with the two terminated ends sharing a Zn vertex (LXXL orientation) or the 
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dangling linker of one defect closer to the terminated Zn of the other defect (LXLX 
orientation). 
Two additional considerations pertain to the location of the second DL defects, 
namely adjacency and inclusion in the same ring. Figure 4.6 shows four combinations of 
these variations represented in a simplified cartoon of the sodalite (SOD) cage. A single 
SOD cage is composed of 24 metal nodes and 36 linkers, but the 1×1×1 unit cell of ZIF-8 
only contains 12 unique metal nodes (labelled A-L) and 24 unique linkers, shown as the 
grey Zn atoms and linkers in Figure 4.6, respectively. This implies that the SOD cage 
spans neighboring periodic images of the SOD unit cell, shown as blue Zn atoms and 
linkers. Therefore, when identifying all the unique Zn-Im-Zn pairs that can form DL 
defects, a closer site may be contained in a periodic image. Given a first DL defect 
(highlighted in cyan), the second DL defect (highlighted in orange) can be adjacent (“2DL 
adj”) or separated (“2DL away”). There is additional variation depending on whether both 
defects are in the same ring, and the size of the ring. ZIF-8 only has 4-member (4M) and 
6-member (6M) rings – “adj” defects can either share a 4M ring (Figure 4.6, bottom left) 
or a 6M ring (top left), and “away” defects can share a 4M ring, a 6M ring (top right), or 
no ring (bottom right, labelled “xN”).  
Accounting for all the possible combinations of forming a second DL defect given 
an initial A or B type DL, we built an exhaustive list of thirty-two defect pairs possible in 
a 1×1×1 unit cell and calculated the energy of each system. These energies are listed in 
Table C.1, where blank entries indicate that a defect state spontaneously relaxed into one 
of the others.  
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The results in Table C.1 show that adjacent, co-terminal DL defect pairs were most 
favorable. This agrees with the trend we observed for a pair of linker vacancy defects in 
Figure 4.4. By comparing the optimized final geometries of defect structures, we find that 
conformations with bond angles closest to the ideal tetrahedral bonding angle of 109.5 are 
more stable. More hydrogen bonding also increases stability, which explains the preference 
for co-terminal defects over adjacent defects oriented with one terminated end closer to 
one dangling linker end. 
 
Figure 4.6. A simplified schematic of the ZIF-8 SOD cage is shown where Zn atoms 
(labelled with letters A-L) are connected by imidazoles (represented as straight lines). Zn 
atoms and imidazoles within a 1×1×1 unit cell of ZIF-8 are grey, while nodes and linkers 
from neighboring periodic images are blue. Given a first dangling linker (DL) defect 
highlighted in cyan, there are multiple choices to place a second DL defect highlighted in 
orange: the two defects can be adjacent (“2DL adj”) or separated (“2DL away”), and they 
can either share a ring (“4M” or “6M”) or not (“xN”). 
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Figure 4.7. All three defects shown here are Zn-OH terminated (type B). From left to 
right, they are the optimized structures of the first defect B, the adjacent defect pair B2, 
and a pair of defects 2B separated by one linker which do not share a ring (“away, xN” 
in the previously defined terminology). 
 
Based on the above observations, we know the most energetically favorable DL 
pairs will have adjacent, co-terminal defects. To quantify how much more energetically 
favorable these systems are compared to other types of defect pairs, we can simplify our 
description of each defect state using a combination of A and B type dangling linkers. Since 
the B dangling linker was favored for the first defect, we started by considering the complex 
defect configurations for a pair of type B defects. Figure 4.7 shows the single defect (left), 
a pair of adjacent co-terminal defects B2 (middle), and a pair of separated defects 2B (right). 
We can therefore introduce the site-vacancy notation in Figure 4.7 to indicate possible 
arrangements in a 1×1×1 unit cell. The energy differences for several scenarios of interest 
can be summarized using this notation as in Figure 4.8.  
The results for a pair of Type B defects are shown in Figure 4.8. There is a 0.43 
eV energetic penalty associated with forming the second defect even one linker’s distance 
away from the first (the 2B state) instead of adjacent to the first (the B2 state). Slightly 
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more energy is required to separate a defect pair by an infinite distance (the 2(B) state, 
which, by definition, requires twice the formation energy of the single type B defect to 
form). This penalty is 0.59 eV if we start from the adjacent pair, or 0.16 eV if we start with 
the pair separated by one linker’s distance. These results indicate clear preference for a 
second type B defect to form in a co-terminal orientation at an adjacent location to the first. 
That is, the answer to the Shakespearean question “2B or not 2B” is, at least in terms of 
energy preference, “not 2B”. 
 
 
Figure 4.8. Site-vacancy notation describing the energetics of separating a pair of 
clustered type B defects (top), removing one of a pair of clustered defects infinitely far 
away (middle), or removing one of a pair of separated defects infinitely far away 
(bottom). Each black square represents a single ZIF-8 unit cell with periodic boundary 
conditions. The energies are all exothermic, indicating a preference for clustering. 
 
We can also examine defect pairs containing type A defects. For a pair of type A 
defects, the A2, 2A, and 2(A) states are defined in the same way as the B2, 2B, and 2(B) 
states. For a mixed pair of type A and B defects, we define the AB state as a pair of adjacent, 
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co-terminally A and B defects, the A_B state as a pair of A and B defects separated by one 
linker’s distance, and the A+B state as an infinitely separated pair of A and B defects. Site 
vacancy descriptions similar to Figure 4.8 for the A only pair and mixed AB pair are 
included Figure C.1 and Figure C.2.   
Figure 4.9 compares the formation energies for all single and pair defect states 
discussed thus far. There are two main conclusions. First, as we already stated, B has the 
lowest single defect formation energy (compared to the other single defect states A and C) 
and therefore we expect that the first defect to form will be type B. However, when we add 
a defect, having two A defects adjacent and co-terminal is the most favorable pair defect 
state – the A2 defect shown in Figure 4.9 (inset) has the lowest formation energy among 
all single and pair defects, although the B2 state has a comparable formation energy. It is 
surprising and significant that the clustered defect pair is more stable than the single defect 
system, indicating that the energy gain from clustering is larger in magnitude than the 
single defect formation energy. 
 To understand why the less favorable single defect A suddenly becomes more 
favorable when a second, adjacent A defect is introduced, we posit that the dangling linker 
formation energy can be split into the sum of an intrinsic energy cost to hydrolyze a Zn-N 
bond, 𝜖, plus a “strain” cost of the surrounding framework distorting to accommodate the 
dangling linker, 𝜎. Therefore, for the first defect: 




Figure 4.9. Formation energies of ZIF-8 systems with no defects, single defects, and 
defect pairs. The A2 defect pair is the most stable configuration and its geometry is shown 
in the inset. The A2, B2, and AB defect pairs are oriented co-terminally and located 
adjacent to one another. The 2A, 2B, and A_B defect pairs are located one linker’s 
distance apart. The 2(A), 2(B), and A+B defect pairs are located infinitely far away from 
one another. We also considered both linker vacancy defects where the freed linker 
remains near the pore window (ImH remains), and where it has diffused away (ImH 
removed). 
 
 If forming a second adjacent dangling linker can relieve the strain cost fully by 
introducing more flexibility into the larger defect site, the overall energy required to 
introduce two dangling linkers would be double the intrinsic energy cost: 
 ΔE 2𝜖 (4-7) 
In this description, the intrinsic energy cost is assumed to be approximately independent of 
conformation since it only depends on the nature of the Zn-N bond being broken. If this 
simple description is valid, the difference in energy cost to form A, B, and C type defects 
should be entirely explained by the strain cost, which is alleviated in the subsequent A2, 
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B2, and C2 defects, respectively. We independently estimated 𝜖 and 𝜎 from the formation 
energies for single and pair defect states, giving the results in Table 4.1. These results show 
that the intrinsic energy cost is consistently ~0.13 eV, with significantly more variation in 
the strain cost for the three defect types. This approximate analysis strongly suggests that 
propagation of bond-breaking defects is favorable when clustering of defects creates 
conformations where framework strain is alleviated. This observation may be useful in 
considering the potential clustering of defects in a much broader range of MOFs than the 
single example of ZIF-8 that we have considered here. 
Table 4.1. Formation energies (all in eV) of single and pair dangling linker defect 
states, decomposed into the sum of the intrinsic energy cost 𝝐 to hydrolyze a Zn-N 
bond and the strain cost 𝝈 of accommodating framework deformation due to the 
dangling linker. 
Defect 𝚫𝐄𝐃 𝝐 𝝈 𝚫𝐄𝐃𝟐 𝟐𝝐 𝝐 𝝈 
A 0.77 0.24 0.12 0.65 
B 0.42 0.25 0.13 0.30 
C 0.81 0.25 0.13 0.69 
4.3.3 Acid gas hydrolyzed defect pairs 
Previous work has demonstrated that ZIF-8 degrades readily upon exposure to 
humid SO2 and DFT calculations supported the conclusion that energetics of defect 
formation were significantly more favorable with H2SO4 (rather than H2O) as the 
protonating species17. Here we extend that analysis by examining pairs of defects, replacing 
H2O with H2SO4 as the acid. Based on the previous definitions of an A and B type single 
DL defect, depending on whether a proton is transferred from the acid to the dangling 
imidazole linker, we can similarly define an α and β structure for the first H2SO4 defect as 
shown in Figure 4.10. The formation energy of this first defect is given as 
 ΔE , E  E  E  (4-8) 
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Figure 4.10. Single dangling linker defect states α and β for H2SO4-induced defects. The 
α state with proton transfer is exothermic while the β state is not. 
 
Unlike the single water-induced defect, the α state where sulfuric acid transfers a 
proton to the dangling imidazole linker is preferred; the β state has a non-spontaneous 
formation energy (see Figure 4.10). This is likely due to the much higher Bronsted acidity 
of sulfuric acid vs. water, making proton transfer much more favorable. Based on our 
previous defect pair calculations involving water, we focus on the A2 and AB states with 
H2SO4 as the degradation agent. We consider systems where one or both water molecules 
are replaced by sulfuric acid – the αA and αB states or the α2 and αβ states, respectively. 
The reaction energy for these four defect pair states αD (D = α, β, A, or B) are calculated 
as shown in Equations 4-9 and 4-10, where ΔΔE  compares the change in energy of 
replacing water with sulfuric acid in an otherwise identical reaction. 
 ΔE E E  E E  (4-9) 
 ΔΔE ΔE ΔE  (4-10) 
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When only one water is substituted with H2SO4, the reaction energies are 
significantly more exothermic than the defect pair reaction energies with only water: 
ΔΔE  = -0.55 eV and ΔΔE  = -0.97 eV. This agrees with previous work17 that 
degradation in ZIF-8 is accelerated by humid SO2. However, when both water molecules 
are replaced with sulfuric acid, the reaction energies are no longer significantly more 
exothermic than the H2O pair defects, ΔΔE  = -0.08 eV and ΔΔE  = 0.52 eV. This may 
be due to steric reasons – H2SO4 is a larger molecule than H2O – or it may indicate that the 
presence of water is necessary to creating a favorable αA or αB intermediate state. 
4.3.4 Thermodynamics of additional defect propagation 
Having exhaustively considered the relative formation energy for defect pairs, we 
now want to determine whether it is energetically preferable to introduce a third DL 
adjacent to pre-existing defects or some distance away from them. The combinations of 
possible triplet defect states are too extensive to be exhaustively explored, as we have done 
with the defect pairs. Instead, we show four sample triplet defect states in Figure 4.11; 
their corresponding defect formation energies (referenced to energy of pristine ZIF-8 and 
three isolated water molecules) are plotted in comparison to the defect pair formation 
energies in Figure 4.12. Two of these defect triplets (States III and IV in Figure 4.11) have 
lower formation energy than any other defect state we have examined. Some of this 
energetic gain from additional clustering may be due to finite size effects as we add more 
and more defects into a unit cell simulation model. Nevertheless, the existence of these 
energy downhill states suggests that adding multiple defects can reduce the overall 
formation energy of the system, leading to spontaneous defect propagation. It is interesting 
to note that the most preferred configurations for three DL defects are to share a 6M ring; 
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recall that for DL pairs, defects located adjacent and co-terminal in the same 4M ring were 
preferred. We attribute this to the increased strain cost of adding a third DL in the same 
4M ring, which is less pronounced in the same 6M ring because the larger ring has more 
flexibility to accommodate the defects. 
 
 
Figure 4.11. Four examples of triple defect states where water hydrolyzes three Zn-N 
bonds in each system to form three dangling linker defects. The three defects can be 
located, relative to one another, adjacent and co-terminal (I), sequentially around the same 
4M ring (II), or sequentially around the same 6M ring (III and IV). 
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If we were to extend the above procedure, our data seems to suggest that we could 
identify energetically favorable states with four defects, five defects, and so on, ultimately 
leading to amorphization. However, it is worth noting that we have not considered entropic 
contributions to the defect formation process. In particular, we expect a significant increase 
in conformational entropy as we add more dangling linkers to the structure. At the same 
time, since our calculations assume that the proton-donating agent is adsorbing from the 
gas phase, there is a non-trivial loss of entropy associated with each adsorption event (this 
is less significant if the proton donor is in the solution phase). A comprehensive 
investigation of defect propagation must assess the entropy and free energy of the system, 
which is beyond the scope of the present work. 
 
Figure 4.12. Formation energies of ZIF-8 systems with two and three defects, referenced 
to the pristine ZIF-8 structure. The defect triplets from Figure 4.11 are labelled I, II, III 
and IV. The defect triplet labelled III (see Figure 4.11) is the most stable structure and 
its geometry is shown in the inset figure. III and IV both demonstrate examples of triple 
defect states with lower overall formation energy than any other defect structure. 
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4.3.5 Diffraction patterns of defective materials 
The results above provide compelling evidence that formation of point defects in 
ZIF-8 can be self-propagating in the sense that the presence of initial defects favors the 
formation of additional nearby defects. It is useful to consider whether this description of 
defect formation can be connected with experimental observations of degraded materials. 
We have made an initial attempt to tackle this challenging task by comparing the simulated 
powder pattern for various models of defective materials with experimental X-ray 
diffraction (XRD) measurements of ZIF-8 exposed to corrosive environments. Figure 4.13 
shows experimental PXRD spectra from previous work by Bhattacharyya et al. for ZIF-8 
exposed to 20 ppm of humid SO2 for 5, 10, and 15 days, with each spectrum normalized to 
the highest intensity peak.17 A simulated powder pattern for pristine ZIF-8 is shown for 
reference. Degradation of the material is associated with loss of peak intensity, an increase 
in broad amorphous background, changes in peak position, and the appearance of peak 
splitting or new peaks. The main changes in peak position are highlighted in Figure 4.13 
(labelled a-g) and they are most pronounced in the spectra taken after 10 days of exposure. 
After 15 days of exposure, the BET surface area of the material had decreased by 55% 
relative to the pre-exposed material and the crystallinity relative to the sample after 10 days 
of exposure was reduced. 
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Figure 4.13. Experimental XRD spectra of ZIF-8 after exposure to humid SO2 for 0, 5, 
10, and 15 days, with the simulated powder pattern of pristine ZIF-8 shown for 
comparison. Each spectrum has been normalized to the highest peak intensity; no offset 
was used in plotting the spectra. The main instances of peak splitting and new peaks are 
highlighted in red and labelled a-g. Experimental data was obtained from Bhattacharyya 
et al.11 
 
When considering whether models of defective structures might give insight into 
the experimental spectra, we can identify two extremes; one where isolated defects are 
spread throughout the material, and one where we have a clustered pocket of defects in an 
otherwise pristine material. Our earlier predictions about defect clustering behavior would 
suggest the latter is more likely to occur, especially in earlier stages of degradation.  
To model the clustered defects, we considered two cases representing degradation 
restricted to a pocket of defects. We defined the simulation models by constructing 3×3×3 
superlattices and introducing defects only in one 1×1×1 cell. In one case, all the linkers in 
the defect pocket were cleaved from the Zn framework and removed, creating a vacant 
defect pocket. This was approximated by a 3×3×3 simulation volume with all the atoms in 
one unit cell removed. In the second case, we considered a system where all the linkers in 
the defect pocket have been cleaved and the pocket subsequently collapses into a dense, 
amorphous phase. This amorphous pocket was represented by a 3×3×3 simulation model 
with all the atoms in one 17×17×17 Å3 unit cell randomly moved to new positions within 
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a 14×14×14 Å3 volume centered within the unit cell. In both cases, we broke all 48 Zn-N 
out of a total 1,296 Zn-N bonds in the 3×3×3 superlattice, giving a defect concentration of 
3.7% calculated in terms of the number of Zn-N bonds. Clearly neither of these simple 
models accurately represents the atomic structure of a fully evolved cluster of defects, but 
they can provide some initial intuition. Figure 4.14 shows simulated XRD spectra for the 
vacated (blue dashed line) and amorphous (blue dotted line) defect pockets. In both cases, 
the minor changes that appear in the spectra are not similar to what is seen experimentally. 
This suggests that while it seems likely that defect “pockets” can appear in the initial stages 
of degradation, these structures will not have a simple experimental signature accessible 
by powder XRD. 
To model materials with spatially separated defects, we started by randomly 
inserted one dangling-linker defect per unit cell in a 1×1×1 superlattice. Breaking one Zn-
N bond out of 48 total bonds in every unit cell gives a 4.1% defect concentration. Unlike 
the clustered defect model, however, the simulated spectra of the 1 defect/cell bulk 
structure (see Figure C.4) showed a sharp increase in background signal. Many of these 
new peaks are likely to be artefacts related to the specific periodicity of our simulation. To 
distinguish the new features that are caused by defects, we constructed additional 2×2×2 
and 5×5×4 superlattices with 1 dangling linker defect independently inserted at random in 
each unit cell. The XRD simulated spectra for these models (see Figure C.5) showed 
variation in the amount of background signal. Unsurprisingly, the largest simulation 
volume (5×5×4 superlattice) most closely approximates a macroscopic bulk structure, 
showing background most similar to the background broadening we measure 
experimentally. Several peaks consistent across varying simulation size are indicated by 
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black arrows in Figure C.5. We also tested sensitivity to the overall concentration of 
defects by building models where we randomly introduced 1 dangling linker defect per 
1×1×1 unit cell, 1 defect per 2 unit cells (0.5 defects/cell), or 1 defect per 3 unit cells (0.3 
defects/cell) into a 3×3×3 superlattice. Reducing the defect concentration to 0.3 defects/cell 
significantly reduces background noise in the simulated XRD spectrum (see Figure C.6 in 
Appendix C), but we find that three of the new peaks consistent across simulation size are 
also robust to the defect concentration, as indicated by black arrows in Figure C.6. These 
peaks occur at approximately 11.5, 21.3 and 23.7, corresponding to diffraction from the 
6 0 3 , 12 0 3 , and 12 6 3  lattice planes, respectively. The reason that these particular 
high index lattice planes appear is not obvious to us. 
Finally, we modeled a “severely degraded” limit of high defect concentration. Since 
experiments have shown that degraded ZIF-8 can be recovered to its pristine state through 
immersion in a linker-rich solution21, we constructed two examples of this degraded state 
by adding to all atomic positions in a 3×3×3 superlattice a random shift drawn from a 
Gaussian distribution with mean  = 0 Å and standard deviation  = 0.05 Å (Figure 4.14, 
dashed red line) or  = 0.1 Å (Figure 4.14, solid red line) in three dimensions. Although 
these structures are not easily recognized as ZIF-8, they retain similar long-range 
periodicity to the pristine state, seen in the consistency of the major peaks. We can compare 
them to the experimentally exposed material (Figure 4.14, green line) as well as the main 
changes in peak position previously identified for the degraded structure. Significant 
blurring of the atomic positions ( = 0.1 Å) is necessary to produce amorphous background 
comparable to that seen in experimental spectra for degraded ZIF-8; the bulk model with 
only slight blurring has negligible background. While there are features in this model that 
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resemble features attributed to defects in the experimental degraded structure, they are not 
sufficiently distinguishable from the overall background noise. However, it is interesting 
to note that the same peaks identified earlier at 11.5, 21.3 and 23.7 are present (Figure 
4.14, black arrows) in both bulk defect models with slight blurring and significant blurring 
of the atomic positions. Additionally, the peaks at 11.5 and 21.3 may match experimental 
features b and e. 
 
Figure 4.14. Simulated XRD patterns of ZIF-8 where defects are clustered in a single 
cell of a 3×3×3 superlattice (blue, short dashed and dotted), and where the bulk of the 
3×3×3 superlattice is degraded (red, dashed and solid). The clustered defect structures 
and slightly degraded bulk structure (red, dashed) show little change from the pristine 
ZIF-8 spectra, but the severely degraded structure (red, solid) shows significant increase 
in amorphous background and new peaks (black arrows). Experimental data of ZIF-8 
exposed to 20 ppm of humid SO2 for 10 days is shown in green (from Figure 4.13), with 
the same peak splitting and new peak features highlighted as from Figure 4.13. All 
spectra are normalized to their highest peak. 
 
We have identified defect models where the simulated power patterns are 
comparable to the experimental XRD spectra of degraded ZIF-8 structures in increased 
background noise and new peaks. The intensity and broadness of background noise are 
dependent on system size, but the new peaks around 11.5 and 21.3 are consistent even 
when we vary the system size (2×2×2, 3×3×3, or 5×5×4 systems), defect concentration (1 
defect/cell, 0.5 defects/cell, and 0.3 defects/cell), and type of defect (dangling linker, or 
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Gaussian blurred). This suggests that even though powder XRD is a spatially averaged 
technique, there may be some signatures of local degradation of ZIF-8 that are detectable 
using XRD. 
4.4 Conclusion 
In this chapter, we have focused on the sequence of events that ultimately leads to 
degradation of ZIF-8, a prototypical MOF, in the presence of adsorbed water or humid acid 
gases. Using DFT calculations, we considered a wide range of scenarios for forming single 
or pair defect states in ZIF-8. We demonstrated that defect proximity reduces the formation 
energy of the second defect in a pair of defects. We also showed that the formation energy 
can be further reduced when a third defect is added in close proximity to an existing pair 
of defects. These observations strongly suggest the spontaneous formation of clusters of 
defects in ZIF-8 is likely in any situation where initial formation of isolated point defects 
will occur. In the case of defect pairs, adjacent and co-terminally located defects are 
favored. Among the limited set of defect triplets we considered the most energetically 
preferred states place the defects in 6M rings of ZIF-8 where the larger ring size can more 
flexibly accommodate them.  A simple description that approximates the defect formation 
energy as the sum of an intrinsic bond-breaking cost that is independent of defect type or 
clustering and a strain cost associated with the local geometry and conformation around 
the defect site is a useful way to understand our results. This is a mechanism that is likely 
not restricted to ZIF-8 defects; it seems likely that a similar description will be helpful in 
assessing the preference for defect clustering in other MOFs.  
Our DFT calculations have only examined the thermodynamics of defect 
clustering. The energetic preference for defect clustering suggests it is plausible that the 
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activation energies for creating new defects adjacent to existing defects are lower than for 
creating isolated defects, but we have not directly tested this hypothesis. We also cannot 
conclusively state that the energetic preference for defect clustering continues as the defect 
clusters continue to increase in size. The description given above in terms of strain 
relaxation hints that defect clustering is unlikely to self-terminate, but we cannot 
categorically rule out the possibility that configurations of more than three defects exist for 
which the strain cost of adding additional defects increases with cluster size. 
Finally, we qualitatively considered how our calculations, which focused on water-
induced defects, relate to experimentally observed degradation of ZIF-8 in the presence of 
humid SO2. Our DFT calculations compared the energetics of defect propagation when we 
substitute water in our models with sulfuric acid and found that partial substitution results 
in a much more favorable degradation reaction, in agreement with the experimental 
observation that humid SO2 degrades ZIF-8 much more severely than humidity alone. 
Second, we constructed a variety of defect models and compared the simulated powder 
patterns against experimental XRD spectra for degraded ZIF-8. We find new peaks around 
11.5, 21.3, and 23.7 robust to variation of system size, defect concentration, and defect 
type; these peaks are likely indicative of defect presence and may match new features 




APPENDIX C. SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER 4 
 
Table C.1. Formation Energies (in eV) of All Possible First and Second Defects 
1st Defect: Dangling Linker 
(A) DL-in, Zn-OH 0.77 
(B) DL-out, Zn-H2O 0.42 
(C) DL-out, Zn-OH 0.81 
2nd Defect: Linker Vacancy 
 Linker removed 0.57 
 Linker remains 0.74 
2nd Defect: New Dangling Linker 
 DL-in DL-out 
 LXXL orientation LXLX orientation LXXL orientation LXLX orientation 
 Zn-H2O Zn-OH Zn-H2O Zn-OH Zn-H2O Zn-OH Zn-H2O Zn-OH 
adj, 4M 0.30 0.69 0.69  0.49 0.24 0.69 0.67 
adj, 6M  0.91 0.66 0.46 0.22 0.04 0.88 0.88 
away, 6M 0.45 0.42   0.25 0.53 0.97 0.66 1.00 




C.1 Site-vacancy Notation Describing A-Type Defect Pairs and Triplets 
 
Figure C.1. Site-vacancy notation describing the energetics of separating a pair of 
clustered type A defects (top), removing one of a pair of clustered defects infinitely far 
away (middle), or removing one of a pair of separated defects infinitely far away 
(bottom). Each black square represents a single ZIF-8 unit cell with periodic boundary 




Figure C.2. Site-vacancy notation describing the same three processes as in Figure C.1 
for a mixed pair of defects. The energies are all exothermic, indicating a preference for 
clustering. 
 
Figure C.3. Site-vacancy notation for removing one defect out of a type A triplet cluster 
(top), removing the type B defect out of an AAB triplet cluster (middle), and removing 
one type A defect out of an AAB triplet cluster (bottom). The geometry optimized AAB 












Figure C.4. Simulated XRD patterns of ZIF-8 with ~4% defect percentage distributed randomly
throughout a bulk 3×3×3 superlattice (orange) or clustered in single unit cell of a 3×3×3
superlattice (blue) 
Figure C.5. Simulated XRD patterns of ZIF-8 with one randomly inserted defect per cell in a
2×2×2, 3×3×3, and 5×5×4 superlattice (~4% defect percentage). New peaks consistent across all








  Figure C.6. Simulated XRD patterns of ZIF-8 with one randomly inserted defect per one cell,
two cells, and three cells in a 3×3×3 superlattice. New peaks at 11.5, 21.3, and 23.7 are
consistent across all defect concentrations (indicated by black arrows), and were also previously
observed to be robust to simulation size (Figure C.5). 
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CHAPTER 5. IMPROVING THE REPRODUCIBILITY OF MOF 
SYNTHESIS* 
5.1 Introduction 
There have been increasing concerns that many, if not most, published findings in 
modern research are false1-3. Systematic efforts to examine this issue have been 
undertaken in biomedicine and psychology, but less is known about reproducibility in the 
materials-oriented research that underpins much of modern chemical engineering. 
Previous studies have examined the robustness of CO2 uptake in porous adsorbents4-5. 
Eleven independent experimental groups measured CO2 adsorption in a well-defined 
zeolite that is readily available to researchers through NIST and demonstrated good 
agreement between 13 experiments5. Park et al. also investigated the consistency among 
CO2 adsorption in a few well-studied MOFs and produced a set of criteria to determine 
consensus standards for these measurements4. However, this focus on specific 
applications may underestimate what is known about reproducibility of the underlying 
materials. This suggests a more foundational question that can be asked about 
reproducibility of materials-oriented research: once the synthesis of a new material is 
reported, how often is the synthesis independently replicated? If new materials in the 
literature are not made again, (or more precisely, their synthesis is not reported again in 
the open literature) then it inevitably follows that nothing can be known about the 
reproducibility of these materials or their properties. 
                                                 
* Some material in this chapter has been submitted for publication as Han, R.; Walton, K.S.; Sholl, D. S. 
“Does Chemical Engineering Research Have a Reproducibility Problem?” to Annu Rev Chem Biomol Eng 
2019. 
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In this chapter, we examine the above questions with respect to the synthesis of 
metal-organic framework (MOF) materials. The vast majority of MOF experiments are 
associated with only a few materials, yet more than 22,000 MOFs are catalogued in the 
Cambridge Structural Database (CSD)6, and a disorder-free subset of at least 5,000 
structures have been prepared and curated in the Computation Ready Experimental 
(CoRE) MOF database7. Here we selected a representative sample of 130 materials from 
the CoRE MOF database and examined their history in the open literature. We present 
statistical observations that may generalize to the larger database, before concluding with 
an anecdotal case study of several highly repeated syntheses.  
5.2 Methods† 
We selected 130 MOFs (~2.6% of the total) from the CoRE MOF database7 listed 
in Table D.1, all initially published between 2007 and 2013. Where possible, we chose 
examples in which the original report described a single CoRE MOF structure; this 
greatly simplified analysis of later papers that cited the original results. In some cases 
where the original paper identified an isoreticular family of structures but only a single 
material was entered into the CoRE MOF database, we looked for citations that re-
synthesized any variant reported by the original paper. We compared the number of 
citations on original papers found by Google Scholar and Web of Science; results from 
the two search engines typically differed by five or fewer citations. We randomly selected 
114 papers with between 14 and 57 citations as determined by Google Scholar. The 
“real” number of citations could be lower since Google Scholar occasionally double-
                                                 
† Data were collected with help from Mayank Agrawal in Dr. David Sholl’s research group, as well as 
undergraduate researchers Akshay Chiddarwar and Dinushka Herath at the Georgia Institute of 
Technology, Atlanta, GA. 
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counts citations if they exist in different formats (e.g. journal link versus pdf document). 
We removed citing papers in non-English language journals from the total number of 
citations since we were unable to determine if re-synthesis occurred in these works. The 
114 publications were combined with 16 papers (ranging from 8 to 168 citations) that had 
been selected more arbitrarily for an earlier pilot study8. That each original paper in the 
complete set of 130 MOFs had, on average, 34 citations (as of current writing) suggests 
these materials had properties of interest or values to the community, and therefore we 
should expect some of them to be re-synthesized. 
The number of average citations per paper did not depend strongly on time since 
publication, as seen in Table 5.1. Although papers published in 2013 had about 27 
citations per year each (one and a half standard deviations below the average of 34 
citations per paper across all years) the trend in previous years suggests a small increase 
in the number of citations per paper per year. We did not normalize the annualized 
citation count against elapsed time in subsequent analyses. 
 
Table 5.1. Breakdown from 2007 to 2013 of the number of original papers, total 





Total Number of 
Citations 
Avg Citations per 
Paper per Year 
2007 15 473 32 
2008 15 458 31 
2009 13 454 35 
2010 22 825 38 
2011 25 933 37 
2012 24 938 39 
2013 16 427 27 
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We examined each of the 4,508 papers that cited one of the original 130 synthesis 
reports to determine which materials had been synthesized again. We did not make 
judgments about the quality or outcome of repeat syntheses; if authors stated that they 
had made the same material as in an earlier paper, then we considered this an “exact” 
repeat synthesis. Only replicates with identical chemical formula and topology to the 
original material were considered exact reproduced syntheses. However, as previously 
discussed in Section 5.2, instances where the original paper reported a series of 
isoreticular structures but only a single material was entered into the CoRE MOF 
database, we considered citations that reproduced any variant synthesized in the original 
paper as exact re-syntheses. Variations in guest solvent inclusion or crystal lattice 
parameters (provided the topology and space group were still identical) were permissible 
for exact re-syntheses. Chemical variants of a MOFs sharing the same name, such as 
MIL-96 (Ga)9  and MIL-96 (Cr)10, were not counted as exact repeats but instead as 
“modified” syntheses. A citation was also considered to have performed a modified re-
synthesis if an organic linker was functionalized, if a metal center was substituted, if the 
crystal structure was a polymorph of the original structure, or if guest inclusions 
significantly changed the primary property of interest (such as the use of different 
cations). Our discussion below does not include double counting; if a citing paper 
repeated an exact synthesis and then further modified it, we counted this is an example of 
an exact repeat synthesis but did not include the modified synthesis. We also examined 
the citing papers to see if they shared one or more authors with the original report. If 
there was any overlap of authors between two papers, they were classified as having the 
same authors. 
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5.3 Results and Discussion 
5.3.1 Summary of repeated syntheses 
Figure 5.1 shows counts of repeated syntheses grouped by replicate classification 
(1a, exact or 1b, modified) and author set (same authors or new authors). Of the 130 
materials we surveyed, approximately a third (43/130) had not been synthesized again by 
any authors and nearly two thirds (80/130) had not been synthesized by a new group of 
authors separate from the original authors. Strikingly, instances of modified replicates 
outnumber exactly repeated materials by a significant margin; there are 252 modified 
syntheses and only 25 exact syntheses. Among the 15 materials for which an exact re-
synthesis was reported, the average number of re-syntheses was 1.6 per material. Among 
the 84 materials for which modified synthesis was reported, the average number of re-
syntheses was 3.0 per material. Recall that in our notation, a material was only recorded 
as having a modified synthesis reported if that report did not include data on synthesis of 
the original material. It seems likely that in many of the studies that developed modified 
syntheses, the original material was also produced during the course of the new work. 
This suggests that authors are consciously choosing to not include information about 
replicate syntheses when they report their work. If this is correct, the research community 
is missing the opportunity to strengthen the reliability of published literature by reporting 





Figure 5.1. Exact repeated syntheses of 130 MOFs (1a) and modified repeated syntheses 
of 130 MOFs (1b) separated by the same authors or new set of authors. Larger images are 




Figure 5.2. Number of exact (blue) and modified (orange) repeated syntheses plotted 
against total number of citations. Most papers had fewer than 75 citations each and were 
re-synthesized fewer than 8 times. The four materials labelled on the figure had the 
highest counts of total repeated synthesis as well as the most citations. 
 
Figure 5.2 shows there is not a strong correlation between the number of 
replicates and the number of citations of the initial paper. The four materials with the 
most citations, however, also had the highest counts of total repeated syntheses. With the 
highest number of repeat syntheses, SAPBIW (16 total repeats) is the material more 
commonly known as bio-MOF-100. This material has exceptionally high surface area 
(4,300 m2/g) and pore volume (4.3 cm3/g), as well as interesting bio-compatibility and 
anionic chemistry through its zinc-adeninate building clusters11. This MOF was exactly 
re-synthesized (at least) 7 times, twice by an independent set of authors and five times by 
researchers who were also on the original paper, and re-synthesized with modifications 9 
times. Some of the exact replicates were application-driven, such as Wei et al. who 
explored the dye encapsulation capabilities of bio-MOF-10012, but other authors 
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synthesized the original material as a foundation for subsequent linker exchange and 
functionalization13. Therefore, as suggested previously, it is likely that researchers who 
explored modified replicates also reproduced the original bio-MOF-100 at some point 
without explicitly reporting the synthesis. 
On the other hand, there were no exact replicates reported for the chiral 
Mn3(HCOO)6 MOF with reference code IJOMO0614; all 17 re-syntheses were modified, 
typically examining other chiral and antiferromagnetic materials that substituted Mn with 
Fe or Ni, used functionalized linkers, or explored different topologies. The remaining two 
of the four most highly cited and re-synthesized materials were MUVJIX (12 total 
repeats), demonstrating encapsulation of photoactive metal-diimine clusters in a 
framework to access new excitation states15; and XUNGUJ (8 total repeats), introducing 
a microporous lithium salt with hydrogen sorption capabilities despite a lack of exposed 
Li+ ions16. Each material was exactly replicated once; the remaining re-syntheses were all 
modifications of the original MOFs to explore different properties. 
Table 5.2. Hierarchy of replication in materials research and classification of MOFs 
investigated in this work. 
 
Exact Synthesis by 
Independent Researchers 
Exact Synthesis by 
Original Researchers 




















0 replicates 123 materials from set in Table 
D.1 not listed here 
121 materials from set in Table 
D.1 not listed here 
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A modified re-synthesis was more likely to be published by different authors (145 
out of 228), but most of the exactly repeated syntheses were carried out by the same 
group as the original report (16 out of 25). Table 5.2 groups all instances of exact re-
syntheses by number of replicates and author set. Only one material (SAPBIW) was 
exactly re-synthesized more than twice, and only five materials had their syntheses 
repeated exactly twice. Out of the latter category, two materials (ZEDZAL and SAPBIW) 
were replicated by a new set of researchers completely independent of the original 
authors. Ten materials were re-synthesized exactly once, five of which were replicated by 
independent researchers. 
The discussion above suggests a natural hierarchy of replicate experiments in 
analogy to Olympic medals, which has also been recommended as a way to increase 
reproducibility in the research community8. The bronze medal designation is given for 
repeating synthesis and characterization in one’s own lab. Although it could be argued 
idealistically that this is a part of scientific norms and should not be dignified with a 
medal, more than 80% of the original papers investigated failed to explicitly meet this 
standard. A silver medal designation is given for materials that have been characterized 
by two independent groups, even though synthesis of the material might have only taken 
place in one laboratory. None of the 130 original materials were observed to meet this 
standard. A gold medal designation is given for materials that have been produced 
independently (and characterized) by more than one group. In the language we used 
above, a gold medal is associated with exact re-synthesis by a separate group of 
researchers. Figure 5.3 shows the “medal stand” for the 130 MOFs we examined. 
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Figure 5.3. “Olympic medal stand” of reproducibility for the 130 MOFs examined.  
 
Re-synthesizing a material alone is not enough to verify whether the synthesis 
was successful in reproducing the same MOF. In Section 5.3.2 we examine the 
characterization techniques that are most frequently performed and present a case study 
on the gold medal experiments in Section 5.3.3 where we compare the synthesis methods 
and subsequent product characterization reported by the replicate experiment against the 
original. 
5.3.2 Material characterization of original syntheses 
The analysis above provides a systematic set of experiments where the issue of 
reproducibility can be considered. For the 115 materials (88% of the total) where exact 
synthesis has not been replicated in the open literature, no direct conclusions about 
reproducibility for any aspect of the materials’ properties can be made. Before we can 
determine whether repeated syntheses of the other 15 materials gave consistent results, 
we first consider the experimental techniques used to characterize the 130 MOFs in their 
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original papers. As with our methods for counting repeated syntheses, we looked for the 
authors to state that they had measured a property, regardless of whether data or results 
were explicitly reported. Single crystal X-ray diffraction (SC XRD) was used to solve the 
structure of the newly identified MOF in all but three of the 130 original reports; for 
those materials (GUKZAO29, IYICUP30, and PEMRIK31), the powder diffraction pattern 
was sufficient for the authors to determine the crystal structure. Thermoanalytics were the 
second most commonly used technique (103/130), typically thermogravimetric analysis 
(TGA), sometimes combined with differential thermal analysis (DTA) or differential 
scanning calorimetry (DSC). Powder XRD was often performed as well (99/130), 
occasionally at variable temperature and in conjunction with TGA. Most reports (83/130) 
also included some form of infrared spectroscopy (IR). These four experiments are useful 
for determining the chemistry, stoichiometry, and crystal structure of an unknown 
species. Only 59 of the original 130 papers used all four characterization methods. 
 
Table 5.3 Ten Most Frequently Measured Properties Across 130 Original Papers 
Measurement Type Number of Papers 
Single Crystal X-Ray Diffraction (SC XRD) 127 
Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) 103 
Powder X-Ray Diffraction (PXRD) 99 
Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) 83 
Gas Sorption 53 
Fluorescence 38 
Surface Area 34 
Magnetic Susceptibility 28 
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) 25 
Ultraviolet-Visible (UV-vis) Spectroscopy 19 
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In addition to characterizing the material, most of the original reports also 
measured properties of interest ranging from sorption performance32,33, to magnetic 
behavior26,34, to photoactivity35,36. While the specific experiments and conditions varied, 
we were interested in quantitative correlations among the most frequently performed 
types of measurements in order to explore motivations behind MOF discovery and 
identify possible connections between application and reproducibility. Table 5.3 
aggregates counts of the 10 most performed measurements across all 130 original papers, 
and Figure 5.4 shows the correlation matrix between number of citations of the original 
paper, number of total repeated syntheses (including exact and modified replicates) of the 
original paper, and measurements performed by the original paper. The elements 𝜌 ,  of 
the correlation matrix are calculated using the Pearson correlation coefficient37 defined as 
 𝜌 , E 𝑋 𝜇 𝑌 𝜇 𝜎 𝜎⁄  (5-1) 
where X and Y are the two variables whose correlation is being calculated, E is the 
expectation value, 𝜇  is the mean of X, 𝜎  is the standard deviation of X, 𝜇  is the mean 
of Y, and 𝜎  is the standard deviation of Y. The correlation coefficient has value between 
+1 (dark orange) and -1 (dark blue), inclusive, corresponding respectively to total 
positive linear correlation or total negative linear correlation; a value of 0 indicates no 
linear correlation. Although interpretation of the correlation coefficient is context 
dependent, it has been suggested that a value of |0.8| indicates strong correlation38. Here 
we use a scale where coefficients between |0.25|-|0.50| are designated low correlation, 
coefficients between |0.50|-|0.75| are designated medium correlation, and coefficients 
above |0.75| are designated high correlation. Therefore, based on the correlations in 
Figure 5.4, none of the characterization methods are strongly correlated with citations on 
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Figure 5.4. Correlation matrix between number of citations of the original paper, number 
of total repeated syntheses (including exact and modified replicates) of the original paper, 
and the characterization methods used by the original paper.  
 
total replicates. As observed previously, the covariance between number of citations and 
re-synthesis frequency is fairly low. TGA and PXRD are also weakly covariant with each 
other, and with both surface area and gas sorption measurements. Unsurprisingly, surface 
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area and gas sorption are correlated; surface area is typically estimated by measuring N2 
uptake and fitting to the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) or Langmuir adsorption 
equations. It is interesting to note that 53 of the 130 papers report adsorption isotherms 
but only 34 papers measured the surface area of the material. Weak covariance is also 
seen between fluorescence and UV-vis spectroscopy, two properties that can both 
measure emission or excitation of photonic states. Fluorescence and FTIR are also 
weakly anti-correlated with surface area and gas sorption. These correlations are not 
surprising, and are likely driven by the application and primary interest in each paper.  
5.3.3 Case study 
Only two MOFs, SAPBIW and ZEDZAL, were exactly synthesized more than 
once by sets of researchers distinct from the original authors. These provide an anecdotal 
sample on which to comment on the quality and consistency of reproduced syntheses. For 
each material, we compare the reported synthesis and characterization results of the 
replicates. 
SAPBIW, also known as the anionic bio-MOF-100, was first reported in 2012 by 
An et al.11 and has a chemical formula of Zn8(adeninate)4(BPDC)6O2•4(methyl)2NH2 
where BPDC denotes biphenyldicarboxylate. The original authors reported SC XRD, 
TGA, PXRD, FTIR, and N2 adsorption isotherms. Liu et al. reported exact replication of 
bio-MOF-100 in 201539 synthesized via stepwise ligand exchange starting from a 
separate isoreticular structure (bio-MOF-101). The reproduced synthesis was 
characterized with TGA and PXRD, the latter of which was “in good agreement with 
simulated spectra, indicating the successful synthesis of [bio-MOF-100]”. Liu et al. also 
investigated the extraction efficiencies of bio-MOF-100 coated fibers towards organic 
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pollutants. Wei et al. also replicated synthesis in 201612 for use as a host matrix to 
encapsulate photoactive dyes. The pristine bio-MOF-100 structure was analyzed using 
PXRD, and FTIR; dye-encapsulated MOFs were subject to photoirradiation and lasing 
experiments.  
Figure 5.5 shows PXRD curves collected using all using a CuKα radiation source 
from the original and citing papers. This was the only characterization performed by all 
three sets of authors. The positions of the four most intense peaks in the original paper 
are indicated by the red lines; while the peaks from Wei et al. are closely aligned with the 
original report, three of the peaks reported by Liu et al. show a systematic offset. If we 
compare the TGA curves (Figure 5.6) from the original paper and the replicate 
synthesized by Liu et al., the two measurements superficially appear quite different. In 
the original report, An et al. (black solid line) performed TGA of the as-synthesized 
crystal under a N2 atmosphere from 25-600 °C at a rate of 1 °C/min using a TGA Q500 
thermal analysis system. The resultant curve shows an initial 60% weight loss step after 
heating to ~200 °C which was assigned to loss of guest molecules, specifically 49 DMF 
and 31 H2O molecules per formula unit. The second step between 350-450 C was 
attributed to structural decomposition. Liu et al. (blue dashed line) used a Netzsch-209 
Analyzer to gather TGA data under a N2 atmosphere from 25-800 °C at a 10 °C/min 
ramp rate. The difference in ramp rate from An et al. means that comparisons between 
the two experiments must be made cautiously. In An et al.’s data, there is only one 
weight loss step that occurs around 400-500 C, which is likely associated with structural  
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Figure 5.5. PXRD spectra for original and repeated syntheses of bio-MOF-100. Vertical 
red lines indicate positions of the five most intense peaks for the original material. Data 
were digitized and reproduced from An et al.11 (original), Liu et al.39, and Wei et al.12 
 
 
Figure 5.6. TGA curves for original and repeated syntheses of bio-MOF-100. Data were 
digitized and reproduced from An et al.11 (original) and Liu et al.39. 
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decomposition. The re-synthesis used a ligand exchange procedure carried out in DMF 
with no mention of water, so we would not expect the initial guest solvent composition in 
the pores of the two experiments to be similar. Both curves approach 80% weight loss 
after structural decomposition, but the considerable difference between the weight loss 
that can be ascribed to solvent make it difficult to conclude that the two experiments are 
fully consistent.  
ZEDZAL refers to Ln-LOF, a family of isostructural lanthanide-organic 
frameworks (LOFs) formulated as Ln(BTB)(H2O) where Ln = {Y, La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm, 
Eu, Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, Yb}, and BTB = 1,3,5-benzenetrisbenzoic acid17. Lin et al. 
measured and reported SC XRD, TGA, PXRD, FTIR, and sorption of N2, CO2, CH4, and 
benzene vapor for all the Ln-LOFs they synthesized. Although only a single 
representative structure was included in the CoRE MOF database, following our 
definition in Section 5.2, we looked for citing papers that re-synthesized any variant of 
the Ln-LOFs presented in the original paper. Shi et al. synthesized hollow nanospheres of 
TbBTB (as opposed to the needle-like crystals of the original material) to study the -
system based fluorescence of the benezenetrisbenzoic acid ligands40. This material was 
characterize using PXRD, TGA, FTIR, and N2 adsorption, in addition to time-resolved 
fluorescence spectrometry. Zhao et al. made a series of mixed Nd-Yb LOFs in 2016 with 
needle morphology41, including the pure materials NdBTB and YbBTB which could be 
compared against the identical Nd-LOF and Yb-LOF reported by Lin et al. PXRD, TGA, 
and FTIR were reported for the mixed-metal LOFs, with additional emission and 
excitation data also calculated. 
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Figure 5.7 shows PXRD spectra of original and replicate syntheses of TbBTB 
(Figure 5.7a, top) and NdBTB (Figure 5.7b, bottom) measured using CuKα radiation. 
Positions of the five most intense peaks of each original synthesis are indicated by the 
vertical red lines. For the TbBTB material, it is evident that the powder pattern measured 
by Shi et al. does not match the simulated spectra they were anticipating; the authors 
suspected this discrepancy arose because the “spheres [they synthesized] were impure 
and may have multiphase crystal structures”. However, neither the simulated nor 
measured PXRD match the pattern reported by the original authors. The original spectra 
has twinned peaks at 6.3 and 10.8, while the simulated and measured patterns of Shi et 
al. show single peaks. Although the shapes of the PXRD spectra for the NdBTB materials 
(Figure 5.7b) are more similar between the original material and the re-synthesis by 
Zhao et al., there are multiple peaks visible in the original spectra that do not appear in 
the powder pattern of the replicate material. 
Figure 5.8 shows the TGA curves for the original and replicated materials. Lin et 
al. initially performed TGA on a Q600 SDT TGA-DTA-DSC analyzer from 25-650 °C at 
a 5 °C/min heating rate under N2. The TGA curves of the original TbBTB and NdBTB 
materials have a similar shape, with a first weight loss step from 100-200 °C associated 
with removal of DMF solvent, while the second step between 500-600 °C was attributed 
to structural decomposition. Zhao et al. carried out TGA until nitrogen using a Netzsch 
TG209F3 instrument at a ramp rate of 5 °C/min. Since this curve was measured using the 
same heating rate in the same N2 atmosphere, the results should be directly comparable to 




Figure 5.7. PXRD spectra for original and repeated syntheses of TbBTB (7a, top) and 
NdBTB (7b, bottom). Vertical red lines indicate positions of the five most intense peaks 
for the original material. Data were digitized and reproduced from Lin et al.17 (original), 





Figure 5.8. TGA curves for original and repeated syntheses of TbBTB and NdBTB. Data 
were digitized and reproduced from Lin et al.17, Shi et al.40, and Zhao et al.41 
 
measurement by Lin et al., the second weight loss step associated with structural 
decomposition occurs significantly earlier, around 400-500 °C, and appears to result in a 
much higher percent of weight loss overall. Shi et al. performed TGA in a N2 atmosphere 
at an unknown heating rate and reported grams of material loss. We converted this to 
percentage weight loss by assuming the starting weight of 2.04 g correspond to 100% 
mass. The replicate TbBTB curve was noted to exhibit several complex weight loss steps 
at approximately 150 °C, 300 °C, 400 °C, and 600 °C. Shi et al. attributed the steps 
between 150-300°C to removal of physical trapped and chemically coordinated solvent in 
the nanospheres, respectively, while decomposition occurs around 400-550 °C. This 
behavior may differ from that seen in the needle-like materials because the hollow 
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spheres trap a large amount of solvent molecules that vacate more gradually with 
increasing temperature. 
These two case studies of SAPBIW and ZEDZAL suggest that detailed 
comparison of characterization for original and exact replicate materials reveals 
inconsistencies. Some of these may be due to difference in measurement procedure, but a 
certain amount of variability must be attributed to discrepancy in the underlying 
syntheses. When authors re-synthesize a material using alternative synthesis procedures, 
it is not surprising that the resulting material may have different characterization, but it 
then becomes necessary to develop a measurement standard by which we can determine 
whether the re-synthesized material is truly the same as the original material. As 
demonstrated by the discussion on characterization techniques reported in the original 
papers (Section 5.3.2), it is likely that multiple types of measurements are necessary to 
accurately compare a replicate material against the original. Though it is beyond the 
scope of this work, we can imagine extending the adsorption isotherm consistency 
analysis performed by Park et al.4 to other forms of experimental measurement in order 
to identify a suite of standard material characterizations that should be performed and 
compared for every synthesis. 
5.4 Conclusion 
We have identified a lack of reproduced syntheses reported in the literature on 
MOF research. Having selected a sample of 130 materials from the CoRE MOF database, 
we followed the citations on each original paper to determine whether the original 
material had been re-synthesized. Replicate experiments were classified as either “exact” 
if an identical material to one reported by the original paper was stated to have been 
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produced, or otherwise “modified” if the original material had been re-synthesized with 
metal substitution, linker functionalization, alternate topology, or significantly different 
guest inclusions. We also noted whether each re-synthesis had been performed by a new 
set of authors entirely independent of the original researchers, or whether there was 
overlap between the author groups. Out of 130 papers surveyed, only 15 of the materials 
introduced by those papers were ever reproduced exactly, and only 2 out of the 15 exact 
replicates were reproduced more than once by a completely new set of authors. 
Comparing characterization of exact replicates against the original reported 
characterization suggested that exact reproduced syntheses may not be truly consistent 
with an original material. 
To strengthen the quality of reported research, we suggest increased performance 
and publication of replication experiments. A hierarchy for standard of replication has 
been proposed in analogy to the “Olympic medal” scoring system; fewer than 20% of the 
papers in this study met even the bronze standard, which is simply for researchers to re-
synthesize a material in their own lab and publish the results of doing so. We suspect that 
the number of replicate experiments is underreported, and we encourage researchers to 
explicitly report repeated syntheses and characterization. Finally, it would be useful to 
define material standards for experimental measurements. Pioneering efforts have already 
established robust standards of CO2 adsorption in various MOFs, however, we 
demonstrated in this study that gas sorption is a less frequently measured property. 
Establishing consensus results for PXRD, TGA, and FTIR measurements would allow 
greater accuracy and consistency of MOF experiments.  
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APPENDIX D. SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER 5 
Table D.1. Year of publication, reference code, number of citations, number of exact 
syntheses by same and new authors, and number of modified syntheses by same and 
new authors, of all 130 materials selected from the CoRE MOF database. 













2007 CETGOY42 49 0 0 0 0 
2007 DIXHIC35 15 0 0 0 0 
2007 GIQZIQ32 21 0 0 1 1 
2007 HEXNII43 20 0 0 2 1 
2007 HOMZEP9 54 0 0 4 0 
2007 IJOMOJ0614 77 0 0 10 7 
2007 KIFJIT44 32 0 0 0 0 
2007 PIKBUH45 27 0 0 0 0 
2007 RIPTAM36 26 0 0 0 0 
2007 SINXET46 19 0 0 0 0 
2007 TICPOL47 19 0 0 1 0 
2007 TIRLIQ48 17 0 0 0 0 
2007 TISGUY33 48 0 0 0 1 
2007 TIVYAZ0149 41 0 0 1 1 
2007 XUBJAF0226 8 0 1 0 0 
2008 AFOYOK50 53 0 0 2 4 
2008 COMFAM51 32 0 0 1 0 
2008 GOGSIF34 13 0 0 1 4 
2008 KOLWEO52 52 0 0 0 0 
2008 KONCIA53 44 0 0 1 0 
2008 LOPZAS54 24 0 0 0 0 
2008 MOGNAY55 14 0 0 1 0 
2008 NOHFOG56 31 0 0 1 2 
2008 RIWSUM57 27 0 0 0 0 
2008 SODZIV58 19 0 0 0 0 
2008 TOKDON59 44 0 0 1 0 
2008 UFOFIF27 22 0 1 1 0 
2008 WOCJII60 21 0 0 0 4 
2008 XOJWEZ61 47 0 0 0 0 
2008 YOMBAE62 15 0 0 1 0 
2009 COXFOL63 29 0 0 1 0 
2009 CUGVUW64 22 0 0 1 0 
2009 GIYSAJ0265 47 0 0 1 0 
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2009 GUKZAO29 37 0 0 0 0 
2009 LUKLIN66 55 0 0 5 0 
2009 MUNPAN67 28 0 0 0 0 
2009 OHAZAZ68 44 0 0 5 0 
2009 OHOLIH69 15 0 0 0 0 
2009 QUFFED70 53 0 0 3 1 
2009 QUTYOU71 42 0 0 0 1 
2009 RUCGOM72 17 0 0 0 7 
2009 UHISOU18 49 0 2 1 1 
2009 VACFUB0173 16 0 0 4 0 
2010 CESYEF0174 17 0 0 1 0 
2010 CURBOH75 25 0 0 1 0 
2010 DUQSEO76 54 0 0 3 0 
2010 EKARUE77 15 0 0 0 0 
2010 GURZID78 12 0 0 1 0 
2010 ILITUT79 46 0 0 1 0 
2010 LUPYAX80 52 0 0 0 0 
2010 MACHIJ21 27 1 0 0 0 
2010 MUTVUT81 40 0 0 0 0 
2010 MUVJIX15 104 0 1 8 3 
2010 NUZCER82 43 0 0 0 0 
2010 OSOYUR83 46 0 0 1 0 
2010 OWIZAW84 30 0 0 0 0 
2010 QUQGAL22 46 1 0 1 1 
2010 QUQGEP85 27 0 0 0 1 
2010 RUSSAA86 13 0 0 2 0 
2010 RUTBUE87 16 0 0 0 4 
2010 RUVKOJ88 14 0 0 0 1 
2010 UKUBUY89 33 0 0 1 0 
2010 VAGKOF90 47 0 0 0 1 
2010 XUNGUJ16 86 0 1 5 2 
2010 XUYXAR91 32 0 0 4 1 
2011 ANEPIT92 51 0 0 0 1 
2011 AXUBOL93 43 0 0 5 1 
2011 EBUREA94 26 0 0 0 0 
2011 EMITUQ95 26 0 0 0 0 
2011 EPOXAJ96 46 0 0 2 1 
2011 EZOXEX97 23 0 0 0 0 
2011 HAWREE23 55 1 0 2 0 
2011 IBUYAH98 22 0 0 1 1 
2011 IJEXUR99 31 0 0 0 0 
2011 IYICUP30 20 0 0 0 2 
2011 IZUMUM19 35 0 2 4 2 
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2011 NALYEG100 28 0 0 0 1 
2011 OCIZIL101 53 0 0 2 0 
2011 OVEXOD102 42 0 0 1 0 
2011 OVIWIA103 48 0 0 1 2 
2011 OXUPUT104 26 0 0 0 4 
2011 OYUJUO105 22 0 0 0 0 
2011 PAMHIW39 14 0 0 2 0 
2011 RAHNOF106 54 0 0 1 1 
2011 REGYOT107 50 0 0 2 1 
2011 UBOGAV108 46 0 0 2 6 
2011 UVEVUN109 59 0 0 0 0 
2011 UVINAP110 45 0 0 1 0 
2011 UXUXYUI111 54 0 0 3 1 
2011 UZIJUJ112 14 0 0 0 0 
2012 ADODAA113 45 0 0 6 0 
2012 BAXSIE114 51 0 0 0 2 
2012 FAJYAS115 13 0 0 2 1 
2012 FAQVEA116 34 0 0 0 1 
2012 FATLUJ117 57 0 0 0 0 
2012 GEDLIM28 18 0 1 0 3 
2012 HARNAR118 18 0 0 0 0 
2012 HEBJAB119 55 0 0 3 0 
2012 HEBKEG120 28 0 0 1 1 
2012 HEKTAU121 45 0 0 3 0 
2012 KEQJEX24 46 1 0 2 0 
2012 LASMAV122 22 0 0 0 0 
2012 LECGIL123 29 0 0 0 0 
2012 MEFHUC124 27 0 0 3 0 
2012 NAYXOC20 29 0 2 2 1 
2012 NEFTOJ125 11 0 0 3 0 
2012 PEMRIK31 64 0 0 0 0 
2012 QEGNOH25 33 1 0 0 0 
2012 SAKNOJ126 31 0 0 0 0 
2012 SAPBIW11 168 2 5 5 4 
2012 SESKUY127 22 0 0 2 0 
2012 VEPDEB128 15 0 0 0 0 
2012 WIFGOJ129 47 0 0 0 0 
2012 ZEDZAL17 30 2 0 5 0 
2013 BETZOR130 18 0 0 0 0 
2013 DEYLUQ131 29 0 0 0 0 
2013 DEYNIG132 23 0 0 0 0 
2013 FEZREJ133 15 0 0 0 0 
2013 GINDEO134 20 0 0 0 2 
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2013 LELMEW135 16 0 0 0 0 
2013 NIMWUD136 22 0 0 0 3 
2013 PETWOC137 63 0 0 3 2 
2013 QEWDON138 23 0 0 0 1 
2013 RIDGIW139 37 0 0 0 0 
2013 SEQTEP140 28 0 0 2 1 
2013 SETDUS141 18 0 0 0 0 
2013 SEVLEM142 25 0 0 1 1 
2013 VICYUD143 20 0 0 2 0 
2013 VIDPIJ144 20 0 0 0 0 







Figure D.1. Exact (1a, top) and modified (1b, bottom) repeated synthesis of 130 MOFs, 
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS 
6.1 Dissertation Impact 
The work presented in this dissertation comprises a broad study of metal-organic 
frameworks (MOFs) disorder, beginning with computational description of defects and 
bridging to experimental measurements. While the models here were based on zeolitic 
imidazolate frameworks (ZIFs), the overarching insights about defect prevalence, 
distribution, and degradation pattern will be applicable to many crystalline nanoporous 
materials. 
Extended defects, particularly those in the bulk of a MOF material, are notoriously 
difficult to characterize through experimental measurements alone. Drawing on the well-
known stacking faults in aluminosilicates, we proposed hypothetical ZIF-8 polymorphs 
containing the analogous stacking faults in Chapter 2. After constructing extended periodic 
lattices with and without a fault and energy minimizing the structures using force field 
methods, we were able to determine a favorable defect formation energy between 0.1-1.0 
kJ/mol/Zn atom. This energy scale was comparable with the energy difference between 
different polymorphs, indicating that not only do stacking faults require negligible energy 
to form in synthesis, they may have an enthalpically favorable stabilizing effect. Based on 
this finding, we predict that extended defects are likely ubiquitous in real ZIFs. To seek 
evidence of these defects in an experimental structure, we simulated X-ray diffraction 
(XRD) patterns to estimate density of defects from the diffraction spectra. We determined 
two sets of correlations for XRD peak intensity and area with stacking fault ratio (SFR), a 
measure of defect density in a structure. Significant changes were identified in the 
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experimentally measured powder pattern of a topologically isomorphic hybrid-linker ZIF, 
consistent with our conclusions about the prevalence of MOF extended defects. 
We extended the scope of our investigation into ZIF defects in Chapter 3 by 
considering stability of 10 ZIF materials in various humid and acid gas environments. 
Previous literature reports about water stability of carboxylate MOFs indicated that various 
parameters – ligand pKa, atomic charge, formation enthalpy – were correlated strongly 
with experimentally observed stability. Our aim was to identify a similar set of stability 
predictors for ZIFs. Detailed computational models were constructed for the adsorbent, 
adsorbate, and defect state in each degradation reaction. Careful comparison against 
experimental characterization was necessary to ensure we were accurately describing the 
physical phenomenon. Surprisingly, none of the calculated stability predictors correlated 
well with experimental degradation results. We conclude that ligand pKa and atomic charge 
cannot predict ZIF stability. Of the 10 ZIF materials studied, only one was stable to humid 
CO2 and SO2 exposure. Computational efforts to explain the exceptional stability of ZIF-
71 RHO were unable to determine a precise difference in the degradation mechanism; 
rather, the stability of this material is likely a synergistic combination of transport, kinetics, 
and sterics. Another surprising but important conclusion was the low stability of all 10 ZIFs 
in dry and humid NO2 environments. Computational methods were valuable in predicting 
complex hydrogen abstraction and free radical degradation pathways, as well as in 
predicting the likely defect product. Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) 
experiments were able to confirm the presence of intermediate and product species. 
At this point, having studied ZIF defects at the local bond-breaking level and at the 
extended stacking fault scale, we sought a degradation mechanism that could bridge the 
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two extremes and explain how single point defects accumulate until the bulk structure 
degrades. In Chapter 4, we began by considering how a first point defect forms and 
determined the relative energetic favorability of all possible single defect states. Having 
done so, we then systematically examined where and how a second and third defect forms, 
finding an overwhelming preference for additional defects to cluster in adjacent sites. 
Additionally, we are able to decompose defect formation energy into an intrinsic energy of 
reaction and a strain energy due to geometry. Favorable defect propagation can then be 
explained as a means to reduce or eliminate the strain energy; this is a powerful 
understanding with implications for defects in any ordered nanoporous material. Finally, 
we simulated XRD patterns for varying concentrations of defects, distributed with different 
spatial densities throughout the lattice. 
In Chapter 5, we carried out meta-analysis on the reproducibility of MOF synthesis 
research. Following on previous studies regarding the reproducibility of CO2 adsorption 
isotherms, we ask a more fundamental question: how often is MOF synthesis repeated, and 
if repeated, how consistent are the results? We selected a set of 130 papers that reported 
new materials from the CoRE MOF database and tracked the citations of each of the 130 
papers to determine whether those original materials have ever been re-synthesized. 
Replicate syntheses were classified as exact if they made the identical material or modified 
if the new synthesis contained a single substitution, and we also categorized syntheses 
performed by researchers who had been involved in the publication of the original paper, 
or an entirely independent group of researchers form the original authors. The results reveal 
a dearth of repeat syntheses: there were 25 examples of exact re-synthesis from the original 
130 MOFs (associated with only 15 materials), only 7 of which were associated with 
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completely separate authors. Only 2 materials had been repeated more than once by distinct 
author groups. These metrics are likely pessimistic; it is probable that of the 252 modified 
re-syntheses, many also repeated the exact material initially without reporting the results. 
We propose a replication hierarchy that awards “Olympic medal” standards to different 
levels of reproducibility. The gold medal standard would be awarded to the two materials 
that were repeated twice each by distinct author groups. However, when we compare 
original and replicate material characterization reported for these two materials, non-trivial 
differences among measurements suggests that a consensus standard is lacking. 
6.2 Suggested Directions for Future Work 
There are several interesting research projects that are natural extensions of the 
previously summarized work: 
1) Determining ZIF-71 RHO stability mechanism and application 
The exceptional stability of ZIF-71 RHO to humid CO2 and SO2 environments makes it a 
promising candidate for industrial application. Adsorption loading simulations to 
determine and predict the distribution of adsorbents in the pores will likely illuminate how 
transport, sterics, and hydrophobicity differ in ZIF-71 RHO compared to other RHO 
topology ZIFs and ZIF-71 SOD. Identifying the transition state and performing nudged 
elastic band (NEB) DFT calculations may elucidate unusually low kinetics of the 
degradation reaction in ZIF-71 RHO. Understanding the mechanism for stability is key to 





2) Modelling MOF interaction with more complex acid gases 
We have presented detailed mechanistic models for H2O, CO2, SO2, and NOx interaction 
with a variety of ZIFs, but these are all fairly simple acid gases. To truly predict stability 
in industrially relevant conditions, it will be useful to a) identify more complex attacking 
species and b) examine multicomponent degradation. As illustrated with NOx, more 
complex attacking species often require a different degradation pathway, and the same is 
likely true for H2S, aromatic pollutants, and other reactive species. There is also a lack of 
understanding regarding interaction with multiple acid gases, but the detailed defect 
models presented here for single component acid gases provide a good foundational 
platform for computational description of multicomponent acid gas degradation. 
3) Establishing a consensus standard for experimental measurements 
Analysis of characterization reported in MOF synthesis suggests that PXRD, TGA, and 
FTIR are standard measurements which should be performed for all syntheses. These 
methods have the advantage of being relatively routine; they should be reproducible even 
if performed with different available commercial instruments, so long as adequate care is 
taken with sample preparation. Using characterization of well-studied MOFs to determine 
criteria for outliers, the same metrics can then be applied to determine if repeat 
characterization of less synthesized MOFs are truly consistent. 
